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ABSTRACT 
Several schemes for separating solid pollutants from 
water flowing in a closed conduit were examined. Separation 
based on the momentum differential between the solids and 
liquids and the centrifugal movement of a conveying liquid 
were both examined under turbulent flow conditions. The study 
indicated these processes to have limited applications, primarily 
due to the difficulties in withdrawing a significant fraction 
of separated flow and the deleterious effects of turbulent 
mixing. However, utilization of the differential momentum of 
solid particles and water when flowing laminarly through a pipe 
was found to be a viable separation scheme. Significant 
experimental separations (greater than 50 percent for pulverized 
coal and fly ash) were achieved. The experimental situation 
was modeled theoretically using particles approaching a sink 
located in a uniform stream. The theory closely predicted 
observed results for low velocity flows, with increasing flow 
velocity being the most significant contribution to deviations 
between experimental results and theory. The ratio of separat-
ed flow to flow passing the outlet was also found to affect the 
separation, but to a lesser degree than flow velocity. An 
application using small separator pipes in conjunction with a 
tank was shown to have potential advantages over using a settling 
tank alone. 
ii 
A second phenomenon which showed promise was based on 
the settling of solid particles which occurs in a slurry flowing 
laminarly through an inclined pipe. A flowing particle bed 
develops on the bottom of the pipe which can be efficiently and 
continuously removed. A theoretical model based on discrete 
particle settling was developed in this study which accurately 
predicted the substantial separations for fly ash particles 
flowing laminarly through a one inch diameter pipe. The most 
significant variable in determining the separation for a given 
solid in a given experimental situation was the velocity of 
flow, with higher flow velocities and associated increased 
turbulence resulting in poorer separations. Utilizing the 
information from this data, a design was postulated for a pipe 
settling system which has significant advantages over existing 
gravity settling systems. 
Descriptors: Water treatment, Separation Techniques*, Slurries, 
Suspensions, Sediment transport. 
Identifiers: Solids Removal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The work performed in this study was proposed in a 
research proposal concerning hydrodynamic removal of solid 
pollutants from water. The purpose of the research was "to 
devise, evaluate, and develop practical and feasible 
schemes" for the separation of solids from water using 
hydrodynamic means. Hydrodynamic phenomena suggested in 
the proposal as promising techniques were separation based 
on lift and drag forces which cause plasma skimming, sepa-
ration based on centrifugal acceleration, and separation 
based on the difference in momentum of solid particles and 
liquid flowing in a slurry. Several techniques utilizing 
gravity forces were also suggested as being among those 
which may prove effective in separating solid particles from 
water. 
A detailed analysis of the current state of knowledge 
of these phenomena is presented in the literature review 
of this paper. A general description of the phenomena 
will be presented here. Plasma skimming refers to phase 
separation which occurs in blood flow at bifurcations, and 
results in a lower concentration of blood cells i·n the cap-
illaries leading away from the primary blood vessel. It 
occurs because a cell-free plasma layer has developed next 
to the capillaries' walls, resulting in a flow with a lower 
1 
cell concentration in the secondary tube. Utilization of 
this phenomenon in solid-liquid separation schemes would be 
based on the creation of a solid free zone next to a tube's 
wall and subsequently withdraw the flow from this zone. The 
withdrawn flow would have a lower concentration of solids, 
and separation would be achieved. 
The achievement of separation using momentum forces 
will occur where there is a change in the direction of flow. 
The solid particles, because of their greater momentum, are 
less susceptible to a direction change making the separation 
of the two phases possible. This phenomenon can be utilized 
in a variety of ways to enhance separation. 
Centrifugal forces have been widely used to achieve 
separation of solids from liquids, with centrifuges being 
the apparatus generally used. A concept described in the 
proposal utilizes the inherent centrifugal force exerted on 
particles when flow is accelerated around a bend. One po-
tential scheme investigating this phenomenon consists of a 
small diameter tube wrapped around a cylinder in a spiral, 
as shown in Figure 1. The separated flow can then be re-
moved from the inside of the pipe. The centrifugal sepa-
rator is thus dependent on momentum forces. 
A discussion in the proposal of the use of gravity 
forces to enhance separation centers around the variable 
.solids concentration over the cross section of a 
pipe conveying a liquid with particles heavier than the 
liquid. The concentration in the lower section of the pipe 
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Figure I • Coiled tube as centrifugal separator. 
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is greater than the upper section, and by splitting these 
flow sections, separation occurs. 
The approach utilized for this study was to first 
experimentally determine if a particular scheme utilizing 
one of the phenomena described previously could achieve 
substantial separation. A number of schemes studied in this 
manner were found to be deficient. When a scheme was found 
successful, extensive testing over a range of conditions 
was performed. A theoretical model was also developed and 
the correlation between theory and experimental results was 
determined. Possible apparatus configurations using the 
phenomenon were devised and performance of these apparatus 
for various solid-liquid flows was theoretically investi-
gated to determine the appropriateness of the phenomenon as 
a means to induce separation. 
Many processes other than those just discussed have 
been developed and used to achieve separation. These range 
from evaporation to reverse osmosis to sedimentation, and 
are used to separate liquids, gases, and solids from each 
other. There are three general headings under which sepa-
ration processes can be categorized. These are equilib-
ration separation processes, rate-governed separation pro-
cesses, and mechanical separation processes. Evaporation, 
adsorption, ion exchange, and magnetic separation are ex-
amples of equilibration processes. Rate-governed processes 
include gaseous diffusion, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, 
and ultrafiltration. Examples of mechanical processes in-
4 
elude filtration, centrifugation, electrostatic precipita-
tion, and sedimentation. 
Equilibration separation processes use a system's 
tendency to achieve a state of equilibrium to induce sepa-
ration. An example is osmosis, in which water is removed 
from the more dilute solution to equalize the osmotic pres-
sures. Differences in the characteristics of the substances 
to be separated generally provide the driving force for 
rate-governed separation processes. Differential rates of 
diffusional transport through a membrane provide the sepa-
ration in dialysis, a rate-governed separation process. 
The physical properties of substances enable mechanical 
separation processes to be effective. These properties in-
clude density and size, which are important in all mechani-
cal separation processes. 
Separation induced by hydrodynamic forces can gener-
ally be considered a mechanical separation process. The 
hydrodynamic separation processes examined in this study 
are concerned with separating solids from liquids which can 
be readily applied to practical solid-liquid separation 
schemes. More specifically, their major potential for fu-
ture applications would be as replacements for mechanical 
separation processes being presently used. One mechanical 
process, settling, is the most widely used _<:>f all separa-
tion processes. Industrial users of settling include food 
processing industries, apparel industries, chemical indus-
tries, materials industries, and mining and energy 
5 
industries. Lagoons and sedimentation basins, sometimes 
in conjunction with coagulation and flocculation, are 
typical ways settling is used. 
Other separation processes which could possibly be 
replaced or augmented by the schemes developed in thi~ 
study include flotation, filtration, centrifugation, and 
screening. Filtration and screening are widely used in 
water treatment plants, and all four have been and are 
being used by some industrial plants for water treatment 
purposes. 
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SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 
The first scheme experimentally investigated in this 
study was based on utilizing radial migration of solid par-
ticles (plasma skimming) in a one inch diameter horizontal 
pipe with fly ash as the suspended solid. Fly ash was 
chosen as the solid because of its small size (mostly within 
silt classification). It was quickly decided this was not 
an effective way to test the plasma skimming phenomenon 
because the separation achieved could not be attributed en-
tirely to plasma skimming. The basic reason for this was 
the additional separation and variation of concentration 
with depth in the pipe caused by gravity. A vertical pipe, 
which eliminated these gravity effects, was used for all 
later tests on plasma skimming. In the previous experiment 
based on plasma skimming conducted with the horizontal pipe 
under laminar flow conditions, the settling of the fly ash 
particles onto the pipe bottom and the subsequent motion of 
the particle bed along the pipe were visually noted. With 
the concentration of fly ash particles in the effluent flow 
being much less than the concentration in the influent flow 
for high flow rates (over 1,000 gallons per day for a one 
inch diameter horizontal pipe for 70 percent separation), a 
gravity separation system utilizing only pipes was envi-
sioned. Although a pipe settling system uses the same 
1 
phenomenon, high-rate sedimentation, that is used by other 
processes, namely tube settlers and Lamella Separators, 
several distinct differences in the operation of these sys-
tems and the one envisioned exist. A discussion of these 
differences, as well as an experimental study, a theoretical 
analysis, and an examination of possible applications of a 
solids separation scheme based on gravity settling in pipes 
are presented in Section 4. 
Additional studies of the plasma skimming phenomenon 
were made using vertical pipes. Experiments in a one inch 
diameter pipe using fly ash as the solid found it ineffec-
tive in achieving separation. A 0.106 inch diameter plastic 
tube was tested in the experimental setup shown in Figure 2. 
When fly ash was used as the solid, the results indicated 
very poor separations. This phenomenon was more effective 
in separating almost neutrally buoyant (specific gravity 
varied from 1.04 to 1.06) plastic beads, ranging in size 
from 0.127 mm to 1.27 mm. Separation was achieved by 
having the plastic beads and water mixture flow down the 
tube past two small holes on opposite sides of the tube's 
wall. Separated flow was withdrawn from the system through 
these holes into a larger tube, and was subsequently with-
drawn from this tube. Because the particles could settle 
in this larger tube before discharge from the system, only 
its flow rate was measured. The concentration was deter-
mined using mass balance equations and the concentrations 
and flow rates of the main and bypass flows. With the 
8 
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Figure 2 1 Experimental setup to investigate plasma skimming 
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separated flow being a small fraction of the main flow, 
large variations in the calculated separated concentrations 
occurred. This large variation is inherent in mass balance 
calculations when the concentration of a small (separated) 
flow is computed from the concentrations of two large (main 
and bypass) flows. With the wide range of values, no defi-
nite statements about the magnitude of separation can be 
made except that a positive separation did occur, and even 
this statement must be qualified by saying the momentum of 
the particles could have contributed to the separation. 
For a variety of reasons the work on plasma skimming 
was abandoned at this point. They included the difficulties 
foreseen in actually using the process, since its major use-
fulness seemed to be with very small tubes. Networks of 
these small tubes would be difficult to fabricate, and the 
ever present problem of plugging, experienced often in these 
experiments, would doubtless cause great difficulties with 
most solids to be separated. Another reason was that a 
significant amount of time would be needed to develop a 
much more sophisticated experiment to accurately measure 
the effectiveness of plasma skimming, and this time could 
be more efficiently spent investigating the other phenomena 
which appeared more promising. Even when the process does 
result in a solid free layer next to the wall, the generally 
small volume of this layer compared to the rest of the flow 
and the complications in removing it without inducing tur-
bulent mixing further reduce the usefulness of the process 
10 
for most applications. 
Preliminary experiments were also performed investi-
gating the utilization of momentum and centrifugal forces 
for solids separation in high speed flows in a pipe. In the 
experiments concerning momentum, the entrance to a small 
tube was located within a large tube. The entrance was 
pointing away from the oncoming flow, with the flow moving 
at velocities around 10 feet per second. Flow from the 
small tube indicated separations of 40 percent for fly ash, 
55 percent for pulverized coal, and 95 percent for sand 
could be achieved. Based on these observations, a deta.iled 
experimental analysis of high speed momentum separation was 
begun. The results of this analysis are presented in 
Section ·6, along with a discussion of the phenomenon and a 
comparison with theory. 
The concept of using the momentum of particles in 
laminar flow for separation developed naturally from the 
high speed tests. Since gravity effects on laminar. flow 
produce uneven concentrations over the cross section of 
horizontal pipes, vertical pipes were used for these tests. 
Gravity also affected the'direction chosen for the flow in 
the pipe. It was decided to direct it downward to take 
advantage of the settling tendencies of the particles. 
Early tests indicated the concept could produce substantial 
separations, thus providing the basis for the detailed 
analysis presented in Section 5. 
Only a preliminary analysis of centrifugal separa-
11 
tion was performed in this study and experimental tests were 
conducted with the apparatus shown in Figure 1. The coiled 
tube was a 3/4 inch diameter tygon tube, 50 feet long, wrap-
ped around a 4 inch diameter pole. A solids injection 
system ahead of the tygon tube in the system was used to 
introduce the solids to a flow of water coming from 
Lexington's water system. At the base of the coiled tube, 
a small separator tube was located inside the main tube. 
Its outlet was pointed toward the oncoming flow to minimize 
any additional separation effect which could be caused by 
momentum. 
The primary purpose of the experiments was to deter-
mine if a lower concentration of solids existed in the 
region of the tube near the pole, and for this reason the 
outlet was placed near the wall of the main tube next to 
the 4 inch diameter pole. With a typical velocity of 9 feet 
per second in the main pipe, a centrifugal force of 12 times 
the force of gravity was induced on the solid particles. 
The difference in concentration of fly ash particles for the 
separated flow and main flow was very small, indicating the 
turbulence present was sufficient to disrupt the movement 
of those particles to the outside wall. Concentrations in 
the separated flow of 41 percent and 2 percent of the main 
flow's concentration for pulverized coal particles and sand 
particles, respectively, indicate the phenomenon has poten-
tial as a separating system and deserves further study. 
However, this scheme did not appear as promising as some of 
12 
the others studied. 
Several general statements based on knowledge gained 
while conducting the study on centrifugal separation in a 
coiled tube seem appropriate. Removing the separated flow 
in a small separator pipe for high speed flows is not a 
practical means of using centrifugal forces, since the 
volume of separated flow to main flow is very small. Effi-
cient separation schemes dictate that this ratio be large, 
so that most of the particles are concentrated in a small 
amount of liquid. Because of the high velocities in the 
main pipe necessary to produce sufficiently large centrif-
ugal forces, the particles will not slide along the wall 
of the pipe but will instead be suspended in the flow near 
the wall. This means a fairly large volume of concentrated 
flow must be removed if most of the particles are to be 
captured. The best method of separating the two parts 
would probably be a wye with a thin vertical plate ahead of 
the actual junction of the three tubes. This plate would 
produce the least turbulence at the separation point of the 
.two flows, thus minimizing mixing effects. A schematic of 
the wye is shown in Figure 1. The ratio of separated flow 
to concentrated flow, the length of tubing needed to achieve 
• 
the best distribution of particles, the effect of increased 
velocity, and the type of tubing pipe used would have to be 
determined experimentally. It also appears that this scheme 
will require a fairly large head to produce sufficient 
13 
velocity and this is an additional drawback which was con-
sidered in the decision to limit further study. 
14 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Hydrodynamics is the science which deals with the 
motion of fluids including the forces acting on solid 
bodies immersed in fluids and in motion relative to 
them. Hydrodynamic forces are sometimes applied to 
particles in such a manner that separation of the par-
ticles from the suspending liquid results. Examples of 
hydrodynamic forces to effect separation include lift 
forces exerted on particles flowing in small tubes due 
to the close proximity of the tube's wall (e.g. plasma 
skimming in the capillary system of the human body), and 
forces exerted on accelerating particles due to the 
particle's greater momentum. Gravity, momentum, and lift 
and drag forces which can be utilized to enhance separation 
of solids from liquids will be examined in this study. 
Gravity enhanced separation is used more than any 
other process to separate solids from liquids. Settling 
ponds are utilized as the principal pollution control of 
waste water effluents by the metal and nonmetal mining 
industries (1), operations based on sedimentation are 
important in industrial waste treatment (2), and primary 
sedimentation is the most widely used municipal wastewater 
treatment process (3). Density differences can be used 
in two ways to achieve separation by gravity. Particles 
15 
lighter than the conveying fluid will rise to the surface, 
where skimming can be used to remove them. This process 
is called flotation. Heavier particles will sink to the 
bed underlying the fluid, and can be allowed to remain 
there or can be removed by mechanical means (e.g. scraper). 
This process is called sedimentation. 
Hazen (4) was one of the first to develop a useful 
theory for sedimentation. Much work has since been per-
formed on the analysis of sedimentation, especially in 
the area of sedimentation basins. Numerous studies (5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, among others) have 
discussed the basic theory of sedimentation tank design. 
Sakata and Silveston (15) cited empirical studies sug-
gesting that the fraction of suspended solids removed is 
an exponential function of the overflow. Upward flow 
clarification as a means to improving settling tank 
efficiency has been advocated by Sparham (16), and Gould 
(17) has theoretically studied sediment distribution in 
upflow. El-Baroudi (18) has proposed characterizing the 
settling zone with a coefficient of eddy diffusion. 
Various methods to improve settling tank efficiencies 
have been proposed, including discussions on the proper 
design of baffles, by Hirsch (19), settling tank launders, 
by Lee (20), and outlet weir configurations, by Graber (21). 
Price and Clements (22) researched the effects of inlet 
changes, density and wind-induced currents on model and 
full-scale sedimentation tanks. Takamatsu and others (23) 
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studied the effect of deposit resuspension on settling 
basins, and found the suspension of sediment is asso-
ciated with the turbulent diffusion mechanism. 
The most recent evolution in the use of gravity 
forces has been toward high-rate settlers. The Lamella 
Separator and tube settlers are the most prominent 
examples at this time. They both utilize the principle 
of shallow depth settling, with a resultant decrease in 
detention time. This principle has been known for 
years, and was discussed by Hazen (4) and Camp (24). 
The Lamella Separator was developed by the Axel Johnson 
Institute in Sweden and introduced in the United States 
by the Parkson Corporation (25). It uses thin parallel 
plates inclined in the direction of flow onto which the 
solids settle as the liquid flows from top to bottom. 
The solids, when reaching the end of the plate, fall 
into a sludge hopper. A return tube located at the 
bottom of the plate returns the flow to the top of the 
device where it is discharged. 
Tube settlers are generally placed. in settling 
basins to increase the efficiency of the basin. This is 
normally accomplished one of two ways. The tube settler 
can allow a greater flow of liquid to pass thr_ough the 
tank, or, in a poorly designed tank, it can increase the 
separation achieved. Numerous plastic tubes about one 
inch in depth and 24 inches long joined together in 
modules comprise a tube settler. Inclining the tube 
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allows the solids to flow down the tube and subsequently 
drop to the bottom of the tank, where they are removed 
by the basin scrapers. White (26) claims a reduction of 
surface area from 3,000 square feet for a conventional 
tank to 750 square feet for a tank equipped with tube 
settlers is possible when separating fly ash and bottom 
ash from the sluice water from a power plant. This 
provides an indication of the potential value of shallow 
depth settling. 
Hansen and Culp (27, 28) first showed the practical 
application of tube settlers in the late 1960's. Since 
then, Yao (29, 30) and Hernandez and Wright (31) have 
theoretically and experimentally studied design of high-
rate settlers. Laboratory studies of flow through high-
rate and standard settling tanks using tracer dispersion 
were conducted by El-Baroudi and Fuller (32). The use 
of tube settlers in conjunction with mixed media filters 
has been discussed by Mueller (33), and Hansen, 
Richardson, and Hsiung (34). Successful use of tube 
settlers has been cited by Viraraghavan (35) and Culp, 
Hsiung, and Conley (36). 
A phenomenon called plasma skimming has been observed 
in blood flow. It is typified by the movement of red 
blood cells to the center of capillaries leaving a solid 
free (plasmatic) zone near the capillary wall. The 
plasma skimming occurs at bifurcations, where separation 
of the solid and liquid phases is enhanced. Bugliarello 
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(37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44) has supervised much 
work concerned with concentration distribution of cells 
in blood and the effects of discontinuities on cell 
concentration. These investigations showed the minimum 
energy of solid-liquid blood flow occurs when the solids 
are concentrated near the center of the tube. Gelin (45) 
found 200 microns to be the limit of the size of capil-
laries in which plasma skimming occurred. He also 
found the separation of cell flow and plasma flow in-
creases with decreasing suspension stability, decreasing 
haematocrit, and decreasing flow rate. 
Bugliarello and Sevilla (46), while discussing the 
development of knowledge of plasma skimming, state that 
Malpighi, in the seventeenth century, first reported the 
presence of a cell-free marginal layer. Furthermore, they 
state that Poiseuille, in 1835, and Krough, in 1929, found 
the size of the plasma layer to be dependent on flow ve-
locity. They also reference numerous studies demonstrating 
the existence of a plasma layer in the blood vessels of 
animals, and various methods which have been used to examine 
the phenomenon. 
The plasma skimming phenomenon has been suggested as a 
possible solids separation process. Goldsmith and Mason 
(47) examined particle motion in shear fields in tube flow 
and found the movement of particles away from the wall to be 
dependent on the particle's Reynolds number and rigidity. 
They found that the Reynolds number for rigid particles must 
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be greater than for nonrigid particles when radial migration 
toward the axis occurs. Results first reported by Segre and 
Silberberg in 1961 (48) show neutrally buoyant rigid par-
ticles in a dilute suspension flowing in a tube migrate 
away from both the tube axis and the tube wall. The parti-
cles become concentrated at a point about 0.6 of the tube 
radius from the axis. Palmer and Betts (49) state that 
neutrally buoyant deformable drops, on the other hand, 
migrate toward the axis and become concentrated there for 
all Reynolds numbers. They also suggest, in another article 
(50), that the concentration gradient is inversely related 
to the shear gradient. This article, published in 1975, 
also reports that no theoretical solution to predict the 
movement of particles for concentrated suspensions flowing 
in tubes has yet been developed. 
Lawler and Lu (51), in their review of work performed 
concerning radial migration of particles in pipe flow, cite 
studies by Young (52), Oliver (53), and Jeffrey (54) which 
show a movement of particles toward the tube wall when the 
particles are moving faster than the fluid. They also state 
that particles moving downstream slower than the fluid mi-
grate towards the axis. In their discussion of the causes 
of radial migration, they conclude that lift must be the 
principle cause. Particle-particle interactions and en-
trance effects, which have previously been proposed as 
causes, are examined and found to have little effect. Their 
review finally states that no theory has yet been developed 
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which explains all of the experimental results concerning 
radial migration of particles. 
Separation schemes utilizing the differential momentum 
of accelerating solid particles flowing in solid-liquid 
mixtures have received little research effort, with a paper 
by Hjelmfelt and Lee (55) the only study found. They 
examined the separation induced by passing a sand-water 
mixture through an orifice and withdrawing the center part 
of the jet issuing from the orifice. An increase in the 
concentration of the center part was observed, with the 
explanation given that the particles, due to their 
greater density, would follow different path lines than 
the fluid streamlines. These different path lines 
produce a nonhomogeneous mixture which can be selectively 
split into two portions having different solids 
concentrations. 
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GRAVITY SETTLING IN PIPES 
Introduction 
As was discussed in the literature review, gravity 
forces have played an important role in many solid-liquid 
separation systems. The study summarized in this section 
examined one alternative use of gravity forces, that of an 
enclosed pipe settling system. The study focused on the 
settling of fly ash particles in water flowing through one 
inch diameter pipes of varied lengths. Figure 3 shows a 
schematic of a pipe settling system. A solid-liquid slurry 
enters the system and flows down the settling pipes. The 
solids settle to the bottom of the pipe and slide down it 
to the tees and there drop into the concentrated sludge 
pipe. The clear effluent is removed through the main ef-
fluent pipe. No enclosures are needed such as those re-
quired for tube settlers or the Lamella Separator. This 
feature distinguishes this system from other high-rate 
sedimentation systems. 
Scope of Study 
The study is concerned with the feasibility of using 
the gravity force on particles flowing in a slurry in a 
pipe as a means of removing those particles from the slurry. 
The experiments were developed using this basic precept as 
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Figure 3 : Schematic of pipe settling system 
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pipes 
a guide and a theoretical analysis modeling the experimental 
situation was compared to the experimental results. Pos-
sible piping configurations usih9 this phenomenon as well 
as applications will be discussed. A fly ash-water slurry 
flowing through a one inch diameter pipe was used in the 
experimental tests. 
Analytical Development 
In developing the theoretical analysis of settling of 
fly ash particles in water flowing through a pipe, several 
simplifying assumptions were made. These assumptions in-
elude the following: (1) vertical motion of particles is 
independent of other motion, (2) particles settle dis-
cretely, (3) particles touching the bottom of the pipe are 
effectively removed from the flow, (4) particles are spher-
ical, (5) time of settling is equal to the detention time of 
the slurry in the pipe, (6) Newton's law governs settling of 
particles, and (7) laminar flow regime exists within the 
pipe. 
Newton's law states that the terminal settling veloc-
ity of a particle is determined by its density p5 , diam-
ater dp, coefficient of drag c0 , and the fluid's density p. 
The diameter and density of a particle physically describe 
it, and its coefficient of drag relates the force exerted on 
the particle by the fluid to the physical characteristics of 
the particle's movement. The coefficient of drag is usually 
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determined experimentally. In equation form, Newton's law 
is: 
=(~ (1) 
For any single size of particle, if its terminal set-
tling velocity Ve is known, then its depth of fall df 
can easily be determined for its detention time td in the 
pipe with the following equation: 
( 2) 
Assuming a uniform distribution of particles at the initial 
cross section of the pipe, the percentage of particles re-
moved from the flow along any line with depth d1, as shown 
in Figure 4, is simply: 
% separated= (df/d1 ) x 100 (3) 
Of course, if df divided by d 1 is greater than one, then the 
percent separated would equal 100%. For a horizontal pipe, 
with radius R, the line depth d1 at any point can be deter-
mined by using the angle e (see Figure 4) in the following 
equation: 
d1 = 2R sin(6/2) (4) 
For a pipe inclined at an angle a (see Figure 4), the line 
depth becomes: 
d 1 = (2R sin(6/2))/cos(a) (5) 
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Figure 4 : Settling depths for particles 
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By integrating e from O radians to 2rr radians, the percent 
separated can be determined for a single particle size over 
the whole cross sectional area with: 
-
- f2orr % separated 
= 1oof~rr (Veta cos(a)/2R sin(6/2)) ae 
Since fly ash particles, as well as most other groups of 
(6) 
particles, have a range of sizes, this equation can be fur-
ther modified to account for size distribution. If the 
size distribution is known and can be described by a function 
f(dp) relating percent passing to particle diameter dp, 
Equation (6) can be multiplied by f(dpl and integrated over 
the whole size range. Percent passing or f(dp) physically 
corresponds to the percentage of particles in a sample pas-
sing through a sieve of a given size. The function f(dpl 
gives the percentage of particles smaller than the given 
size dp. All of the particles are smaller than the largest 
particle diameter dL, and f(dL)=l00% shows this. All of the 
particles are larger than the smallest particle diameter ds, 
and f(dsl=0% shows this. With f(dpl included, the equation 
finding percent separation over the whole size range becomes: 
d 2rr 
% separated= f L f · (Veta cos(a)/2R sin(6/2)) f(dpl ae ddp 
as o 
( 7) 
Substituting for Ve in this equation and placing all terms 
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not dependent on particle size ore outside the integral, 
the equation becomes: 
% separated d8 ddp (8) 
If c0 and percent passing can be expressed as functions of 
particle diameter dp' and the simplifying assumptions ate 
realistic, this equation can be numerically integrated to 
yield percent separation. 
Experimental Apparatus 
The experiments were conducted using one inch dia-
meter pipes. Plexiglass pipes were used for initial exper-
iments to facilitate visual examination of the settling 
and to help determine the effectiveness of the techniques 
for removal of the flowing bed of solids from the pipe 
bottom. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5. The 
tank was 3 feet by 5 feet by 3.5 feet and was equipped with 
a mixer to keep the fly ash particles in suspension. The 
flow was divided into two streams outside the tank, one 
directed to the pipe settling system with the other going 
directly to the receiving tank. This other stream was 
taken as representative of the initial flow going into the 
separation system. 
Plexiglass and gal~anized steel pipes of lengths vary- .. 
ing from 5 feet to 12 feet were used in the tests. Two 
techniques for removal of the particle bed were used, and 
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Figure 5 Schematic of experimental setup 
for gravity settling in pipes 
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they are depicted in Figure 5. A small variable speed pump 
removed the separated solids in a concentrated slurry. Fly 
ash was chosen as the solid for this study because its small 
size (mostly within silt classification) provides a good 
test for a separation system. This basic experimental 
arrangement was used throughout the tests. 
Experimental Procedure 
The experiments began with the partial filling of the 
reservoir tank with a dilute suspension of fly ash in water 
(concentration was usually around 1000 mg/1). Mixing was 
used continuously to keep the fly ash suspended in the 
water. Slurry flowed from the tank when the gate valve on 
the outlet pipe was opened. Part of the flow entered the 
bypass tygon tubing and went directly to the receiving tank. 
The remainder of the flow went into the pipe settling sys-
tem. The concentrated slurry dropping into the tee was 
continuously removed at a low controlled flow rate by the 
variable speed pump. 
Various configurations of the pipe settling apparatus 
were tested. The pipes were always inclined in the direc-
tion of flow, which facilitated the flow of the bed of par-
ticles down the pipe. Three angles (22.6°, 30°, 45°) of 
inclination were tested, along with various lengths of 
pipes and particle bed removal techniques. After removal of 
the particle bed, the effluent was channeled into a small 
tube directly to the receiving tank. 
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After steady state conditions were established in the 
flow through the pipe settling system, five grab samples 
of both the separated effluent and bypass flow (representing 
the influent flow to the separator) were taken in rapid suc-
cession .. Four hundred milliliter cups were used to take the 
samples. A stopwatch was used to time the filling of the 
cups, thus allowing calculation of rate of flows and deten-
tion times in the system. After obtaining the five samples, 
the experiment was completed and the flow from the mixing 
tank shut off. 
The volumes of the samples were determined and then 
filtered by a Millipore filter apparatus, with the solids 
remaining on the filter paper. The filter paper and fly ash 
were placed in small, specially marked aluminum pans and 
then stored in an oven set at 200°F (94°C). After the 
sample dried, the weight of the dry .fly ash plus filter 
paper plus aluminum pan was determined. Earlier weighings 
had been made to determine the weight of the aluminum pan 
plus filter paper. The difference between the two readings 
gave the weight of dry fly ash, from which could be deter-
mined the concentrations of the influent to and effluent 
from the separator system. Experimentally determined per-
cent separations were easily computed from these values. 
Experimental Results 
A tee placed at the end of the settling pipe, as de-
picted in Figure 5, with the sidestream outlet pointing down 
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and connected to a pump, was found to satisfactorily remove 
the particle bed. Visual examination of the particle bed 
flowing into the sidestream outlet of a plexiglass tee de-
tected no reentrainment or disruption in the removal of the 
particles. No difficulties with the bed sliding down the 
pipe at any of the inclination angles or various flow rates 
were noted visually. 
To obtain a correlation between experimental and theo-
retical values of separation, various physical properties of 
the fly ash had to be determined. These included the parti-
cle size distribution, density, and coefficient of drag. 
The density and particle size distributions were deter-
mined in the laboratory by using methods as described in 
Engineering Properties of Soils and their Measurement (56) 
by Joseph E. Bowles. 
The density was found to be 2.50 times that of water, 
and a plot of the particle size distribution obtained is 
shown in Figure 6. Due to the very nearly linear relation-
ship shown in the semi-logarithmic plot of percent pass-
ing versus diameter of particle dp, percent passing was 
taken as the straight line from dp = 0.1 mm for percent 
passing= 100% to dp = 0.003 mm for percent passing= 0%. 
The equation describing this line is: 
% passing= 28.4 ln(dp) + 165. ( 9) 
Since it was virtually impossible to examine the set-
tling of single particles of fly ash of known size, their 
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coefficients of drag c0 were not determined experimentally. 
A listing of the settling velocities of sand and silt has 
been compiled by the American Water Works Association, and 
is shown in Table 1. Due to the similarities of silt and 
fly ash in density and particle size, the values of c0 de-
termined from Newton's law for the silt were applied to 
similar sized fly ash particles. A plot of c0 versus par-
ticle diameter dp is shown in Figure 7. The resulting curve 
can be broken into two segments with equations predicting 
c0 as a function of particle diameter dp. By using least 
squares statistical techniques, the equations describing 
the segments were found to be: 
0.003 mm< d < 0.02 mm p 
c
0 
= el.28 - 0.264(1n(dp)l + 0.307(1n(dp))2 
(10) 
0.02 mm< dp ~ 0.1 mm (11) 
A summary of the pipe settling experimental results is 
presented in Tables 2-4. The length of pipe used for set-
tling, the flow rate of slurry through the pipe, the veloc-
ity of the flow, the angle of inclination of the pipe, and 
the separation achieved experimentally are presented. The 
theoretical separation determined from numerical integration 
of Equation (8) is also given, as is the ratio of experi-
mental to theoretical separation. Numerical integration of 
the equation was performed by use of a digital computer, and 
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TABLE l SETTL.ING VELOCITIES OF SAND 
AND SILT IN STILL WATER 
(Source: Amer. Water Works Assoc.) 
(Temperature 50°F; all particles assumed to have a 
specific gravity of 2.65) 
Diameter of 
particle 
mm. 
10.0 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.15 
0.10 
0.08 
0.06 
0.05 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
0.015 
0.010 
0.008 
0.006 
0.005 
0.004 
0.003 
0.002 
0.0015 
0.001 
0.0001 
0.00001 
Order of Size 
Gravel 
Coarse Sand 
Fine Sand 
Silt 
Bacteria 
Clay Particles 
Colloidal Particles 
35 
1,000 
100 
83 
63 
53 
42 
32 
21 
15 
Settling 
Velocity 
mm/sec. 
8 
.6 
3.8 
2.9 
2.1 
1. 3 
0.62 
0.35 
0.154 
0.098 
0.065 
0.0385 
0.0247 
0.0138 
0.0062 
0.0035 
0.00154 
0.0000154 
0.000000154 
0 (.) 
-
0 
-c: G> 
.!::! 
-G> 
0 
(.) 
100,000 
5opoo 
1opoo 
5,000 
1,000 
50 0 
IOO 
3 0 
I 
I 
j ~Co= e-4.75-3.01 (In dp 
/ 
straiaht lin• 
I 
I 2 
~co= e 1.21 -0.264Cln d,)+0.307(1n dp) 
I 
/I 
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dp (mm) 
Figure 7 Graph of C0 versus d p for fly ash. 
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THE P1PE: IS C"-E lNCl-t C'IA"4ETEA ANO fh:' SCLlO JS FLYASH 
---------------------------------------------------------SET L CP..11N 
(Ff •• IML/SI 
u 
(Ff/SJ "' . 
A~Gl.': l SE'P 
(DEGREES• (EXP) 
:& S!:P 
4TH-L) 
----------------------------------------~--------------
'" b35 
b35 
035 
b35 
b3b 
b3b 
••• ... 
.,, 
b31 
b31 
031 
bJ1 
.,, 
63' 
638 
b38 
... 
b38 
"c 
040 
••o 
611.Q 
••c 
fO• 
FOR 
s.o 
s.o 
s.o 
,.o 
5.0 
SET 
s.o 
5.0 
s.o 
5.0 
5 .I) 
SET 
s.o 
,.o 
,., 
,.o 
s.o 
FOR. SET 
FO• 
FOR 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
s.o 
s.o 
SET 
5.3 
5.:3 
!:.3 
5.3 
,., 
SET 
33.33 c.22 147~.a 45.o 42.3 
35.71 0.23 l585.5 45.C 40.4 
35.71 o.23 1535.5 4S.O 36.6 
37.74 Q.24 1075.Z 45.C 42.4 
3!:i.40 0.21 1571.4 45.1) 45.4 
t35 -------------------------------------- MEAN~ STANDARD CEVIATlON~ 
37.2@ Q.24 1655.0 30.0 47.8 
33.33 a.22 147~.a 30.0 47.4 
11.2s o.zc 1387.3 1c.c so.9 
36.C4 0.23 1599.S 30~~ 44.2 
35.71 0.23 15E5.5 30.Q 47.7 
636 -------------------------------------- ~~ ... ~-STANDARD DEVIATION• 
33.06 0.21 1467.8 30.0 49.7 
36.70 o.21w 1629.l Jo.a 1t1.2 
34.7~ 0.23 1544.1 30.0 44.1 
.34.lQ 0.22 1517.7 30.0 47.3 
33.90 0.22 1504.9 30.0 46.3 
637 ---------------~------------------- MEAN• STANDARD tEVlATJON• 
25.1~ o.J6 1116.8 3C.O 63.5 
21.~1 o.1e 1241.8 10.0 60.2 
21.59 o .. 1a 1224.6 10.c 57.4 
27.78 0.18 1233.1 30.0 55.8 
25.97 Q.lT 1153.l 3C.O 54.b 
638 ------------------------------- ~e,,, .. 
Sll~OARO OE~lATlON• 
32.co 0.21 t4Z0.6 3a;o 53.6 
33.JJ n.22 1479.B Jo.a so.6 
11.c;c c.22 1so4.9 3c.o 49.7 
33.33 0.22 147~.a 10.0 52.4 
J4.4B c.22 1s30.e 10.0 49.2 
640 -------------------------------------- ~EANz STA~OARD CEVIATION• 
TABLE 2: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
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4q.3 
'tlJ .. 2 
49.2 
47.4 
48.3 
50.7 
52.4 
53.'w 
s 1.2 
51.-3 
sz.s 
50.9 
51 .. 8 
sz.o 
52.1 
56.6 
55 .,J 
55.2 
55.1 
sc.1 
53 .9 
53.3 
53.0 
53.3 
sz.a 
RATIO 
o.a6 
1).84 
Q.76 
0.89 
o.g4 
0.86--
0.01 
Q.94 
Q,.91) 
Q.95 
o.a6 
o.93 
Q.9Z--
o.04 
Q .. 95 
a.as 
o.c;o 
Q.Ql 
o.139 
0.90---
Q.O'i, 
1.12 
t.09 
1.04 
1.01 
0.97 
1.~5--
0.06 
1.00 
Q.95 
a.94 
0.98 
Q.93 
.j.96---
0 .03 
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ThE PIPE IS iJNE INCH O(Al"E}Ek t.•10 THE SCI.ID IS FLYASH 
-----------------·~ ----------------------------------------
----~--------------------------------------------------SET l Ot~t!N u 
!FT.I l!o'L/SJ f FT IS I 
RE: JI 4~G,LE 1: SEP 
(OECillEESI IEXPI '' SEP ( TH-LI 
---------------------------------------------------------
'41 
641 
641 
<41 
641 
<42 
042 
<42 
'42 
'42 
'44 
'44 
644 
644 
••• 
••• 
••• i!:46 
... 
.4. 
<47 
•47 
<47 
'47 
'47 
FOP 
5,3 
5,3 
5,3 
5,3 
5,) 
SET 
11. 5 
11.s 
11. 5 
11. 5 
11.s 
FOP SET 
,o. 
FC• 
,a, 
11, 5 
11. S 
11. 5 
11. 5 
11 • 5 
SET 
11. 5 
11. 5 
11.s 
11. 5 
11.s 
SET 
11. 5 
11. 5 
11 • 5 
11. 5 
11. 5 
SET 
3o.36 0.24 lbl4.3 45.0 46.l 
33.13 c.22 141~.a 45.o 45.7 
33.33 0.22 141;.a 45.0 46.7 
)5.71 0.23 1595.5 45.() 44.l 
35.11 o.2J l5A5.5 ~5.o 44.1 
641 ---------------------------------- ~EAN• STANQARO OEVIATIONs 
3~.70 0.24 1629.l 22.6 68.4 
3S.C9 0.2J 1557.7 22.6 61.0 
36.Jf C.24 1~14.3 22.6 66.4 
35.71 C..2J 1555.5 22.6 67.S 
37.74 0.24 lo7S.2 22.6 65.9 
642 ------------------------------------ MEAN• STANOl~O CEVIATION"' 
39.22 o.2s 1740.9 22.c 63.9 
37.74 c.2~ 101s.2 22.0 ss.2 
37.04 0.24 l644o2 22.6 6).5 
36.36 C.24 1~14.3 22.0 03.5 
35.40 G,23 1571.4 22.~ b0.5 
C44 ------------------------------------- ~EAN~ STANOARO CEVIATtONs 
21.cs c.14 934.6 22.6 74.5 
24,lO 0.16 1069.7 22.0 10.1 
2?..~7 0.15 991.6 22.6 71.3 
22.eo o.1s 1014.7 22.6 10.3 
22.3s 0.1.:. ,;,;2.0 22.6 10.s 
64~ -----------------~---------------- ~EA~~ STA~OARO DEVIAT10Ns 
51.~5 0.34 23C6.l 22.6 49.3 
4e.7a 0.32 21cs.s 22.6 49.4 
~0.03 o.33 2241.a 22.0 48.2 
50.o3 o.33 22.:.1.0 22.6 48.1 
47.62 0.31 211"-0 22.6 47 .. 3 
~41 -------------------------------------- ~EA~s STA~OARO C£V1ATION• 
4 e. 0 
5'). 2 
so.z 
49.l 
49 .1 
64.l 
64.7 
64.2 
64.5 
63.7 
63.l 
63.7 
63.9 
64.3 
64.& 
12.0 
70. l 
11.1 
7C.9 
11.1 
59. l 
60.0 
59.5 
59.5 
60.4 
TABLE 2: EXPERIMENTAL DATA (CONT.) 
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RATIO 
C.9" 
l).91 
0.93 
0.90 
0.90 
0.92--
0.02 
1.01 
t .03 
1.0 3 
1.os 
1.03 
1.04--
0 .01 
1.01 
Q.91 
Q.99 
Q.99 
O,.Q4 
0,97--
0.1)4 
1.03 
1.00 
1.00 
C.99 
0.99 
1.00---
0.02 
a.al 
0.82 
a.at 
o.e1 
e. 1e 
0.01---
0.02 
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SET 
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. s. J 
,., 
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5. 3 
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5.3 
SET 
5.3 
,., 
5.J 
5.3 
5.3 
SET 
!! • 3 
5. 3 
'!:!. 3 
,. ) 
:5. J 
35.40 0.23 1571.4 22.6 52.9 
37.74 0.24 1675.Z 2206 51.Z 
37.C4 C.24 1644.2 22.6 54.3 
36.70 0.24 1029.1 22.6 54.8 
36.04 0.23 1s;9.e 22.6 46.3 
648 -·------------------------------- ~=AN• STANDARD OEVIAT10t,,• 
z~.41 0.13 906.o 22.6 62.0 
23.26 0.15 1032.4 22.6 57.8 
21.74 C.14 965.1 22.6 57 .. 7 
21.39 Q.14 94906 2l.6 56.3 
29.41 0.19 lJ05.7 22.6 51.0 
f49 ----------------------------- MEAN• 
STANCa~D CEVJATION• 
50.63 0.33 2247.8 22., 44.l 
4~.Je o.32 2192.3 22.6 42.5 
4B.7S 0.32 2lf:S.5 22.6 itl.6 
47.~z o.31 2114.o 22.6 3a.o 
so.,cc 0.32 2l1'9. l 22.6 39.4 
650 ------------------------------ 11!1:A.N• STANDA~D DEVIATION• 
20.62 c.13 915.3 30.0 to.a 
22.13 0.15 1008.9 ~o.o 54.2 
22.e6 o.1s 1014.7 Jo.o 53.o 
22 .• ~q o.1s 1020.s ?o.o s,.z 
22.22 0.14 986.S 30.0 54.8 
tSl --------~-----~--------~--------- MEA~• STANDARD CEYIITJON• 
51.28 0.33 2276.6 30.0 35~3 
s2.6J 0.34 2336.5 Jo.a J&.2 
so.a~ 0.32 221~.1 JC.c 33.7 
5C.t3 Oo33 2247.~ 30.0 36.1 
49.3a 0.32 2192.3 3c.o 36.q 
FOR SET 652 ----------------------------- MEAN• 
STANDA~O OEVJATION• 
-:C SEP 
C Tlt-L) 
53.3 
52.4 
s2.1 
52.8 
53.0 
61.4 
5'1.5 
60.S 
6'). 7 
56.l 
47.8 
48.2 
48.4-
itS. 8 
48.Q 
60.4 
59.Q 
58.9 
58.8 
59.2 
46.6 
4bo2 
47.1 
46.9 
'i7.2 
TABLE 2: EXPERIMENTAL DATA (CONT.) 
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RATIO 
0.'19 
. 0.98 
l .']3 
1.04 
o.a1 
o.?e---
0.01 
l o'll 
Q.97 
0.95 
0.93 
0.91 
0.95---
0.04 
o .. qz 
a.Sa 
o.s~ 
O.T8 
0.82 
o.a5---
0.'l6 
0.99 
o.o:;iz 
0.90 
Q.94, 
o.q1 
.0.94---
0.04 
0.76 
0 • 'TS 
0.12 
a.rs 
0.78 
:,.76---
0.03 
----C.CNTINU1:0 
FIPE SfTTL!N~ CATA FU~ G~E CUTL~T AT ENC OF PtPE. T14E OUTLET IS A TEE. 
ThE PIPE IS JPI.E INCH OJAMETE~ A~O ThE SCLID IS FLVASH 
-~---------------------~-------------------------------
----~-------------------------------------------------SET l C:f".I\I Pl. 
IFT.I 11,i:L/SI 
u 
(Fl/SI 
RE I Af\GLE ; SEP 
CDEGPl.:ESI IEXPI 
C. SEP 
ITH-L} 
---------------------------------------------------------6SJ 
ei53 
653 
653 
'" 
.,. 
654 
654 
'54 
654 
,.5 
,., 
'" 665 
"5 
••• ... 
666 
066 
FOrl 
FO• 
FOR 
';. j 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
S,T 
5.3 
5.3 
,., 
5.3 
5.3 
SET 
5.3 5.' 
';. 3 
5.3 
5.) 
SET 
zo.51 0.13 q1c.6 45.e 53.o 
2Co9"r Q.14 qz,;.1 4';.0 52.9 
2t'.'i4 C.14 929. 7 45.1) 52.1 
20.30 0.13 901.4 45.0 52.3 
20.co 0.13 sa1.c;, 45.o s4.1 
653 ------------------------------------- "IEA'l• 
STANCA~D CEVlATION• 
45.9ij 0.30 2041.l 45.C 35.3 
50.00 0.32 2219.l 45.C 33.2 
48.79 0.32 2165.S 45.C 34.8 
4lot2 C.31 2114.0 45.0 32.4 
t.7.ei2 0.31 2114.C 45.0 31.7 
654 ------------------------------------- ~CAN• STANOiRD DEVIATION• 
39.22 C.25- 114C.~ 45.0 49.l 
4C.OO 0.26 1775.7 45.0 43.7 
3c;.e-c 0.26 1159.1 45.o 47.9 
3'9.60 0.26 11se.1 45.c 43.7 
38.10 0.25 1691.2 45.;) 41.0 
665 -------------------------------------- ~=A~• STAND6~0 CEVIATIQNs 
5.3 ZC.62 0.13 915.3 45.C 58.3 
5.3 21.os 0.1" 93"'.6 45..o 54.3 
s.J 1,;.,.z c.13 a62.o 45.o se.5 
S.3 20.Sl C.13 '910.6 45.i, S't.7 
FGR SET 666 ----------------------------- M:;:A~a STANCft~O OEVIATIO~a 
---------------------------------------------
FCR 
TABLE 2: 
~EA.~• 
STANDARD OEVIATION• 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA (CONT.) 
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5 7 .:; 
57.2 
51.l 
57.~ 
57.9 
45.1 
43.8 
44.2 
44.6 
44.6 
"'7.7 
47.3 
47.S 
47. S 
48.l 
57."' 
57.1 
58.3 
5 7 .5 
O,AT 10 
Q.92 
'). 93 
0.91 
0 .9 l 
O.Q4 
o.-::iz---
" ·" 1 
o .. 1a 
0. 76 
0.1,;, 
0.73 
0.11 
o.1s---
o.03 
1.01 
0.1'.12 
1 • .) 1 
C.92 
a.as 
o.95--
0.01 
1.02 
0.95 
o. 97 
0.95 
0.97-
0.Q.3 
0.9.? 
o.o9 
---CGP..TINU':O 
PIP!: s=TTLING c,-r4 FO~ IJ'iE UUTLET AT ENO OF PJ;t!:. lHE OUllET JS NOT A TEE. 
THE PtP= rs O~E I~CH Dlt~ETE~ Ar..C T~F. SCLIC JS FLYAS~ 
---------------------------------------------------------
------------------
---------------------------------------------------------
------------------seT l CMJ\I~ u RE • Ar..GLE • SEP • SEP RATIO IFT.I I ""LISI CF T /SI ICEG~EESI CEXPI ITH-LI 
~---------------------------------------------------
------------------
'55 ••• 33.tl c.2.z 1492.2 45.' 4S.2. 055 .. , 37.('4 0.24 1644.2 'iS.O 46.l 
,ss 
••• 3'5. c.c; 0.23 1557.7 45.0 45.9 .,, 
••• 33.33 0.22 14l'il.8 45.Q .,.3.6 655 .. , 35.71 0.23 1585.5 45.0 43.7 
FOP. SET 655 
-------------------------- .------ ,..=A Na 
STANDARD CEVIATJON-a 
656 6.0 21.lb 0.14 939.5 45.0 59 .1 
... ••• 21.51 C.14 954. l it 5. 0 56.7 ... •• o 23.]'il 0.15 1038.4 45.0 55 .b 
656 6.0 l'j.9Q a. 13 883.'t 4S.O 54.4 
656 ••• 23.53 0 .15 1044.5 lt5.o 53.4 FOR S! T 656 
----------------------------
,.E4Ns 
STANOA"-D DEVIATION• 
-------------------------------------------
F(!R 10· REACINGS 
TABLE 3: 
fl!EAN-a 
STANDARD OEVllTJONs 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
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51.9 
50. 5 
51.3 
52.1 
51.1 
51!!.9 
58.b 
57.4 
59.7 
51.3 
1).93 
o.q1 
0.99 
0.84 
0.86 
0.89--
O.f'J'i 
1.'JO 
0.97 
0.97 
0.91 
0.93 
0.96--
0.04 
0.92 
o.os 
PIPE SfTTttN; CATA FO~ T~O CUTLETS ON PIP~. THE CUfl~TS A~~ TE5S 
Tt<E PIPE IS CIIIE INCH CIA"IETER At,;,0 THC SOLID IS FLYASH 
SET L Ql~A IN 
CFT.J (ML/S) 
u 
IFT/SJ " . 
a~GLE 'I SEP 
IO~GJ:11:.ESI IE:KP) 
I SEP 
{TH-LI 
----------------------------------------- . --------------
661 
•61 
66 l 
661 
661 
662 
662 
662 
662 
.. , 
6'3 
663 
66) 
.. , 
66) 
fOR 
fCR 
'°' 
FOP 
12.0 
t2. IJ 
t2 .o 
12 • 0 
12 • :J 
SET 
12 .a 
12 .o 
12.J 
12 .I) 
12.0 
SET 
12 .o 
12. J 
12.0 
12.0 
12 .o 
SET 
54.oS o.35 z3g9.6 12.6 54.o 
55.56 U.36 2466.3 22.6 49.4 
55.56 0.36 2466.) 22.6 41.0 
52.bJ 0,34 2336.5 22.6 46.5 
52.~3 0.34 2336.5 22.6 47.7 
C6l .................. ~~------------------------- ~EANs STANOA~D DEVIATION• 
21.16 0.14 9]9.5 22.6 74.6 
21.16 0.14 ,;i39,5 22.6 74.6 
22.10 C.14 981,1 22.6 70.5 
22.e6 c.1s 1014.7 22.0 10.1 
21.l::6 C,14 97-:1.3 22.6 75,l 
662 -------------------------------------- ~:,~-STA~OA"O CEVIATION• 
33.90 0.22 1504.9 22,6 60.6 
35.(9 :J,23 1557. 7 22.6 59.1 
33,CO 0.21 1467.5 22.~ 60,l 
34.19 0.22 1517.7 22.6 57.9 
35.71 0.23 1585.5 22.t: ~6.4 
C63 ------------------------------- lolE&.N= 
STANOA~O OEVIATIO~• 
lS REAOIIIIGS M':AN• 
STANDARD OEVI~T10N• 
TABLE 4: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
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511,.2 
Si!. 7 
s e. 1 
59 .5 
~9.6 
72,5 
72.5 
11.q 
71.5 
12.1 
65.9 
65.4 
66.2 
65.7 
63.7 
A.AT 1 LJ 
o.qz 
0,94 
o.ao 
~.78 
r, .80 
o.sJ---
o.oo 
1 .. 1) 3 
1. 03 
0.98 
0.91! 
1.04 
1.01---
0.Q3 
0.92 
a .90 
'l.91 
o.sa 
0.89 
0.90---
0.02 
0 .. 91 
0.09 
the computer program is listed in Appendix 1. The Reynolds 
number of the flow is also presented to facilitate a better 
understanding of the flow regime of the individual experi-
ments. A Reynolds number less than 2,000 is generally con-
sidered laminar flow while a Reynolds number greater than 
4,000 is generally considered turbulent flow. Numbers 
between these values are in a transition region. Percent 
separation is defined as the difference between the influent 
concentration and the concentration of the separated stream, 
divided by the influent concentration with the whole quan-
tity multiplied by 100. 
Discussion 
.A good correlation between the theory and experi-
mental values was obtained. The average ratio of experi-
mental separation to theoretical prediction for single tee 
outlets, which accounted for 94 experimental readings, was 
0.92 with a standard deviation of 0.09. Two tees, one mid-
way down the pipe and the other at the end of the pipe, were 
also experimentally examined. The average ratio was 0.91 
for 15 readings with a standard deviation of 0.09. Another 
particle bed separator, as shown in Figure 5, was also 
experimentally examined and yielded an average ratio of 
0.92 for 10 experimental readings with a standard deviation 
of 0.05. 
The experimental parameters which exert the most influ-
ence on the results are related to the physical character-
43 
istics of the particles, fluid, and pipe. An examination 
of the theory for discrete particle settling indicates that 
the settling velocity of a particle (i.e. the ease with 
which it can be separated from the fluid) becomes greater 
as the particle diameter and density increase. Other physi-
cal characteristics, such as shape, also affect a particle's 
ability to fall through the liquid. These other character-
istics, as well as the properties of the fluid which help 
determine settling velocity, were incorporated in the 
coefficient of drag term for the particles in the theory 
developed for this study. The theory predicts a decrease 
in settling velocity with an increase in the coefficient 
of drag. More viscous fluids and more irregular particle 
shapes generally produce larger values of coefficient of 
drag. 
All of the above factors need to be taken into consid-
eration in the design and use of gravity settling in pipes. 
In addition, consideration must be given to the configura-
tion of the pipes in a pipe settling system. Since the 
depth a particle must fall increases with larger angles of 
inclination of the pipe, the smaller the angle the greater 
the separation for a given flow rate. The pipes should be 
inclined at an angle which allows the solids to continuously 
slide down the pipe without a large depth of solid accumu-
lating. The minimum angle can probably best be determined 
by pilot studies with the particular solid to be used for 
the range of flow conditions expected. A discussion of the 
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effects of pipe diameter and length, as well as a table 
showing the nwnber of pipes required for various angles of· 
inclination for given flow rates and lengths of pipe, are 
presented in the next subsection; 
Because a wide range of concentrations of particles in 
the fluid was not examined in this study, the effect of 
changing concentration was not determined experimentally. 
As the concentration of particles increases in a slurry, 
the probability that two particles will contact each other 
during settling becomes greater. There are two primary 
effects which can result from these interactions. The first 
is an elastic type of impact. Since there will be a net 
loss of energy from the two particles considered as a whole 
for these impacts, the overall result will be a loss of 
energy for settling as the concentration increases. This 
should result in lower experimental separations with in-
creasing concentration. The other effect is an agglomera-
tion of the two particles into a single particle in a pro-
cess similar to chemical flocculation and coagulation. 
Since this single particle will have greater mass and size, 
it will settle faster and should produce an increase in ex-
perimental separation with increasing concentration. 
Figures 8, 9, and 10 on the following three pages pre-
sent plots of the experimental data as points on a graph of 
RE# versus separation ratio. The separation ratio is equal 
to% SEP(EXP) divided by% SEP(THEO). All three figures 
clearly show the ratio decreasing as the Reynolds number 
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increases, thus demonstrating the negative effect turbulence 
exerts on the experimental separation. This effect is 
expected and shows that if the Reynolds number is held 
below 1,000 the theory is an accurate predictor of the sepa-
ration possible with this scheme. 
Applications 
Practical applications for a pipe settler would exist 
when it could replace or augment a presently employed tech-
nique with sufficient advantages in cost, performance, size, 
or other pertinent characteristic. At the present time, 
settling ponds and tanks, tube settlers, Lamella Separators, 
centrifuges, and filters are among the techniques replace-
able or augmentable with a pipe settler. 
Removing the sediment from the runoff from a construc-
tion site is a problem ideally suited to the pipe settler. 
Its ability to be constructed on a scale suitable for the 
small flows off a site, the ease with which it can be dis-
mantled and subsequently moved to another site when work 
is completed, and its proven ability to separate silt size 
particles from water all contribute to its applicability. 
By capturing the concentrated slurry issuing from the pipe 
settler, the solids are in a form suitable for further con-
centration or disposal. The effluent from the pipe set-
tler could generally be discharged to a stream, or, when 
strict effluent quality requirements are in effect, further 
treatment could be more easily provided. If a filter were 
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used for this auxiliary treatment, as an example, the low 
concentration of solids in the effluent could allow for sub-
stantially longer runs before backwashing was required. A 
small pond preceding the pipe settling system would have 
the effect of equalizing the flow through the system and 
thus optimizing the separation achieved. The pipe settler 
is also applicable for other wastewater flows involving 
erosion, including runoff from agricultural land. 
Another area of solids separation well suited to a 
pipe settler involves removing solids from pipe flow under 
high pressure. The case of a closed circuit coal slurry 
line in which it is desirable to maintain high head through-
out the line is an example. The main slurry line connected 
to the influent pipe of a pipe settler, with the coal 
particles removed through the concentrated slurry line and 
the clear effluent being returned to the main slurry line, 
illustrate the basic principles of operation. Figure 11 
shows a schematic of this process. As shown in the diagram, 
one pump could possibly be used for the whole circuit, with 
its placement in the low solids portion of the flow result-
ing in longer pump life. A coal slurry line used in this 
fashion could be used to transport coal from the face of 
the seam to the exterior of the mine, with the concentrated 
slurry being injected into a large coal slurry transport 
line or undergo further treatment prerequisite for another 
transportation method. The principle advantage of the pipe 
settler is the small loss in head required to separate the 
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Figure II 
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solids from the water. These examples illustrate the char-
acteristics of a pipe settler making it worthy of consider-
ation for solids separation problems. 
Applications of a pipe settling system are limited to 
particles which settle. Fly ash was chosen as the solid 
for this study because its small size provides a good test 
of a separation system. Using the theory developed for 
settling of fly ash, an installation using pipe settling 
will be designed as an example of applications of this 
study. 
By specifying length and diameter of settling pipe, 
percent separation, angle of inclination, and influent flow 
rate desired, a pipe settling system can be designed to 
separate fly ash from water. A computer program (see 
Appendix 2) was written in which the design criteria and 
the physical characteristics of.fly ash were input. It 
can evaluate this data using the previously developed 
theory and predict the number of pipes required to achieve 
a given percent separation for a specified situation. 
Table 5 presents the results obtained for an influent flow 
of one million gallons per day of fly ash slurry. A 
detailed description of the design procedure and example 
calculations is presented in Appendix 2. 
Table 5 shows that 1,054 five foot pipes inclined 22.6' 
and one inch in diameter are required to achieve 50% sepa-
ration of fly ash for one million gallons per day of flow, 
while 528 ten foot pipes are required for the same con-
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TABLE 5 : NUMBER OF ONE INCH DIAMETER PIPES TO THEO-
RETICALLY ACHIEVE CERTAIN PERCENT SEPARATIONS 
FOR ONE MGD OF FLOW WITH FLY ASH AS SOLID. 
Number of Pipes Inclined 22.6° 
Length Percent Separations 
(Feet) 50% 60% 70% · 80% 
5' 1,054 2,064 4,161 8,541 
10' 528 1,029 2,080 4,270 
15' 353 687 1,383 2,847 
20' 269 517 1,040 2,143 
Number of Pipes Inclined 30° 
Length Percent Separations 
(Feet) 50% 60% 70% 80% 
5' 1,124 2,190 4,435 9,088 
10' 602 1,095 2,221 4,563 
15' 378 733 1,478 3,044 
20' 286 547 1,111 2,283 
Number of Pipes Inclined 45° 
Length Percent Separations 
(Feet) 50% 60% 70% 80% 
5 I 1,378 2,683 
10' 689 1,344 2,715 5,600 
15' 460 895 1,807 3,723 
20' 346 672 1,354 2,803 
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ditions. This indicates the important design figure is the 
total number of linear feet of piping, in this case approx-
imately 5,280 feet of total piping. Advantages for each 
basic length (either five feet or ten feet in this case) 
can be stated. The ten foot long pipe system would require 
a shorter distributor pipe with a resultant decrease in the 
number of fittings and a more easily installed system. The 
five foot long system would have a lower velocity in the 
liquid passing through it, resulting in a closer approxima-
tion to the theoretical assumption of laminar flow. Both 
factors would have to be taken into account for any partic-
ular solid if the optimum design were to be realized. A 
pilot scale project could be constructed to aid in deter-
mining these factors and in verifying the theory for a par-
ticular solid. 
I.n the previous calculations, a pipe diameter of one 
inch was used as the basis for design. If a different pipe 
diameter were used, the number of pipes required would 
change. To illustrate this point, a comparison of two inch 
and one inch diameter pipes of the same length will be made. 
The theoretical separation is equal if the detention time 
in the two inch pipe is twice that of the one inch pipe, 
since particles in the two inch pipe have twice as far to 
settle. This corresponds to a flow velocity one half that 
of the one inch pipe, making the Reynolds numbers of the 
flows equal. Flow rates based on these velocities indicate 
twice as much flow will be passing through the two inch 
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pipe, with the resultant conclusion that the number of two 
inch diameter pipes required to achieve a given separation 
is one half the number of one inch diameter pipes required. 
In considering the optimum diameter of pipe to use for 
a given situation, several factors are worthy of consider-
ation. A larger pipe, with its longer detention time and 
depth of fall, gives particles which have a tendency to 
coagulate the chance to coalesce into larger particles. 
These larger particles settle faster, resulting in a net 
increase in separation. The smaller number of large diame-
ter pipes required for a given separation problem would also 
· result in fewer fittings and a more easily installed system. 
The greater velocity of flow in the small diameter pipes is 
beneficial in aiding movement of the particle bed down the 
pipe. A reduction in the angle of inclination could result 
from this greater velocity, producing better separation. 
There will also be fewer eddies and flow irregularities 
which can disrupt particle settling in the small diameter 
pipes for equal flow Reynolds numbers. 
The basic design calculations used to compute the 
values in Table 5 can be easily changed to accommodate 
other solids if the solid's particle size distribution, 
density, and coefficients of drag are known. The particle 
size distribution and coefficient of drag need to be 
expressed as functions of particle diameter dp. One 
procedure for determining coefficients of drag experimen-
tally for various sized particles is.outlined in the 
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section on laminar flow momentum separation on page 81. 
The coefficients of drag for pulverized coal particles 
are experimentally determined there. 
One possible physical setup of a multipipe settler 
system is illustrated in Figure 3. The system utilizes 
a central influent pipe running perpendicularly into a 
distributor pipe connected to the settling pipes. 
Running perpendicular to the settling pipes at the lower 
end of the system is a collector pipe to carry the 
effluent away. 
of this pipe. 
The effluent is removed from both ends 
This has the effect of making all flow 
paths through the system equal and will help eliminate 
short-circuiting problems. Tees at the lower end of the 
settling pipes remove the particle bed from the pipes 
and drop it into a sludge pipe, which can be intermit-
tently or continuously pumped to remove the particles in 
a highly concentrated slurry. Several of these systems 
could be placed in parallel to handle larger flows. 
Possible advantages of this pipe settling system over 
other high-rate sedimentation systems include: (1) no need 
for a large tank or metal enclosure to house the system, 
(2) the ability to be placed on line in high pressure sys-
tems with little loss of head for the separation process, 
(3) ease of installing and dismantling, especially for small 
systems, and (4) the ability to be easily expanded to 
accommodate future. higher flows. Disadvantages include: 
(1) difficulties with plugging in the sludge removal and 
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separator pipes, and (2) the possibility of plant growths in 
the separator pipes. 
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LAMINAR FLOW MOMENTUM SEPARATION 
Introduction 
In this section results are presented of a study of 
the utilization of momentum differences of the phases to 
separate particles from a fluid flowing laminarly. The 
situation investigated experimentally consisted of a small 
pipe located within a large pipe and withdrawing flow from 
the large pipe. A sink located in a uniform liquid stream 
transporting solid particles theoretically models this 
situation. The greater momentum of the particles will 
cause them to escape the influence of the sink, resulting 
in a lower concentration of solids in the effluent from the 
separator pipe. Figure 12 illustrates both situations and 
shows the similarity of the flaw's streamlines. Because 
of the flaw's 180 degree change in direction and the with-
drawal from all directions, this is an efficient method of 
using momentum to separate solids. 
Scope of Study 
This study is concerned with determining the feasi-
bility of using the momentum of particles moving through a 
fluid flowing laminarly as a means of separating those 
particles from the fluid. The experiments were designed 
to develop situations whereby momentum forces would enhance 
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separation. These situations in general occur at points 
where the flow changes direction. A theoretical analysis 
modeling the experimental scheme was developed and compared 
to the experimental results. Possible configurations and 
applications of laminar flow momentum separation will be 
discussed. The solids used in the experiments were pul-
verized coal and fly ash particles with water as the convey-
ing fluid flowing through 3/4 inch and 2 inch diameter pipes. 
Analytical Development 
A theoretical flow situation which produces an ex-
treme change in flow direction is a sink located in a 
uniform·stream. This situation closely resembles the 
apparatus used in this separation scheme. An analysis of 
momentum separation can be made with this theoretical 
model. Solid particles flowing in a uniform stream will 
be affected by the sink differentially than the fluid. 
The solid particles, because of their greater momentum, 
will tend to escape the influence of the sink more readily 
than the fluid. This results in a separation of solid 
particles from the fluid going to the sink, resulting in 
a lower concentration of particles in this effluent flow. 
Testing the theory was accomplished by using a small 
tube which had an open end aligned with the direction of 
flow and located within a larger tube. This open end 
acted as the location for the sink, as effluent flow was 
withdrawn from the system here. Basic assumptions for the 
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theoretical analysis included: (1) the flow substantially 
upstream from the entrance of the small tube behaves as 
uniform flow, with constant velocity over the cross 
section of the large tube, (2) the small tube simulates 
a sink in its withdrawal of the fluid, (3) the solid 
particles move singularly, with no interaction of adjacent 
particles affecting a particle's path, and (4) the solid 
particles are spherical. 
To eliminate the variable concentration profile 
which occurs due to gravity forces in slurries flowing 
laminarly through horizontal tubes, the experimental sit-
uation featured vertical tubes. Particles in a fluid 
flowing laminarly in a vertical tube are affected by 
gravity. A relative velocity between the fluid and par-
ticle develops, approaching the terminal settling velocity 
for very low flows. If the flow is vertically downward, 
the velocity of the particle is greater than the fluid, 
with the reverse true for upward flow. In the experiments 
in this study the flow was directed downward to take 
advantage of the particle's_ greater velocity, which 
effectively increased its momentum and ability to escape 
the sink. 
A two-dimensional analysis of the particle movement 
in the vicinity of the sink will be used. This is accept-
able because of axial symmetry. A vertical plane passing 
through the sink and one wall of the tube is sufficient 
to analyze all subsequent movements of a particle initially 
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in the plane. The effect of the sink on the particles 
over the whole volume is determined by integrating over 
the cross-sectional area of the tube. This allows the 
theoretical separation to be predicted. 
Uniform streams are characterized by having a 
velocity U in a single direction throughout space. If, 
in Cartesian coordinates, the origin is at the sink and 
xis increasing positively upstream from the sink and y 
is increasing positively away from the sink, the fluid 
velocities due only to the uniform stream are: 
Uf = -U (x-direction) (12) 
(y-direction) (13) 
A sink in three-dimensional flow is a point into 
which a fluid flows uniformly from all directions, and 
there disappears. The strength Q of the sink is the rate 
of flow passing through any surface enclosing the sink. 
The velocities Uf and vf of the fluid at any point x, y 
due to the sink only are: 
(Q/2n)x 
x2 + y2 
(Q/2n)y 
x2 + y2 
(x-dir.) 
(y-dir.) 
The velocities of the fluid at a point x, yin a plane 
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(14) 
(15) 
passing through a sink in a uniform stream are obtained 
by superimposing the individual velocities obtained above. 
This results in the velocities of the fluid being: 
(U + (Q/2TT)X ) uf = -
x2 + y2 (x-dir.) (16) 
(Q/2TT)y 
Vf = 
x2 + y2 
(y-dir.) (17) 
The movements of the solid particles can be deter-
mined by considering the forces acting on a particle. For 
this analysis, two forces were considered. The forces due 
to gravity are given by: 
F = 0 g 
(x-dir.) (18) 
(y-dir.) (19) 
where rp = radius of particle, ps = density of solid, and 
p = density of fluid. 
The drag force exerted by the fluid on the particle 
is related to the velocity difference between the two, and 
is given by: 
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u ,2 
p (x-dir.) ( 2 0) 
(y-dir.) (21) 
where c0 = the coefficient of drag of the particle, up and 
vp = the velocities in the x- and y-directions, respec-
tively, and A= projected area of the particle in a plane 
normal to the flow direction. 
Using Newton's second law of motion: 
E forces= mass x acceleration (22) 
the differential equations of motion for this theoretical 
situation may be written as: 
dvp 
= m dt 
(x-dir.) 
(y-dir.) 
Two. ways of calculating mass mare possible. One takes 
(23) 
(24) 
into account only the actual physical mass of the particle, 
with: 
(25) 
and the other augments the physical mass with the particle's 
virtual mass. When a solid particle accelerates through a 
fluid, it must accelerate or push fluid particles normal 
to its surface out of its path. The solid particle 
experiences reactions equal to the forces required to 
accelerate the fluid particles. The net effect of these 
reactions can be regarded as an added mass to the body, 
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with this additional mass usually referred to as virtual 
mass (57). The virtual mass for spherical particles has 
been shown to be: 
Virtual mass= Inrp3P 
3 
Adding the physical and virtual masses together gives: 
In this study analytical results obtained from the 
( 2 6) 
(27) 
theory both with and without virtual mass considered will 
be compared to the experimental results. 
By substituting c 2 form in Equations (23 and 24), 
they become: 
= c dup 
2 dt 
= dvp 
c2 dt 
(x-dir.) 
(y-dir.) 
( 28) 
( 2 9) 
To facilitate the general solution of these equations and 
a subsequent comparison with the experiments these equa-
tions can be modified to contain dimensionless constants 
which are completely described in the experimental situ-
ations. This can be accomplished by defining dimensionless 
independent variables. A height h relating the strength 
of the sink Q to the uniform stream velocity U is helpful 
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in.this, where: 
h = Q/2U (30) · 
The height h also has a physical interpretation. It 
represents the distance from the axis below which all of 
the fluid is eventually captured by the sink. The measure-
ment of this distance takes place at a point upstream from 
the sink where the sink exerts very little effect on the 
streamlines. 
By setting: x' = x/h; y' = y/h; t' = tU/h; 
u = dx/dt; v p p = dy/dt; dup/dt 
and substituting into Equations (29 and 30), they become: 
cl 
h(-(1 + (x'/w) dx' 2 ) - dt I) 
(XI ) 2 + (y I ) 2 
(y I /ff) 
h((- ) -
(XI ) 2 + (y I ) 2 
~)2 
dt' 
-~ 
(dt I) 2 
(x-dir.) 
(y-dir.) 
Equations (31 and 32) are nondimensional equations, and 
( 31) 
(32) 
can be investigated as such. A further simplification of 
the equations can be made by consolidating the experimen-
tal variables into two dimensionless constants. These 
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constants, Kand C, are defined as: 
cl 3 Cnph 
K = c2 h = 4 dpPs ( 33) 
C = C3 hg = (Ps - P) hg 
c2 U2 Ps u2 ( 3 4) 
The nondimensionalized equations with Kand C included are: 
K(-(1 -+ (x'/TI) dx' 2 ----,---'--'---=) - d t I >_ (x')2 + (y')2 
(y'/TI) K ( - --=-,,.:--'-----,,- dy 2 dt I) = ( x I ) 2 + (y I ) 2 
+ c = (x-dir.) ( 3 5) 
(y-dir.) (36) 
The advantages of dimensionless constants can now be 
utilized for this theoretical analysis. These advantages 
include the ability to perform a small number of analyses 
in determining the response characteristics of the theory 
over a wide range of possible experimental conditions. 
For a given Kand C the theoretical result will always 
be the same, even though the individual variables con-
stituting Kand C can vary widely. In examining the 
theory in this study, a finite difference scheme on a 
digital computer was performed for 96 distinct cases. 
The Kand C constants were computed for each case and 
the corresponding minimum initial height Ys for the 
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particle to be separated was found by following the path 
of the particle past the sink. Equations (35 and 36) were 
used to predict the particle paths. The results of the 
computer analyses are presented in Table 6 and are also 
shown in Figure 13 as families of curves. Each curve 
shows the variation of Ys to K holding C constant. The 
computer program predicting particle paths for a given 
Kand C is listed in Appendix 3. 
Using a least squares statistical technique (a 
discussion of statistical techniques used in this paper 
can be found in Appendix 4), and excluding the points 
where C = 0, the minimum initial height Ys for a particle 
to be separated can be predicted as a function of C and K. 
Figure 14 illustrates the theoretical situation. The 
streamlines for a sink in a uniform stream are depicted. 
The sink is located at point A. All of the fluid within 
the streamline which is located a distance h from the 
axis at x = 30h is captured by the sink. The trajectories 
of two particles are also shown. Particle 1 is initially 
located .a height Ys above the axis at x = 30h, and its path 
shows it escaping the sink. Particle 2, at an elevation of 
Ye, is captured by the sink, as is shown by its path. The 
theoretical equation describing the relationship between y 
. s 
and the dimensionless constants Kand C is: 
3.59c0.138 
K0.557 - 0.0275 ln C 
Ys = e ( 3 7) 
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K c Ys 
2520. 0. .95 h 
352.5 0. .87 h 
123.4 o. .79 h 
62.3 0. .73 h 
31.1 o. .64 h 
22.0 0. .58 h 
15.5 o. .53 h 
11.0 o. .47 h 
6.9 o. .38 h 
6.2 o. .36 h 
5. o. .32 h 
4. o. .28 h 
3. o. .23 h 
2. o. .17 h 
1. o. .09 h 
2520. 14. .89 h 
352.5 14 • .74 h 
. 123.4 14. .61 h 
62.3 14. .51 h 
2520. 56. .83 h 
352.5 56. .63 h 
123.4 56. .48 h 
62.3 56. .37 h 
2520. 349.7 .70 h 
352.5 349.7 .44 h 
123.4 349.7 .29 h 
62.3 349.7 .20 h 
2520. 1398.9 .55 h 
352.3 1398.9 .29 h 
123.4 1398.9 .17 h 
62.3 1398.9 .11 h 
2520. 5595.7 .38 h 
352.3 5595.7 .17 h 
123.4 5595.7 .09 h 
TABLE 6: RESULTS OF COMPUTER ANALYSIS RELATING 
DIMENSIONLESS CONSTANTS KAND C TO 
ESCAPE HEIGHT y 6 
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This equation predicts within +0.02h for all the cases 
used in the analysis. 
The dimensionless constant Kin the above cases was 
computed with a single value for the coefficient of drag. 
In the prediction of the theoretical particle path this 
single value was used for all the steps in the finite 
difference solution. This is not a true representation 
for particles flowing with varying speeds in laminar 
situations, though, as their coefficients of drag vary 
with changing relative velocity between themselves and the 
fluid. Stokes, for spherical particles, determined the 
coefficient of drag to be inversely proportional to the 
Reynolds number of the particle for small Reynolds numbers. 
He found this relationship to be: 
c0 = 24/Re + 3//Re + 0.34 ( 3 8) 
The coefficients of drag found experimentally for the 
pulverized coal particles in this study were found to vary 
from 1.4 to 1.5 times greater than similar sized spheres 
for 0.12 mm particles to 0.59 mm particles, respectively. 
A possible explanation for the increase in the ratio can 
be deduced by examining the actual shape of coal particles. 
Since the terminal settling velocity of a particle is 
inversely proportional to its coefficient of drag, a small 
coefficient of drag corresponds to a high settling velocity 
and resultant good ability to travel through the fluid. 
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A sphere, with its small surface. area as compared to a 
particle of coal, would be the more efficient in traveling 
through the fluid. This accounts for the coefficient of 
drag of spheres being smaller than for similar sized coal 
particles. A small coal particle, which approximates a 
sphere more closely than a large coal particle, should also 
have a smaller constant, thereby explaining the increase 
in the constant as the particle size increases. 
The computer program used to follow particle paths 
can be modified to take into account a coefficient of drag 
which varies with changing relative velocity between parti-
cles and fluid. These variable coefficients of drag were 
used in the computer analysis of the theoretical flow of 
0.20 mm and 0.50 mm particles, respectively, in a uniform 
stream flowing past a sink. A comparison with the results 
obtained for a constant coefficient of drag showed that the 
particles more closely follow the path predicted using the 
coefficient of drag determined from quiescent settling. 
Some of the effects of using several separator outlets 
in combination can be determined by examining the perfor-
mance of the separator system shown in Figure 15. This 
system consists of an influent flow of single size particles 
in a liquid entering cell 1, with the separated flow exiting 
from the side marked with a (+). Both flows leaving cell 1 
subsequently enter other cells. Cell 2, which receives the 
separated flow from cell 1, treats this flow and exits its 
separated flow again from its side marked with a (+). This 
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A - fraction· of influent flow·to cell leaving in separated stream 
B - separated flaw's solid concentration as a fraction of 
the concentration of the influent flow to the cell 
I-A I-AB 
' 1-A 
I, I 
CELL I 
A,B 
CELL3 CELL 2 
+ + 
2 2 
A2 8 2 (I-A), 0-ABl 
(I -A)2 ' 
A-A2 B-AB
2 
A-A2 B-AB
2 
' • 1-A I-A 
CELL 4 
+ 
2 2 3 
Z(I-A{A, B-2AB + A B 
(I-A)2 
fraction flow out ( separated at 2 and 4) = 
fraction solids in combined separated flow = 
2A(A-A2 ), B(B-AB2) 
I-A 
3A2 - 2A3 
3B2-2AB3 
3-2A .. 
Figure 15 Multicell separator system 
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separated flow can be considered part of the separated 
effluent from the system, with the rest coming from the (+) 
side of cell 4. Cells 3 and 4 produce the concentrated 
effluent from the system. 
For this analysis, each cell will separate the same 
fraction A of flow which will contain a fraction B of the 
concentration of the influent flow to itself. The magni-
tude and concentration of the flow entering the system will 
be considered equal to one. 
Since all of the particles considered in this analysis 
are of a single size with similar physical characteristics, 
the fraction of influent solids separated at each cell is 
constant. The two terms adjacent to the stream lines in 
the figure indicate the corresponding flaw's magnitude and 
concentration in relation to the influent flow and concen-
tration of the system. Flow magnitude is to the left of 
the comma, with the concentration to the right. As an 
example, if A= 0.5 and B = 0.3, the magnitude of the sepa-
rated flow leaving cell l is 0.5. This indicates that 
50 percent of the influent flow to the system is ·going from 
cell l to cell 2. The flow has only 30 percent of the con-
centration of the influent flow, though, since B = 0.3. 
The characteristics of the flows from cell 2 and cell 3 to 
cell 4 are the same, as indicated by the terms in the 
figure. By substituting for A and Bin the terms, the 
fraction of flow in each line is equal to (0.5) - (0.5) 2 
or 25 percent of the influent flow to the system. The other 
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term shows the flows to have 51 per.cent of the concentra-
tion of the influent flow to the system. 
Table 7 presents the results of an analysis of the 
effectiveness of the system as a whole for various values 
of A and B. Four columns are shown, with the percentages 
of influent flowrate and concentration for the separated 
flow corresponding to various values of A and B given. The 
best situation occurs when a large fraction of the influent 
flow has a small fraction of the influent solids 
concentration. 
From the table, when A= 0.8 and B = 0.3, almost 
90 percent of the influent flow has been separated and has 
a concentration of solids of only 16 percent of the influent 
concentration. In contrast, when A= 0.5 and B = 0.3, 
50 percent of the flow has been separated with a 12 percent 
concentration. In a practical system, the small amount of 
separated flow (50 percent) which contains 12 percent con-
centration would be less beneficial than the larger amount 
of flow (90 percent) which contains 16 percent concentra-
tion. The basic reason for this is the smaller amount of 
concentrated flow which requires further treatment. Thus, 
a separator system should be designed to remove as much 
flow as possible. 
Experimental Apparatus 
A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in 
Figure 16. Two sizes of pipes were used for the main tube. 
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TABLE 7 : CHARACTERISTICS OF SEPARATED EFFLUENT FLOW FROM 
MULTICELL SYSTEM FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF A AND B 
A B Flowrate(%) % Solids 
. 3 .3 21.6 10.6 
• 3 .4 21.6 18.4 
. 3 .5 21.6 28.1 
.3 .6 21.6 39.6 
.3 .7 21.6 52.7 
.3 .8 21.6 67.2 
.4 .3 35.2 11.3 
.4 .4 35.2 19.5 
.4 .5 35.2 29.5 
.4 . 6 35.2 41.2 
• 4 .7 35.2 54.3 
.4 • 8 35.2 68.7 
• 5 . 3 50.0 12.1 
.5 .4 50.0 20.8 
.5 .5 . 50. 0 31.3 
.5 .6 50.0 43.2 
.5 ;7 50.0 56.3 
.5 .8 50.0 70.4 
.6 .3 64.8 13.2 
.6 .4 64.8 22.4 
.6 .5 64.8 33 •. 3 
. 6 .6 64.8 45.6 
.6 .7 · 64. 8 58.8 
• 6 .8 64.8 72.5 
. 7 .3 78.4 14.5 
• 7 • 4 78.4 24.4 
.7 • 5 78.4 35.9 
.7 • 6 78.4 48.6 
.7 . 7 78.4 61.9 
.7 .8 78.4 75.2 
.8 .3 89.6 16.2 
• 8 .4 89.6 26.9 
.8 .5 89.6 39.3 
.8 .6 89.6 52.5 
.8 .7 89.6 65.8 
.8 .8 89.6 78.6 
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Figure 16 • Schematic of experimental apparatus. 
They were a 3/4 inch diameter copper pipe and a 2 inch diam-
eter plexiglass pipe. The smaller pipes inserted in the 
main pipes to simulate sinks were a 3/32 inch diameter 
copper tube and a 1/4 inch diameter plexiglass tube, 
respectively, and were used in a variety of entrances (see 
Figure 17). Having the main pipes vertically aligned 
helped insure a uniform distribution of particles upstream 
from the sink, eliminating the adverse effects gravity 
exerts on particle distribution in horizontal pipes with 
laminar flow.· 
The smaller ~ipes were tested with the open end (see 
Figure 16) aligned both with and against the direction of 
the uniform stream flow. Flow rates through the system were 
controlled by varying the height of the outlet tubes and by 
also adjusting clamps on the tubes. A flow reservoir was 
provided by the tank located above the separator system. 
Mixing of the solid particles with the water occurred in 
this tank. 
Pulverized coal particles and fly ash particles were 
both used in the experiments. The fly ash particles were 
the same as those used in gravity settling in pipes, and a 
discussion of their physical characteristics can be found 
in the section dealing with gravity settling in pipes. 
Determination of the particle size distribution (by a sieve 
analysis), density [by the methods as described in 
Engineering Properties of Soils and Their Measurement (56) ], 
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Figure 17: Outlet types for laminar flow momentum separation. 
and settling velocities were made for the pulverized coal 
particles. The settling velocities were determined experi-
mentally by timing the fall of single particles through a 
given distance in a quiescent fluid. The particles, which 
had previously been trapped in the mesh openings, were 
shaken from the mesh of five different sizes, assigned the 
size of the respective sieve opening, and immersed in the 
fluid for determination of their settling velocities. 
Multiple determinations for the five sieve sizes, in com-
bination with Newton's law of settling (see section con-
cerned with gravity settling in pipes), were used to deter-
mine an equation relating coefficient of drag c0 to particle 
diameter dp. The resultant equation, from a statistical 
analysis of all of the data, yielded the equation: 
c
0 
= _ 0 _776 + 1 . 73e-0.2738 + .9176/dp -.03583/(dpJ2 (39) 
for particles greater than 0.12 mm diameter. Coefficients 
of drag for particles less than 0.12 mm diameter can be 
determined using: 
Co= 1 _30e-l.71 - 3.24 ln dp ( 4 0) 
A graph of coefficient of drag c0 versus particle diameter 
dp using these equations is shown in Figure 18. 
All of the data used in determining the physical 
characteristics of the pulverized coal are contained in 
Appendix 5. The density was found to be 1.39 times the 
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Figure 18 • Graph of C0 versus dP for pulverized coal. 
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density of water. A plot of the particle size distribution 
is shown in Figure 19 with percent passing versus particle 
size dp. Percent passing is analogous to the percentage of 
particles passing through a particular sieve size as corn-
pared to the total number of particles being analyzed. A 
sieve which retains no particles can be said to have 
100 percent of the particles passing through it, or percent 
passing equal to 100 percent. A sieve through which passes 
50 percent of the particles can help describe the particle 
size distribution. Particles with the same size as the 
sieve opening can be described by a percent passing equal 
to 50 percent for that particular size of particle. The 
particle size distribution for the pulverized coal particles 
used in this study was found by least squares statistical 
techniques to be: 
. d % passing= 63.54 - 56.49e P + 211.32dp (41) 
with dp expressed in mm. 
A special arrangement of momentum separators called 
a four-cell momentum separator is shown in Figure 20. Its 
basic purpose was to experimentally determine if momentum 
separators placed in parallel and series could produce 
better separation than single separators for equivalent 
flows. The performance of the four-cell separator was 
also modeled theoretically by considering each sink to 
behave as a single sink and taking into consideration the 
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change in influent flow to a sink due to the action of 
previous sinks. 
Experimental Procedure 
The same basic procedure was used for all laminar flow 
momentum separation experiments. The separator system to 
be studied was connected to the storage tank. Pulverized 
coal or fly ash particles were put into the storage tank 
and mixed thoroughly with water to produce a dilute 
suspension. A gate valve connecting the tank with the 
separator system would then be opened, allowing flow to 
enter the system. Regulation of the flow rates in the 
main tube and the separator tube were adjusted by varying 
the heights of the outlet tubes. 
Upon achievement of steady state flows through the 
system, five grab samples of both the main and separated 
flows were taken simultaneously in rapid succession. Four 
hundred milliliter cups were used to take the samples. A 
stop watch was used to time the filling of the cups to 
allow calculation of flow rates through the system. 
The concentrations of solids in the samples were 
determined as previously described in the section concerning 
gravity settling in pipes. From the concentrations in the 
main and separated flows, the experimental separation at 
the sink can be computed. The percent separations used in 
this and the following section are defined as the difference 
between the influent concentration and the concentration 
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of the separated stream, divided by the influent concentra-
tion with the whole quantity multiplied by 100. 
This procedure was also used for the four-cell sepa-
rator, with the only deviation being the taking of samples 
from four points instead of two. These four points, 
labeled A, B, C, and D, are shown in Figure 20. 
Experimental Results 
The results from the experiments on laminar flow 
momentum separation are shown in Tables 8-20. The output 
is grouped so that similar physical experimental situations 
are listed together. Various experimental parameters are 
listed in the columns. These parameters include R, the 
radius of the main flow pipe; QMAIN, the flow rate past the 
separator; QSEP, the flow rate captured by the separator 
outlet; QM/QS, the ratios of the two flow rates; U, the 
velocity of the flow in the main tube past the separator 
outlet; RE ·1, the Reynolds number of the flow in the main 
tube; CSEP and CMAIN, the experimental concentrations of 
solid in the flow captured by the separator outlet and 
main outlet, respectively; and% SEP(EXP), the actual 
experimental percent separation achieved. Within the 
groupings by physical experimental situations, the results 
are further grouped by set number. The set numbers cor-
respond to the pages in a note book in which the experi-
mental data were recorded. In general, the experimental 
conditions for a given set were very similar. 
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LJHlNAP FLO~ ~GMENTUM SEPA~ATJ~N DATA FCP CU~VEO CUTLET (CCkN). 
THE PIPE IS l/4 INCh CJAMETER AhO ThE SOLID IS PULVERllED COAL, 
co~J6/R•4.5tR-•.s+.5l COi SETTLING) 
----------------------------------------------------~ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------S!:T • 'MAlN QSEP I.IM/QS u RE# l SEP 'l S:P SE/ST: SEPV SE/STV ;: SEP SE/ST i SEPV.SE/STV C~!.IN C.S::"P I ltl. I (j,L/SI I /i'L/SI (FT/SI I EXP I I TH-L J tll---L) ITH-LI I Tti-LI c r,.G/L I I i,.G/L I 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------l4C Q.315 12.4 . ·" 2.11 0.196 lOCJ.O 29.4 64.7 0.45 f::6 • B 0.44 43.5 Q.6!! 45.3 0.65 1415.0 '10lo0 HC 'l .. ) 7 5 1~.2 ••• 2.67 o. 194 ~i;t-.6 J0.2 64.7 0.47 66.tl 0.45 43.5 O. r~9 45.3 Q.66 1525.0 ,;5 7 • 0 
140 o.J1~ 1 C. 8 ••• Z.4f! Q.175 ~" 1. e. 29.4 65.0 Q.45 66.9 1).44 44.6 0.6b 46.4 ·o.63 1504.0 lC~O.O HC 0.)75 1c.2 ••• 2.29 o .16e i365 • FJ 31.9 64.9 u. 52 66.9 0.51 44.9 o.1s 46.6 Q.7.J 1sc;5.a 919.0 
14C 0.375 s.a .. , 2.11 Q.165 esc.2 2 'i. 6 6". 9 o."c f:6. 8 0.45 45. a 0.66 46.7 0,64 lSJJ.O 925.0 
FCiR SET 140 --·-------------------------------MEANS• --- 0.47 ----- Q.46 ------ Q.6<:.i ----- O.bO ------------------StA~CtRo cEVIATl~~s E 0.01 0.03 0.04 o.ci, 
141 0.)75 ,., .. , lo 56 Q.lJ!i 709.5 33 • l 65,0 Q.51 66.B 0.49 46.6 o. 71 1t8 • 2 0.6<; 1 O,,J 1 • 0 a a.:.. o 
141 Q.375 ,.2 ,.a 1. 6 3 0. 152 l 7 'i • 8 36.0 64.7 Q.56 Ob.6 0.54 45.5 0.19 47.2 0.76 1 s-..0.::; fO!:: .•1 
741 0.375 ,.s ••• 1.22 Q.124 638.8 32.4 65.2 Q.SJ ~b.lJ" o.4a 4 7. 5 0,68 49,l 0.6b l~ll.G 8Gt:. C 
141 o.11s , .. .. , 1.2~ 0.122 629.1 34.9 o5.2 0.53 06,Q o. :i2 47.7 ·o.7J 49,2 u. 71 1519.C 767.(l 
741 O, l 75 .. , ,., I. 33 0.121 t 'is. 2 J 7. 1 65.2 Q.57 66 .9 o.sr:; 47 • "3 o.1a 48.9 0.16 15J3.0 74 J .u 
fG:1 SET 
"' 
----------------------------------MEANS: --- 0.53 ----- o.s2 ------ 0,74 ----- 0.72 ------------------STANCARO CEVIATIGNS • Q.03 0.1)3 0.05 0.04 
0) 142 O.J75 ,., 2., 1.ari Q.092 "l 3.,; 3 7 • B 67,3 Q.56 6JJ.8 o .. 55 51. 8 0,73 53.2 Q.71 13 .. 1 • 0 695.0 
0) 
"' 
I).) 15 , .. 2.6 1. SC o. a 1~ Jec.e 41.4 68.2 O.bl 69.5 a.sq 54.2 0.76 55.4 0.75 150.:.. ,) t,(l l. v 
142 0. 3 75 ••• 
,., 1. 91:1 0.120 612.8 3d.l 61> .2 0,5H 67.9 o.56 48.a 0.18 SC.3 o. tti 12C~.O 626.0 
142 o.J75 ,., 3.5 2.c2 0.122 t.27.7 JH.5 6b,l o.se 67.a C.57 48. 5 0.79 5c, .1 •}. 17 122 6. 0 6);:,..Q 
,,2 0. 3 75 ,.a 3.9 1.21 o. 103 525,4 42.9 66.2 o.~5 &7 .a 0.63 50.0 O.R6 51.4 0.83 1"37 .o ti l:;. 0 
FGil s:r 142 
--------~------------------------ ~EA~S s --- 0.60 ----- o.sa ------ 0. 78 ----- 0.10 ------------------STANDARD DEVIATIONS s 0.04 0.03 O.QS Q.04 
143 0 • 3 75 11.0 3.5 4.ee Q.236 1215. 3 2,;.2 65.7 0.44 67.R 0.43 42.7 0.613 44.6 ".). 65 954.0 632.0 
,., Q.375 16." ,.s 4.69 0.229 11~1.7 23.4 65.6 0,3b 67 0 8 0.35 l.j2.9 o.S5 44,8 0,52 92'1. C 67d.O 
143 C.375 15.5 , .. 4.53 o.21a 1117.7 26.5 65.7 0.1,,0 67.8 0.3~ 43." 0.01 45.4 o.sd S.!8. 0 645 .c 
"' 
o.375 15.4 , .. Ii. 33 0.219 1123.4 2 a. 1 65.6 0,43 67.l 0 .41 43 .. l 0.65 45.2 0.62 921.,.0 626.0 
,., 0.375 1 b. 2 3.9 4.17 0.232 11 e1:.. a 33.6 65. 3 0.51 67.5 a.so 42.5 0,79 44.5 u. 76 'i40. 0 s a z.,: 
FC~ S!:T 
"' 
-----~---------------------------MEANS~ --- 0.43 ----- Q.4 2 ------ Q.60 ----- 0.63 ------------------
STA~OA~U DCVlATlONS 2 Q.06 0.06 Q.09 0.09 
,., o.J1s ••• 2., 1. c;g 0.076 39 7 .. 4 36.6 68.5 O.Sl oq.a o.s2 54.3 0,67 55.o o.oo 471.0 252.() 
"" 
1).3 l'i 4.0 2.t l.87 0.010 359.7 44. 1 63.8 0.64 7.J. l 0,63 55 .1 o.ao 56.) a. 1::1 5<;3.Q l6C. il 
,.. Q.375 , .. 2.1 1.a2 ,l.0~9 35t.4 44. 1 oa.e Q.64 70.l 0.63 55.2 o.ac 56.4 \). 7~ ssq.o 25.2.C 
"" 
Q.375 ,., 
"'. l 1. 81 0.068 353.6 3 8. 8 6d.9 Q. So 70.1 o.ss 55.3 o. 70 56.5 0.09 517.0 201.0 ,.. Q.}15 3.e 2. l 1.so c.a6R 346.l 41.5 69,0 0.60 7i).2 o.sq 55.5 o.75 56.7 0.73 ~J6.C 2 55. C. 
FO~ SET Ho 
-----~--------------------------- MCA NS• --- a.sq ----- o.sa ------ 1).74 ---- 0.11 ------------------ST•NOARO DEVIATIOhS • o.os 0.05 0.06 0.05 
TABLE 8: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
(X) 
"" 
LAi,!INAR FLCW MCME~TUM SEPARATICN DATA FOR CURV~O OUTLET IOCWNJ. ----CONTINUED 
THE PJP!: 15 3/4 l~CH DlAMETE~ A~O THE SCLIO IS PULVERllEO COAL. 
SET R C~Al~ CSEP CM/QS U RE# 
Cl~.J CMLISJ (ML/SJ IFT/SJ 
I SEP 
IEXPI 
CO•J6/R•4.5/R••.5•.51 COtSETTLl~GJ 
------·-------------------- --------------------------1 S~P SE/ST, SEPV SE/STV I SEP SE/ST i SE?~ SE/SiV C~AI~ 
(TH-LJ ITI--LJ (TH-LI (TH-LJ IHG/LI 
CSE? 
l/i4G/LI 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------Hl 
Hl 
'" 
FCR 
0.375 •.2 1. 2 ).b5 O.C62 318.2 41.5 7J.4 
.,.37S ••• 1.1 3.82 O.Ob3 ]26·.'t 38.Z 70.'t 
o.J75 ••• 1.1 .3. t4 o.c6e 3'-J.6 4~.3 10.0 FO~ SET ,., 
-------------------·--·--·-------- MEA~S • ---
2~ REAOlt.GS 
TABLE 8: 
Sl6NCA~C CEVl&TIO~S • 
MEAf,iS • 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS• 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA (CONT.) 
o.59 
a. 54 
0.:63 
C.59 
o.o~ 
Q.5J 
o.oa 
11.1 
71.6 
71. 3 
-----
o.ss 
O.Sl 
IJ:.6 2 
o.sa 
0.05 
0.,2 
0 .. 08 
57.4 
57.2 
5b.b ____ ..,_ 
o. 72 se.ti 0.11 
Q.67 58.4 0.6:j 
Dold 57.0' 0.11 
0.12 ----- 0.11 
0.06 
0.12 
a.al 
.J.Ob 
Q. lC 
0.01 
4~9.C 
41.,t). 0 
4bbo0 
241. 0 
251.0 
211.0 
LA~l~A~ FLC~ ~C~ENTU~ SEPA~Ailth OATA FOR C~RVEO OUTLET IUP). 
T~E PIP~ IS 3/4 J~C~ CJA~ETER ANO T~E SOLID IS PULV!RllED COAL. 
CD=3b/R~4.~/R**•5•.51 COi SET TL I t~GI 
------~---------------------------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------S!:T • <.,Pl'A I,._ CS!:P (J~ICS u R Elli t SEP I SF.P SE/ST 1 SEPV SE/STV , SEP SE/ST I SEPV SE/STV [:--J.tN CSCP I I~' • I I flL/SI I ML/SI If T /SI I EXPI ITH-l l I T ... -L J ITH-LI {TH-LI (,"IG/LI { "'GIL) 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------724 0.375 33.6 1., 4.b3 0.471 2422.3 9.5 b).5 0.15 f::6. l Cl• 14 35.0 0.27 3 7 .2 o. 2b be4.C 6~6.0 
724 I)• 'J 75 1c,.2 ,.o 2.41 0.313 lfll.6 8. l &2.7 o. l :J 65.1 o. 13 3 7. 7 0.22 39. n 0.2:i 1:..:.. 0 7co.u 
724 0. 3 7! lb,2 e.J 1. 'i.l o. 2P,2 1451.1 ,., 62.S O.C'I b4.9 0 •. )A 3R.5 0 .14 40.5 0.1) b'i·I.O b40.0 
12' I). J 7 5 11.2 6.1 1.,; e 0.298 15 ·, 1. 2 ! 5. 1 62.) O.Z4 64,7 0. :!) 37,q C.40 39.8 Q.3d 13'16.Q 1C~4.0 
724 I)• S 7 5 15.8 4.4 3.55 0.233 11 G 7. 4 1 J. 5 64.8 c.21 ,;1. a o. 2') 42.0 0.32 44.•') o.; l 1119.C Cj]3.J 
fCR SET 724 ----------------------------------MEANS~ --- o. 16 
-----
0.16 
------ 0.27 ----- 0.20 ------------------STANCi~o CEVlATlC~S • 0.06 o.o? c. l V 0.10 
125 1.375 14.b ,.1 1.68 0.2b8 lld0.8 20. 6 b2.3 Q.JJ b4.b 0.12 )8. ,:I o.53 40.7 o. 5 1 l)'i 6. ~ 9S:..o 
72S o.11s l"-b ,., 6.73 0 .1,;1o 
.. "". 7 2?. 5 b7.2 C,.J') 6Q.2 o. 38 45. 8 0.58 47.7 0.5') 1133. :J B36.J 125 C.375 14. 1 4.0 3.5c 0,209 107';.3 lQ.7 6 5 .1 o.JiJ b1.2. 0.29 43.2 (1.46 4'5 .1 0.44 12.:.2. C .,, 5. C 
725 0.375 l". l •,6 J. us 0.215 11~e.2 25.3 (;,4. 1 0.39 eu.8 0.38 42.6 0.59 44.5 0.57 12i: '1. iJ 034. C 
725 0.375 14.J 4.9 2. c; 3 o. 221 1111. 5 27.2 64.5 Q.47. 66.~ 0.41 42.2 Q.64 44.l 0.62 1190.0 79.3.0 
FOP SET 
"' 
----------------·-----------------MEANS• --- o. 37 
-----
O.Jb 
------ o.56 ----- o.54 ------------------STA~CARC CEVIATlONS z o.os O.J5 0.;,)7 0.01 
726 C.375 1, 1 ,.9 1.58 a. 145 74 3 • 2 35.5 64.9 o. 55 66.7 o.53 46. l 0.77 47.7 0.74 2 'il 5. ·'J 15.17.C 
"' 
'126 I). J 7 5 11.9 3.4 5.25 0.245 12 ')';. 2 2 5. 4 65.d Q.)1 63.0 o. 37 42.4 0.6·) 4L.4 G .57 l47l: .o 1CYC-.O 
0 126 0.375 27. 6 6.8 4. 11 a. 3,;q 2c1, 8.o 19.5 6, 3. 6 0.31 66. 1 0.30 36.4 o.~4 38.b 0.51 l 8ta 5. 0 1413. 0 
726 o. 315 15.5 7.0 2.1g 0.259 1~~2.9 23. J 6 3. 1 0. 3 7 65.4 o. )6, 39. 7 0.59 41.6 o.56 l S'5 J.) 1351.J 
7'6 o. J15 22.4 , .. 2.'i2 o • .3'<6 1776.4 20.9 62.9 o. )3 65.4 0.)2 37.1 a.~b 3Q.2 0.53 1031.0 12C4.!l 
FCQ. SET 126 
--------------------------------- ~EA~S • --- Q.39 ----- 0.3~ ------ Q.61 ----- o.5~ ------------------STA~G4qQ CSVlATIONS • o. :)9 O.o:'.19 0.()9 c.09 
12, 0.)75 10.6 , .. L.74 O, lt7 e54.4 15.9 65.4 0.24 67.3 0,24 45.4 0.35 4 7.1 0.3 .. as.:. .o 076.0 
'" 
'l. 3 7 ~ , .. 4.0 1. ,;2 0. 134 6 E 4. ':i 24.Q 65.6 Q.37 67.4 0.)6 4 7 .4 0.51 49.J 0.49 c; ~ ';. c 644.C 
7.i:JJ 0.)75 1., ,.o 1. a a 0.112 6-l~. 3 22.4 65.6 o. 34 67.J o. 3 3 47.4 0.47 4':1.0 0.46 'i.JJ.Q 64~.o 
126 0.375 .. , ,.4 2. l 3 o.1se e11.9 22. 8 65.'0 O. JS 66.9 o. 34 4-!).; a.so 47,2 0.40 865.0 b03.0 
720 :> • l 7 5 .. , •.4 2. 10 o. 15 e e15.a 19.8 ()5. 0 0.3,) 66 .9 0.3:> 45.4 0.44 47 .1 Q.42 a~i;.o 622.J 
FGR SET 126 ----------------------------------~EANS• --- 0 .32 ----- 0. l l ------ 0.45 ----- Q.4~ ------------------STANO~~D CCVIATIO~S • o.os 0.!'.15 o.oo a .:lb 
7'9 0,J75 .. , ' .. 2. 52 O. lCS 541.2 21. 2 67.2 Q.32 68.8 0. ll S0.7 0.42 52.1 0.41 743.J 54J.O 
12• IJ • J75 8.5 2.' 3.27 o.12a 657.3 19.0 66.9 o • .za 68.6 O.J.8 4d.S o.J9 so.s Q.JS 110.c 54'i.C 
729 0.375 7.9 3.0 2.67 0.126 64 3 • l 2.3. e 6b.5 0.36 6 e. 3 0.35 48. 1 0.49 5 o. 3 0.41 713.0 499.0 
129 0.375 6.5 ,.o 2,87 0.112 678.6 26.l 66.4 0.1.;i 6a.2 0.)8 4 ~. 2 0.54 49.8 0.53 757.0 51 2. 0 ,,. Q.J 7S ,. 1 2.2 3. 9'5 O.l.i!6 645.4 20.9 67.4 0.31 69.1 o. J:) 49.4 0.4;? 51. l 0.41 C7c,C 5C7.C 
FG~ SET 
"' 
-----~-------------~------------ MEA~S ~ --- o.3.3 ----- 0~32 ------ Q 0 4S ----- ~.44 --------------~--STANOAKO DEVIATIONS• o.o4 o.J-+ O.Ob C.Ob 
TABLE 9: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
ID 
I-' 
LA~t~AR FLC• MCMENTVM SEPA~ATION DATA FOR CUAVEO CUTLET (UPJ. 
----CONTINUED 
THE PIPE 15 1/4 l~C~ DIA~ETER AND T~E SOLtO IS PULV:R(ZED C04L. 
CD•J6/R.4.5/~••.5+.1l COi SETTLfNGJ 
------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------Si:T • tl<Alf\ QSEP Ul"/QS u 
"" 
I SEP l SEP SE/St l Sf.PV s:1srv I SEP SE/ST & SEPV SE/STY ,,..~IN CS'EP 
C lP-i. 1. t"LISJ C"LISI CF-TISI t EXP I I TH-LI ITh-LJ C TH-L J ITH-LI I ,.GILi I "'ii/LI 
-----------------------------------------·------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------730 0.315 ,., 1, 0 1. 13 0.112 ae2.1 13.0 6J.5 0.2') 65.4 0.20 43.5 0.30 45.2 0.29 675.0 52G.O HO Q.J75 , .. , .. l.24 0 .136 112.5 16.4 64.6 0.25 06.4 0.25 40.2 0.15 47.8 a. 34 056.0 1.i,s.o 
7JO O.J75 , .. 5." l • 2 3 o.13e 714. 5 14.0 6/t.6 0.22 66 .4 0 .21 46 • .? 0.30 47.s 0.29 634.'l 490.1'.1 l~O I). 3 75 ,., , .. 1.24 0.139 717.5 16.9 64.6 Q.26 66.4 o • .zs 46.1 0.31 47. 7 0.35 036.0 4b:).C 7JC 0.375 , • 3 5.0 1.46 0.142 732.3 13.e 64.8 0.21 66.6 0.21 46.1 Q. 3J 47.7 0.29 583.0 459.~ 
.FCiP SET 1;0 ---------------------------------MEANS~ --- C.2J 
----- 0.22 
____ ..,_ 
o. 32 ----- 0.31 -----------------STANDARD OEVl4TIC~S • Q.03 0.02 o.o) 0.03 
731 Q.375 3. I , .. 1.50 0.060 308.4 21.3 6<il .4 0.31 70.6 a. 10 56.7 0.38 57.8 o. 37 554.0 )dl.;) 1,1 fl• 3 75 4.0 2.5 1.5~ 0.01~ 3e5.4 2S.4 68.2 0.)7 eq. 6 C.37 54.l 0.47 S5.3 C,46 101.~ 455.C 
1Jl 0.375 ••• 3." 1. 74 0.120 613.e 11. B 65.9 0 .1 d 67.6 0.11 48.5 0.24 so.1 0.24 50'9 .c 4.11.0 HI J.375 3.' ,., 1.38 0.069 357. 7 19. c, 68 .5 0.29 69.7 0.21) 54.8 0.36 56.0 0. 35 553.C J9C.C 
731 0.375 2,7 1.• 1.46 0.053 270.4 20.0 7C. 2 o. 29 11. 3 o.2s 56. 2 0.34 sq.z tl. 34 sc2.o 353.0 
FCII. SET 731 ---~------·----------------------MEANS• ........ 0,2-} 
----
a.zit 
----- 0.36 ---- 0.)5 ---~~------------ST!NOARO CEVIATID~S • 0.01 0.01 o.oe a.ca 
-------------------------- ------------~------------ -----~--------FCR 35 A.E!Cl~GS 
TABLE 9: 
MEANS• 
STANOARC CEVIATlDNS •· 
0.30 
0.09 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA (CONT.) 
0.29 
0.09 
Q.43 
0.13 
0.42 
o~ 11 
L4~I~AP FLC~ l'C~ENTUM SEPARiTIC~ CATA FOR CUPVEO OUTLET (OCNN). 
THE PIPE IS 3/4 INCH GIAMETER A~O THE SOLID IS PULVERIZED COAL I.OlMM<PC<.)O~HJ. 
C0%36/Rt4.5/~••.5•.51 CDISETTLlNG) 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------
-------------------------- ---------------
SET 
' 
Cl'.C. ( ~ CSEP CM/CS u 
"" 
I SEP t SEP SE/ST i S':PV se /STV I SEP S[/ST: SEPV SE/STV Cl"AIN cse 0 
I l t. •) l"L/SJ i~L/SJ I FT/SI I EXP I ITH-L) ITH-LI ITH-LI ITl'<-LI (MG/L J I MC/LJ 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------
-------------------------- ---------------
101 Q.3 '15 .. , , • l 5. 12 o.c,;2 'i lC.,; 4 5 • l 41., .d 1 .o 1 46.4 0.97 2 2 .1 2 .i).;. 23.l 1.95 1100.c j'} 1. J 
,., 0.375 ••• 1. 2 ~-32 O.OC)O 464.7 41.9 44.d O.Q4 46.5 o.~o 22.3 1.aa 23.2 1. 81 1617.0 8 71. 0 ,., 0.375 •• 4 , • 2 5. "C o.osa '44'i • 1 41.2 '45 .o Q.q1 46. 1 O. '3R 22.6 1. 62 23.6 1.1s 1873.:) l :)24 .o 
1bl 0.375 o.:, ,. 2 S.4C o.C!!6 .C.4'l. 7 J'l.9 45.l Q.d6 46,8 0.113 22.9 1.10 23.a 1.64 2.:15.:) 11!>3.1) 
"l Q.}75 ••• , • 2 5. 34 0.0?0 462.l 43.3 44.1 o. '17 46.S Q.QJ 22.3 1.<;4 23.3 1.6~ 2110.a 
11:; !! • ..; 
FOil SET 7bl --------~---~-------------------MEANS: --- Q.94 ----- c.qa ------ 1.aa ----- 1.ao --------~--------
STANOA~D DEVIATIONS• 0.06 o.os C.13 o. 12 
,., 0.375 .. , z.1 2.30 0.104 537.0 21.6 42.4 Q.51 44.1 o.i.? 20.J 1.oa 20.0 1.04 2295.C 1~46.~ 
,., 
'J. 3 7 5 .. , ,., 2.30 0 .103 szs.e 21.9 42.5 0.52 44.2 0.5() 20.2 1 .oi; 21.0 1. 05 2387.C 11..11. a 
760::: 0.315 (:,. 2 ,., 2. 2c; o. 103 !: .;! ] • ll 2 j. 1 42.5 C.56 44.2 0.54 20.2 1. l 7 21.0 1. l J 2457.U 1e'l9. a 
,., Q.315 5,q , .. 2.24 Q.098 501.0 23.5 42.7 o.ss 44.J 0.53 20.s l. 15 21.1 l. lJ 2 S'iiJ. C 175B.C 
"' 
0.375 5,q , .. z.21 O.OQB 5.')'5 .1 25.2 42.l a.sq 44.3 0.57 20.s 1. 23 21.4 1. 16 Z5c9.C 17JC.C 
fOP. SET ,., 
---------------------------------- MEANS z --- Q.55 ----- 0.53 ------ 1.14 ----- 1.1:) ------------------STANOAHO DEVIATIONS~ Q.03 o.oJ O.O!io a.Ob 
,., •).375 ••• , .. 2.44 0.112 577.) 24 .1 42.2 0.57 43.Q o. 55 19.3 1. 2 5 20.1 1. 2:l 2578.C 
l 77',. 0 
"' 
761 O.J75 
"·' 
1 •• 2.to O.U67 34 J. l 43. l 45.2 C.95 'i6.5 C.-13 21o. 9 1.7.3 25.7 l.68 2doJ.ll 13';;.:, 
"' 
,., 0.315 ).3 1, a 1. 61 o.c~q 2S',. t; so. l 45.5 1.10 '+6 .a 1.01 26.2 l.Q2 26.Q 1. St. 31ES.O 1245.(J 
7b3 0.375 1.' 1 •• O.<'JC o.C36 1~4.Q 51,6 4i3. 7 1,06 .c,q.s 1. 0 5 32.0 l.62 32 .6 1.5q JQ22.C 11.:;,;.:: 
,., Q.375 ••• 4.1 1. 4 5 0.116 601.l 14. a 41. l Q.36 42.7 0.35 18.5 o.ao 
1q.3 0.11 2514.V l 'i'o~. 0 
FCP SET ,., 
---------------------------------- HEANS • --- 0.61 ----- 0.79 ------ 1.46 ----- l.42 ------------------STANCAqo CEVIATIO~S • ,J.33 0. 32 0.44 o. 44 
, .. Q.375 3,4 , • 3 z. t. l o. 054 274.6 so.2 "b .6 1. cs 47.8 1. l)S 27. 5 l.Hl 26.3 1. 7 J 3Cld.O l2o'1.C 
, .. 0.115 3,7 , . ' 2.56 O.C59 3C2.e so.1 45.9 1.10 47.2 1.07 26.3 1. 92 27.l 1.a1 lllo.O 1367.J 
,.. o.11s 4,5 1.1 2.67 0.011 364.l 45.8 ',4.8 1.02 46.2 o.qc, 24.2 1.90 25 .!) 1. a J 2d',7. C 13 3,;. \J 
,., 0.)75 5.3 2.0 2.6a. o.oste 427 • 2 33.9 43.9 0.11 45.4 o.1s 22.4 1-51 23.3 1.46 2527.0 ll.r6l.J 
FOR SET ,., -----------~-------~------------MEANS• --- C.99 ----- 0.96 ------ 1. 79 ----- 1.7} ------------------
STA~UARU UEVIATIC~S • 0 .15 0 .1 S o.1<J J. 19 
-~-~---~---~-------------------------------------- --------------------------- -------------~-----------
---------------
FC, 19 ~C.ICINGS MEA~S • o.a1 0.79 1.56 1,50 
STANOAP.O CEVIATlONS • Q.24 0.24 0.36 0.37 
TABLE 10: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
LA~J~AP fLOW "'CHENTUM SEPAAAT(QN OATA FCA (UPVEO CUTLET CCO"NJ. 
THE PIPE IS)/~ INCH DJA~ETEA ANC THE SOLID IS PULVERILED CQAL C.30MH<PC<.42HHI. 
CUs3b/R+4.5/P•-.5~.51 COISETTLINGJ 
-----------------... --------------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------SET • 'MAIN USEP QH/QS u 
'" 
I SEP 1 Sl:P SE/ST 1 StPV SE/STV i SEP SE/ST l SEPY SE/STY CM!..lN CSEP 
I It:. l I "'L/Sl I "'LIS I Cf T /S l I EXP J I TH-l J (TH-LI t 1H-l I ·ITH-LI IMU/Ll ,,.,u,1.1 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- ---------~-----~-------- --------------,,. c.31s 8,2 ••• 1.40 O.ltl 829.7 29.9 Bl..• 7 0.37 !3,3 0.36 57.9 0.52 60.6 o.49 1~11.0 1140 • 0 ,,. o. 37'5 T ,4 ••• 1.2s o. 153 ll:6.6 3 2. 1 8J.7 0.40 83.3 o.3g 5 8. 1 0.55 61.4 Ot52 l 892 .') 1022.:i 754 c. 3 7 5 ,., ••• l.l3 o. lli 9 1sc;. s 2e.4 ao.q O.JS 8).4 o. 34 59.3 0.46 62.0 0.46 1 'i l ;j. O 111~.o 754 C.375 ,.o ••• 1. Z·l 0.11.1 71:f). 7 2a.a 1:10.9 0.36 83.4 o. 35 59.J i).49 61. ~ C. 4 7 l~J7.C .:.cc;o.o 7~4 C.375 1.1 ••• 1.22 o.14q 765. '5 25.6 aa.q o.1z 83.4 0.31 59.2 0.43 61.8 :) o4l l&O-\. .C l l,J'1.0 FOA. S~T ,,. 
--------------------------------- HE ANS• --- o.Jb ----- 0.35 ------ 0.49 ----- Q.47 ------------------STANC4RO CEVIATIONS • 0.01 0.03 o. ,J5 0.04 
755 0.375 5,2 2,6 1.c;6 o.oc;o 'it4 • 5 87.2 85.0 1. 01 87.1 1. 1)0 TO.O 1 .z 5 72.3 l. 21 2243.0 199.0 
755 0.375 .. , 2,4 1. 4-8 o.os2 "15. 7 tl9.3 85.tt 1.04 87.7 1.02 72.1 i. .Z4 74 • .l 1.20 2}1',,.Q 111.0 
755 Ci. 3 7 5 4,C , • 9 2.11 O.Ob~ J45 • 2 91.a a 1.1 1.05 . 88 .9 1.0 3 75.6 1.21 11.1 1. 18 2330.C 134. Ci 
755 O.J 75 4,7 2,5 1.c;o 0.081 "24. 4 90.7 85.6 1.06 87.5 1.04 71. 6 1.2 7 73. 'ii 1.23 211 :'I. 0 134.Q 
155 0.175 4,3 2,3 1.1:4 0.010 ?li2.7 c;2. 3 86.0 1.01 87.9 1.0'5 7 3. 'l 1.21 75.2 1.21 2190.0 112.0 
FOR Sl:T 
'" ---------------------------------- HEANS • ........ 
1.os 
-----
1.01 
------ 1.25 ----- 1.21 ------------------$TANOA~O CEVIATJONS • 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
"' 
. 756 0.375 ••• , .. 1.26 0.201 104).9 • 1. 5 79. l -O.Ol 82.0 -0.02 53.3 -0.01 56.l -0.03 1113.0 ll~lio .o 
(.,J 756 C.375 lC.O 7,4 1. 34 o.zoc 1c11.o 0,3 79.4 0.0:) 82.2 o.oo ,1.1 0.01 56.5 0.01 lC55.0 1050.IJ 
756 C.375 10.1 5 .1 1.97 0.115 899.0 22.~ a 1. 2 0.211 83.9 o. 27 57.J 0.39 t,C .1 o. 37 1229.0 '356. 0 
7~6 0.375 1c.a ••• 2. 1 '9 o.1a1 '927. 7 16.8 8 1. J 0.21 13,. .1 0.21) 'i7.0 0.30 59.9 v.za lC4i-l. :> 844.0 756 0.3 75 1 Ci. 7 4,7 2. 27 0.111 911. 6 ]9.2 81.5 0.48 84.2 0.47 57.lt 0.68 60.3 0.65 120.J.O 622.0 
FCl:I: SET 756 
---------------------------------- HEA~S a --- 0.19 ---- 0 • 18 ------ 0.27 ---- Q.26 -----------------STAN04RD OEYlATIONS • 0.21 0.20 0.29 o.2a 
151 0.375 9,3 3.3 2.e2 O. llt5 148 .. 6 64.e 83.2 o. lti as.1 0.76 61.9 1.os 64.7 l .OJ 1120 .. 0 378.0 
'" 
0.3 75 8,3 2,6 3.18 o. 126 647 • .::, 77.8 84.)· 0.92 86.7 0.91) 65.l 1.20 t, 7 .a 1. 15 l3E4.C 247.C 
71!:7 C.175 , .. , .. 2.22 0.111 !74.7 ti 3. 1 83. l o. 77 85.5 o. 7'3 63. l 1. 0 l 65. a o. c;7 l3dJ.Q l9V,O 
7,;7 0.)75 9,2 , .. 5.15 0.121 e '!: 2. 5 a1.o as.a Q.94 att.1 0.92 66.6 1.22 69.lt 1 .11 1247.J 205.0 
757 Q.375 11. 6 2,6 4.50 c. 164 el 1. 1 1ei. l 84.2 O.'ilO 86.8 o.aa 61.5 1.24 64.4 1.1a 1158.C 230,.\) 
FOA. Si:T 757 
-----------------------·---------- HEANS • --- O.Bb ----- a .B4 ------ 1. 14 ----- l,C9 ------------------STAhCARO DEVIATIONS• o.ca o.J8 a .11 c,. 10 
------------------------------~---------------------- ---------------------------
-------------------------- ---------------FCR 20 AE.ACJ~GS H!:ANS •. Oob2 0.60 0.79 0.10 
STANDARD OEYlATICNS • o.1a 0.37 0.45 o.""' 
TABLE 1.1: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
LAMl~A~ FLC~ ~CME~TU~ SEPARATION DATA FOR C~RVEO CUTLET IOC~NJ. 
THE PIPE IS 3/'t INCH OIA,"IETER AI\D THE SCLIO IS PUL'IERllEO COAL ( 0 5q."IM<PC<.7)'4"4J. 
co~1&1~+4.5t~••.s+.51 COi SETTLING,) 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------
--------------------------
---------------SC T 
' 
<;,.~ Jh C:S':P U/1/(,jS u Pl:11 l SEP I SEP SE/ST , S~PV SE/STV I .S!:? .S:/ST; SE?V SE/SfV CMAH< CSi:? 
t Ir.·. J (,iL/SI (ML/SI Cf T /SI t EXP I tTH•LI I Tt--L J ITH-LI I TH-L J ( ~GIL J ( io!V /LI 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------148 C.375 12.4 ,.o 2. lo 7 o.2co 1 c2q.a 6!J. l t,iq. 5 0.97 lJl.O 0. ', 5 SQ.',) a.q6 92.0 o.qJ -.515. 0 '464. C 
'" 
I'). 3 75 11.0 2.3 '".6a 0 .15) 7<)0 • il t:llJ. q 10 1. 4 c.oJ 1c2.4 C.711 ..... a a.as 96.'r 0.63 )t;,23.C 6.1-i. 0 
14& o. ;j75 l C. 1 2.1 3.61 o. 14 7 757.C 82. 4 10 l. l c.c12 1~2.2 0.31 94. 7 0.111 9C.3 o.as )&24.Q 5 5 2. ') 
148 I'). J 75 lC .a 2., 3. ,;s o. '""' 1" 2. a 85.2 101.2 Q.134 102.3 0. 3 3 95 .I) 0.9') 97.0 o.s-, 3575.C ",)~.J 74cl 0.375 ••• 2,9 3.33 0.1"" 11oa.z ez ·" 101.0 c.a2 102.1 C • 81 94.5 0.87 qb.b a.es 3s.;2. c 507.0 fGH SET 748 ----------------------------------MEANS~ --- 0.83 ----- o. '32 ------ 0.89 ---- Q.87 ------------------STANDAqO ~EVIATIO~S s 0.03 o.v2 Q.04 O.O'o 
'" 
t;.. 375 It. 5 , .. 2. '92 o. 2 5 5 1J')7.3 11,.1 99.2 O. 77 10).A Q.76 87.4 0.88 qQ.4 O.RS ZlOtl.O 5.:Jl. 0 
'" 
I)• 3 75 I!:. l ,., 2.93 0.235 121Jc.a 79,6 q,;. 3 o.~.J 1c,1.'9 0.7'1 83.3 o.,;o 91.2 o.a1 2423.0 3!16.0 
7'9 I)• 3 75 11 • 2 
'. 2 3. 4 !! o. l6t e ~ t. ~ 72. 9 lUO. 7 0.12 101.<r 0.72 9J.l o.1a 95.4 O. 7o 1944.0 ",)';; .\) 
749 C.375 1.2 • 4 3. l 3.q1 Q.179 922.5 11.a lOJ.7 a.11 101.9 Q.76 92.7 0.64 95.l o.az Ia<;c;. C 352.C 
,., J.)75 12.4 ,., 3.81 o.1e1 928.6 81.~ 100.6 0.81 101.q O. l!O 92.5 a. B!I 94.'1 a.,;() 111e.u 262.0 
fOA. SET 149 
---------------------------------- 11E~NS • --- 0.77 ----- 0.11 ------ Q.86 ----- a.aJ ------------------STAN04~0 UEVIATIONS ~ o.o.; 0.1)3 a.as 0-0'-
"' 
75C 0.]15 .. , ••• l.49 0.126 6'-2. 2 61 .4 lJO .. 1 1).61 101.5 0.6'l 9'4.2 o.~s 9b.l o. 64 ll7'r.O 323.0 
... 
1,C C • 3 75 ,., 2.1 2. 2 J o.cqc; 50<;. 2 7C.9 l i) 1. 5 0.7J lf'lZ.4 (,. 6 "i ~1.2 0.7) 98.7 0.12 851.0 l~ll.O 
1'0 r.1. 3 7 5 , .. 2.' . 2 • l 7 Q.094 46].) 66.b 101.6 0.61-., 102.s Q.b5 97.6 0.68 'r<t.l 0.67 .; 14 .,J 2 34. ,') 
75.i:'.: C.375 !:: • 7 2.' 2. 1 7 O.C96 It'll. 2 71.'r 101 ·" 0. 1 l 102 • 4 o. 7=i 97.4 o.74 9d.9 o .. 7 3 eta.a 183.0 
150 0.375 5.9 ,.1 2 • .20 O.O'l9 50'o.7 71. 9 101.5 0.11 102.4 0.10 9 7 • 2 o. 74 9a.a 0.13 9Js.o 19'i.G 
FC~ S':T 750 -----~---------------------------MEANS• --- o. eia ----- 0.67 ------ 0.11 ---- 0.10 -----------------STANOjP.U CEVIATIONS: o.J4 0.1)4 0,04 a. C4 
751 C • 315 4 • l 2.2 1.az o.J73 374.6 ,~., 102.2 0.75 1C2.9 o.75 i9.3 0.11 100.s 0.1b ass.a 140.0 
751 0.315 4,l 2.3 1.e1 o.".174 376.9 73.b 102.2 0.12 102.q 0.12 99.3 o.74 lC0.4 (I. 73 825.0 154.0 
7~1 0.3 75 9.5 .. , z.21 Q.15!3 !312-4 51. l 10\l. l 0,51 101.4 o.51) 92.5 0.55 9"--d o .. s .. cJc.c 254.0 
751 o. J 7 5 I:! ... It. 3 1. 97 0.1,.6 74\3 • 4 53.9 100.2 0.54 101.4 0,53 93.1 o.sb 95.3 0.57 607.C 220.0 
151 0.375 7.8 4.1 1,90 o. 137 1ce. 1 49.7 100.3 o.su 101.s o.4q 93.6 o. S 3 95.7 0.52 541.0 216.0 
1-0~ SEf 751 
-----~--------------------------- M~ANS • --- o.oo ----- 0,60 ------ O.t,3 ----- a.oz------------------ST~NOA~O OEVIATIO~S • 0. 12 0.13 0.11 o. 11 
-----------------~-~-------------------------------- -----------------~-------- -----------------~------- ---------------fCO 20 REAC:INGS ,..EA/\S • 0.72 0.11 0.11 0.76 
STANOA~D DEYIATIO~S • 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 
TABLE 12: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
LAMINAil FLCi4 MC.~E~TL,H SEPAil:AfJGN CATA FOR CUTLET IOOWNJ. 
Tl-!E PIPE IS T'°C. INCt! 01.AHETER. ANO THE SOLID IS PUL'VERllEO COAL. 
C0•36/R+4.5/R**•5+.5l COfSETTLINGJ 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------SET • Q~.AJN CSEP OM/QS u 
"" 
1: SEP ".I S':P SE/ST' SEPV SE/STY _i Si:P SE/ST I SEPV SE/STV CH.Al:-l CSE? 
I I ~I. I I ~L/SJ I ~LIS J (FT/SJ · I EXP I (TH-LI (TH-LJ CTH-LI ITH-LJ I ~G/LJ l HG/LI 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- --------------------------
---------------
'" 
1.000 Zit. l 63.4 Q.38 o.142 729.3 2tl. 8 57.8 0.50 59.4 O.lt9 ltO. It 0.71 41.7 0.69 1t,;JCjJ.O zoco.a 
7e5 l .OC'l 22.e 62.3 Q.37 o. 138 lCCil. 2 29. 0 5a.o o.,o 59.6 0 .'i-9 ltO. 8 0.71 42.Q Q.b9 5182.0 2~S4.0 
7'5 l. C::''l 23.9 62.c C,.39 0.139 715.6 30. 5 58.0 a. s1 59.5 o.s1 40. l o. 75 41.q J.73 49q4.0 1q13.c 
7!5 l.CIJO 21.2 63.2 0.37 o.11to 718 • 1 28.0 57.9 0 • '43 59.5 0.47 .. o. 6 0.69 41. ij 0.01 4t:C5.0 1906.0 
7'5 1.Jl)O Zl.5 bl. l Q.39 0.1.37 7 C5. l 2 9. l s a. 1 0.51 59.!;I o.so 4J.9 0.73 42.l o. 70 48~1 .<J 1930.0 
FOP SET 785 ----------------------------------MEANS• --- 0.50 
-----
o.ti-9 
------ 0.12 ----- 0.70 ------------------STANCAPC CE'VlATlONS • 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 
7'6 1.000 19.J 18.0 1.01 0.060 111.2 40.7 05ol O.b2 66.- 7 Q.61 53.3 0.7b 54.l o. 75 3397.0 1460.0 
le!& 1.000 23.l 34.S C.61:i o.oq,. 4e4.5 35.9 61. b o.ss 62.9 0.57 46.6 0.11 47.7 o. 75 )'456.0 145'4. a ,,. 1.oca 24.b 32.6 o. 75 0.09] 476.4 33. 9 61. 8 o.55 63.l o. 54 46.9 0.12 46.0 0.11 3~~1.c lbl',.Q 
,.. 1.010 25.8 2'4.9 1.01 0.062 42 2. l 35.2 63 .. l o. 56 64.J 0.55 lod. q o. 72 49.9 0.10 340!>. J 1047.0 
FOR SET ,.. 
--------------------·---~--------- HE ANS• --- 0.58 -.. --- Q.57 ----- o.74 ----- 0.13 ------------------STANCARO DEVIATIONS• o.oJ 0.03 0.03 0.03 
787 loOC'J 11.2 24.4 0.11 0.067 )4b.9 39.8 64.5 0.62 65.5 o. 6 l 51. 5 a.11 52.4 0.10 2410.C 929.Q 
787 1.000 16'. 5 25.4 0.65 0.068 !4Go0 Jc;. 8 6'to4 0.62 65.4 0.61 51 olt a. 78 52.2 o. 76 Z3Cc.lJ 8'92.0 
787 1.acc 16.5 25. 4 Q.65 Q.C68 3'49.0 39.8 bit·" Q.62 65.4• 0.61 51.4 0.78 52.2 o. 76 23fl6.0 11~2.: ID 787 1.cco 15.9 24.'i 0.64 O.C66 3 )<;. 2 39.5 <,It.to 0.61 65.6 O.bO 51.8 0.10 5.Z.6 o.1s 2365.C 89C.O 01 797 1.000 14 • 7 2 3.2 0.63 O.G6l ) 1,." 42. b 65.2 0.65 66.Z 0.64 5lo8 0.1:11 53.b 0.19 252b.C 86£.0 
FOA SET 787 ---------------------------------ME.ANS• --- o.c2 
-----
0.61 
------ 0.78 ----- 0.76 -----------------ST.ANCA~O CEVIATIONS • 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
"' 
1.000 10.0 I e. 6 0.57 0.047 24 ?. 2 49.2 6 7. 5 0.73 6Ro3 0.12 56.5 o.s 1 57.2 o.eo 't2Rlt.O 1167.0 
"' 
1.0')0 lC.5 18.b c. 56 c. C't7 2it2.5 45.8 6 7.6 O.b8 68.3 O.b7 56.6 o.a1 57.2 o.ao 4CbJ.J 121).0 
7ee 1.oco 10.1 10.4 0.56 0.046 239.7 48.4 67.7 o. 72 68.4 0.11 56.7 o. 8'5 57 .3 c.e4 41 ,:;.;.c 11,:, 1. 0 
11!8 1.cc1 10.3 18.9 o.s5 OoC'tl 2lt3. lt It 1. 5 67.5 o .. 70 68.2 o. 7'J 56. 5 o. 8'4 57.l O.d3 '-125 .o 115q.a 
708 1.oco 10.6 1 e. 1 o. 'SO O.G4l 24).6 47.0 67.5 0.10 68.2 0.69 56.5 o.a1 57.l o.e2 4010 .. 0 11eo.o 
fO? SET 788 
-------------------------------- 114,fA/liS • --- 0.11 ---- Q.70 ------ 0. 84 ----- o.a1 ------------------STANOA~O o=v1.o.1JONS • a.oz 0.02 0.02 0.02 
789 1 .Qf)!) ... 1., (lo 51 Q.Cl9 ice.a 10.a 75.7 0.94 75.8 0.9] 68.4 l .G4 6e.4 1.01 7072..0 8cio7 • C 
70S 1. cca. ••• .., Q.lt9 0.022 113.5 70.5 74.5 0.95 74.7 0.94 6608 1.06 67.0 1.os 7t:'S3. \J c;:2e.c 
"' 
1.ccc ,.2 6.7 0.48 0.016 e2.1 611. 6 77 ·" Q.90 11.4 0.90 70.6 0.99 70.6 c.q9 7461.C 9z1.c 799 1.c-,0 · 2.9 ••• 0.44 0.015 1,;. e 6',. 0 11.1 O.R9 11.1 0.89 71. 0 0.97 ll .O 0.97 79.Jl .o 9s:;i.c ,.. 1.oca ,.2 ••• o.49 0.016 e 1. a 611. 4 77.S a.ad 77.5 o.sa 10.1 Q.97 10.1 Q.97 lll'S.O 'ii33.C fCiR SET 789 
--------------------------------- MEA/liS • --- Q.91 ----- 0.9 l ------ 1.01 ----- 1.co -------------·----STANDARD DEVIATIONS• 0.03 O.Ol o.01t 0.04 
TABLE 13: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
\0 
O'\ 
L.AMlt.AP fl.Gfll ~C~E~TUM SEPARATICN DATA FO~ OUTLET IOOltNI. ----CCNTJI\UCO 
T~E PJPC IS T~G INCH DIAMETER ANO THE SCLIG IS PULVERIZED COAL. 
cu .. J6/R.•4.5/ll;••.5•.51 CDISETTLING) 
-------·----------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -----------~------------- ---------------
SET P C~Alh CSEP OM/~S U REt 
(IN.I l~L/SI l~L/S) CFT/SJ 
:& SEP 
(EXPI 
I SEP SE/ST 'S~?V SE/STY i SEP SE/ST t SEPV. SE/STV C~JIN CSE? 
(TH-LJ IT~-LJ CTH-ll (TH-t..J (~C/LI ll-\G/LJ 
----~------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- ----------------~-------- ---------------
l~C 1 .r,vJ 4,5 .. , C • c;4 o.c1s 76.. e 11.s 1".o 
"' 
t.OGC ••• ,.o 0.12 G.Olb 79.8 7().4 77.7 
"" 
1.oco 4,3 ••• 0.94 Q.014 7 3. 5 11. 3 78.) 
l<O 1.00:'l , .. ,., C. "iO o.o,o lC3oO 63. e 7 5. 5 
,., 1 .c,:c , .. , .. c. bl 0.019 lCC.O b3o4 75.7 
FCP SET 190 
--------~-~--------------------- NEANS • ---ST4NOARO 0!:.VIATJO/',S ,. 
o.c;z 78.0 C.92 71.4 
0.91 11.1 0.'11 71. 0 
c. 'i l 18. 3 0.91 71. 9 
o.c:1; 75.b 0.!34 68.0 
0.84 75.9 0 • =I 4 68.4 
0.99 ----- O.SB ------
a. 01+ 0.04 
1.00 71 .4 !.OJ 
Q.99 71. il 0.99 
C.99 11.a • 0.99 
0.94 68.2 Q.Q.(,, 
U.93 bB.5 0.9 l 
0.97 ----- Q.9 7 
0.03 O.OJ 
51::14.0 
520).Q 
s32a.-l 
5027.0 
4Sill.C 
8b!l. 0 
Bd2.C 
d7C.O 
106 S • .: 
lC JU.,: 
----~---~-------~~--~---------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------fOR 29 REAOlhGS 
TABLE 13: 
MEA~S • 
STA~OA~O OiVIATIO~S • 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA (CONT.) 
Q.71 
0.16 
Q.70 
Q.16 
C. B 5 
0.12 
0.84 
o. 12 
LA~Jf\AA FLC• l"Cl"C~TUM SEPAkATJCN UATA FCH FLARED OUTLET (OCwNJ. 
THE PIPE JS ,~a INCH OIA~ETER ANO THE SCLIO ts PULVERliEC CCAL. 
CO•lb/~•4.5/R••.5+.5L CDISETTLINGJ 
---------~------------------------------------------- --------~------------------ -------------------------- ---------------SI: T • Cl"A If\ C S!:P 0~1,s u .,. 'I SEP 1 StP SE/ST : SEPV SE/STV I St:P SE/ST I SC?V SC/STV Cl".11:,,: CS!:P 
11 "-·• J l"L/SI lf"'L/SJ CFT/SJ I EXP I llri-LJ ITl-'-LI l'-TH-L J Clh-L I 1.-tG/L I CMG/LJ 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------· 795 1.oco L7o7 Zl.5 0.15 Q.C67 343.5 4 L. 5 64.!, o.~4 65.6 O.bl 51.7 .o.ac 52.6 0.79 473.;.0 L737.0 
795 l.'lCO 17. 3 21.3 c.74 ().066 337.5 44.6 64.7 0.69 65.7 0.61! Sl.9 a.a~ s2.a G.64 4863.0 16 fl !I. J 
7'5 l. CC') 1 7 • 3 ll.8 0.73 .0.067 ]42. 1 'i6.lt b4.6 o.1z 65.6 0.11 51.l o. '10 52 .o ·:. 80 40'~1.C l!:IJl.J ,., t .1CO 17.0 2 J. 1 c.12 O.Cb6 3Je.5 4 J. 0 64.l 0.0.::1 65.7 o.o 1 51.'il Q.64 52.7 0 • -i J 47.;e;j .J li>7J.O 
7'5 1.cca 1 c. '9 23. 7 c.11 \J.i)66 337.'> 4).0 64.7 0.66 65.7 ~.65 51 .1 0.8] 52.8 0.81 4604.0 l6C 7. 0 
FCi< SET ,., 
-------------------·--------------·MEA~S • --- 0.6d 
__ ,,, __ 
0.61 
------
Q.85 ----- C.83 ------------------STJ~CARO CEVl4TIO~S • 0.01 0.03 0 .:.l4 o.J1 
,., l • •JC'] ,c. l 20.1 0.50 O.C49 251.l 47.8 6 r.z 0.11 67.9 0.10 56.0 o.as Sc. 7 o.a4 ;1cs.o 136] • ,j 
1•• l.OCIJ 1c.o 19. Ii 0.5C 0.04t.l\ 248.6 47.8 67.3 0". 71 613.0 0.10 56.2 a.es so.a O.d4 lt'Jl!6. C l3ll.O 
7% 1 .oco 9.7 20.3 Q.4.ij 0.04'1 249.4 48.4 b1.l o. 72 cs.a 0.11 Sb. l C.Bb 56.7 0.85 s 11 ... 0 1312.': 
7'.t6 1 .l)IJIJ •• 1 ZIJ.O 0.4C 0.041 242.l 55. 0 b1. 5 Q.82 6-'.Z .0.91 56.S 0.97 s1.1 O.'ilo 6471.0 1322.C 
1•• 1.~cc ••• 19.7 c·.45 0.046 2311 .o 44.7 b 1.b O .bo 6d.1 0.65 56.d a. 1~ 57.4 0.78 4C.15. G 1365.C fGR Sf;T ,.. 
------~-------------------------- ME4NS • --- o. 72 .............. 0.11 ------ 0.66 -----
0.85 ________________ _.,: 
ST.1~04RO OEVl~TIO~S • 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.01 
1<1 1.0,;o , .. 7. I o.s1 0.011 13g.3 611.9 76.7 l) .9·) 76.7 0.90 69.7 0.99 69.7 0.99 4590. 0 oC6.1J 
1'1 l • .J~O , .. 7.2 o. jJ 0.)18 92.3 69.4 7b.4 Q.90 76.5 o. !:19 69.3 o.99 69.4 0.9~ 3 , .. ~. C 520.0 
"' 
7'7 1 .l)JO ,.1 1.2 0.51 a.ate c;c.4 oa. L lb.6 0.89 7~.6 0.09 6c:l.6 o.9a 69.6 o.qa ]943.0 537.V 
-.J 7c; 1 1. 'lCO , .. 7 .2 C.50 0.011 ,;c. L 66.9 lo.b ,J. ~ 7 76.7 o.a.1 09.6 .J .96 69.b 0.9& 37'i5.0 S3!1.V 
7<7 1.or.~ , .. 7.2 0.50 o.a11 89.2 69.8 76.7 c •. 9L 76. e c.qL 6~.l 1. O'l 69. 7 1. co ldCl.C 477. 0 
FC~ SET 797 ----------------------------------MEANS• --- o.a<J 
-----
0.89 
------ Q.98 ----- 0.98 -----~-----------STA~OAQO OEVIATIC~S ~ 0.02 O.H 0.02 o.oz 
,.. 1.000 , .. l2.8 c.2a 0.027 136".i sc;.3 72.8 0.82 73 .1 0.11 64.4 0.92 64.6 0.9Z 4605.0 6Cl.O 
,., 1.000 ,. J 12.9 G.2b 0.020 134.7 56. 3 72.9 0.77 73.2 0.11 64.b 0.01 64.8 O.Sl ,...47').0 611.0 
7Sd 1. Q.J.j ,., 12.9 a. 2 5 o. c, .... 134.] 53.6 72.9 0.73 71.2 0.73 64.6 o.al 64.3 0.83 1t4J~.o 65b.O 
7'i e L. ac ~ ). 3 L3.C o. 2 5 G.020 Ll5.5 57.0 72.8 O.l-" 73.L 0.1~ 64.5 o.aa b4.1 Q.P.d 474C.O 02~.c 
,.. L.:ico ,., llob 0.20 0.026 L32.0 56 • 1 73.L o. 77 7).3 0.11 64.S 0.67 65.0 o.e6 459.::. C 632.0 
fC" S!:T ,.. -----------------------·----------MEANS• --· 0.11 
-----
0.11 
-----· o.a7 ----- U.87 --------~-------"' STANCARO CEVIATIONS • 0.01 0 .03 o.o.i 0-0l 
--------.---------~---~----------------------------
---------------------------
--------------------------
----------·----fCA ia REACINGS MEANS• 0.11 Q.76 o.e9 a.ea 
STANCAftC CEVIATIONS • 0.•)9 0.09 C.07 0.01 
TABLE 14: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
LAMI~~? FLC~ ~C~CNTU~ SEPt;ATIC~ O~TA FOR l~EPt= OUTLET (UPI, 
Tl-'E PIP~ IS ThG INCh CIA~ETE~ A~D fhE S~LID IS PULVERllEC COAL. 
CO•l6/~t4.5!~•+.5t.5l CDISETTLINGI 
------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------
-------------------------- ---------------
SET 
' 
c;;~ti I I; QSEP QM/OS u 
"" 
-' SEP 1 SC? SE/ST, SCPV S~/STV t SEP Sf/ST ; SEPV SE/STV C,"',.l.iN CS~? 
lit:.> ("LIS) (,.LISI (FT/SI I EXP I ITH-LI ( T/1-1..) (TH-LI ( Tti-LJ I l'IG/L I I :11~/LJ 
------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
'51 l ,J'.:O lC,7 20.6 0.52 O.C51 2tC.5 "). 2 60.~ o. f::i 67.6 0.64 55.5 c. 7iJ 56.2 0.11 ... ;:,1. C l ::'.lo~. v 
'i:i 1 1 • .'.:(J() lC.7 2C • 7 C,52 C,C51 2t.·1. 'ii 41. 2 66.~ 0.&2 67.6 0,bl 5 5. 4 0.74 56 .1 o.74 J<;2.:i .c 12 .:i 5. 0 
'iS 1 1.,: ,7 0 1 c. 7 ZC,4 -~.52 o.oso 2s.:;i .2 4l. a 61;,.9 J.t:4 f: 7. 1 0 .b 3 55.6 0.11 56.3" C..1b 41C4,C l.292. U 
'" 
l ,ljCO lC,7 20.5 o.s2 J.J5l 260. 1 Ii 3. 7 6t:..9 0.65 67.7 0.65 55.? 0,79 56. 2 o. 7ti 3s1~.o 1220.c 
9::'11 1.oco lC.6 2c.2 o. :i2 0 .1)50 2~6.4 4.3. 3 67.0 0,65 b7.tl a.64 55,7 0.78 5t:.4 0.11 .3 72d.O 11':ii,C 
FCR SET 
'" 
---------------------------------- /".EAhS " --- 0.64 ----- v.~1 ------ 0.11 ----- C.7o ------------------
STA~C1~0 05VlATJONS • o.ot 0.02 0.02 o.c2 
952 l .,JCO ,., ••• o. '5 l a.c12 t:2.C 72,3 79. l Q.91 79-. 7 0.91 73.7 0.',8 73.6 O,Q3 '4(,t)f.i .o 572.0 
'i5l l.lJCO ,., ,.2 o.~3 0,01] 65.8 71.2 7'l. 3 C,90 79.2 0,90 7 3. l 0.<;"7 73.C 0,9d 4.;,J7 .o 5 .. 1. C 
f.i:i2 1.oc~ 3.0 ,., 0.56 Q.013 6e. 1 71,0 78.9 0.9.) 7a.9 0.()J 72.6 o. s a 72.5 0.9e 4241:1. C 5"t 1.::: 
'" 
1 .O'JO 1.2 ,., 0.!;19 0. 0 l lo 72,4 6ij. l ld.') o.e1 78.4 o.a7 12, l 0.95 7 2.:, Q.95 30:;s.c 5.35.G 
'52 t.acc ,., ,. 1 c. 59 o. 0 l '5 74. <;, l.>!l. 5 76 .2 1).83 78.2 0. 9 ti 71. 1 0.96 71.6 0.96 '.) t'>5 .o 537.C 
f'Ok St'T .,, 
---------------------------------- MEA~S = --- 0,dQ ----- 0. i·~ ------ 0,97 ----- Q.97 ----------------" ST4NOAR0 C~VlATIOhS • 0. (12 0,1)2 o.o 1 o .a 1 
953 l ,•lCIJ ,., .. , 0,51 c.c1c e2.2 C4, <; 7.7. 4 O.d4 77.4 0.84 70.7 O,C"i2 70.7 0.92 3444,·'.l 53.3.0 
<;5} 1. C\ C 3. 4 , .. o.~l C,016 112.9 65 .'] 77.J 0 • Sir 77.4 0 • ~4 7U .~ 0,<)2 70.6 U,92 3231.C 5D7. C 
"' 
"ii~) l,':'":G :s. 5 .. , 0.5) o.o 17 'J',,6 6).) 77.2 Q.82 77.2 o. 9 2 70.} 0.90 70. J 0. ~i) 325<;. C 543.0 
co .,, 1.0\.:J z.r ••• Cl. 1,0 0,015 71!. ', sa. 1 77. i3 I), 75 77.7 U. 75 71. 1 0.82 71. l 0.!32 
2<, 1 .... :; 497,C 
C"i~3 1.cco ,., .. , o. 50 O,Cl7 C6. ".> 65.) 77,U a.as 77.0 a.as 70.1 0.93 70.1 0 .c;u 31,o;.o.o 524.0 
FOR SET q53 
---------------------------------- HEA~S • --- Q.82 ----- o.~2 ------ 0.9() ----- v.,;u ------------------STANOAqo DEVIATIONS~ 0.1)4 0.04 o.04 0.04 
------~---------------------------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------
---------------
"' 
15 il:EACJr,C.S MEAJl;S • o.1a 0.78 a.ea o. sci 
STA~DARO OEVIATIO~S • 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.09 
TABLE 15: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
ID 
ID 
LA~l~tP FLC~ ~C~~~TU~ SEFA?LTIC~ CATA FC~ FLA~EO OUTLET (CC~Nl. 
T~E PIPE IS TnG l~CH OIAMETt~ L~O T~E SOLID IS PULV;~llEO CCAL (.Ol~M<PC<.30MMI. 
CD•36/R+4.5/R••.5+.5l 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------SET R Q1".:.H, USEP C"l/i;.S u REi -' SE? l SEP SE/ST ( SEPV SE/STV 
,1,.,.J I Ill IS l I IIL/S) l f TIS» I E ,<;> J ( TH·L I C Tri-LI 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------
"' ~51l 
'i';:l 
'58 
~,a 
.. , 
. ., 
<02 
.. , 
,., 
FCR 
l. C:: 0 ,., 
l.CCfl ,., 
1. 0('0 3.3 
1 .QCY ,., 
1. () J') , .. 
FG::i JET <58 
1.0-:c 10.s 
1.cco IC. 1 
1.oc1 10. 2. 
1.J~~ 10.1 
1.ccc l c. l 
FOC.. SF. T .. , 
l'l ..t!:.ACI/\GS 
, .. 0.37 o. G 17 i!t. 4 47. 'i 55.q 
!:.CJ c. 'i c 0.1)14 14.Z sz.o 57.9 
••• o.~2 0.016 81.5 49.5 56.7 
.. , C.6C O.OlQ 1!3. l lo-'!.<J 5 b. 3 
t.5 a.so C.Cl6 1!4.5 :i 1. l 5 ~ • .1: 
-----~--------------------------- ~Ej~S ~ ---ST~NQa~o 02VIATICN~ • 
19. 0 (i. '55 O. Olt8 Z45.b 10.1 ... ). 7 
1 c;. 0 c. 53 O.C47 242 • 5 11:1.4 43.S 
18.9 o.~.c. Q.;)47 24 2 • .3 19. 5 4 3. a 
1 8. 9 C,,54 o.01o1 241. 6 22. 3 4 3. a 
l i;. c C.54 C.047 24 ),,Q 21.2 43.7 
-----~---------------------------~EANS~ ---STANDARD o:vJATJO/\S. 
MEANS 
ST4~0LRO OEVl~TIONS • 
TABLE 16: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
o.ati. 
0.91 
o.a1 
a. a 1 
0.91 
o.oi, 
o.o, 
o. 37 
0.44 
0.44 
0.51 
0.49 
Q.45 
o.c:i 
0.67 
0.21 
ss.a 
51.7 
56.5 
56.l 
56. l 
-----
44.3 
44.4 
44.4 
44.4 
44. 'J 
-----
o.a6 
o· • ., 1 
o. 113 
O.J7 
Q,,Q l 
o.s? 
0.02 
0.37 
0 .44 
Q.44 
o.i;I) 
o.4a 
0.45 
0.05 
0.67 
a .21· 
COi Si:TTLINGl 
-------------------------- --------------:C SEP SE/ST i SEYV SE/STV (,".!.!:'.I C SEP 
ITH-LI (Trl-L) I "GIL l IMG/l I 
-------------------------- ---------------43. 3 1. 11 't3 .1 l • 11 l2J:i:i.C 2323.0 
45.~ 1.15 4!: .5 l .16 1ic1s1.o 276~.,; 
; ... 2 1. 12 44.,) 1. l 1 9,;16. C 2~ 1 e. a 
43. 7 1. 12 43.6 1. 12 1207.Q 26 l 4. ·~ 
43.6 l • 1 7 43.4 l. 1 !I 'iC7b .a 2 3.2 2. J 
------ 1.13 ----- 1.14 ------------------
26.? 
27 .o 
27.C 
27.1 
21.v 
------
0.03 
0.61 27.1 
0.12 27.3 
c.12 27 .. l 
0.83 27.3 
Q.7~ 21.2 
0.73 -----
a.as 
C.93 
0.22 
0 .. 03 
0.60 24'1.t..rJ 1613.C 
Q.71 2!!.?2.C 1606.C 
0.11 :;,c20.c l 7S 1. I) 
o.az 32Ui.Q 1760.0 
c.1a 333t.C 1591.C 
0.7~ ------------------o.oa 
·0.93 
0 .. 23 
..... 
0 
0 
LA~JNA~ FLC~ ~(wENTUM S~Pl~ATICN C~TA FCR FLARED UUTLET IDC~~J. 
Tt'C PIPE IS Tl'C l~CH OIAMETEP Af;D THE SCLIO IS PULVERllEC CCAL l.31JHM<PC<.73HHJ. 
cc~J6/~•4.5tR••.s+.51 
------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------
s:1 
' 
Ct'Ai"' CSEP CM/CS u .,. t SEP -' SEP 52/ST' SEPV Si:/STV 
C I ~- • J l 1"L IS J 11-!L/S I ( r TI!> I ( i: XP I l TM-LI (Tt-1-LI 
------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------~---
<;~~ 
<;!C 
S<O 
100 
sec 
... 
,. , 
%1 
%1 
,., 
FCII 
1.c-:0 lV.O 
1. c-~o I':. O 
1.oc~ 1 a. o 
l. '::C'1 ii)• 5 
l. ·~C :I lC.G 
Fr~ SET 9'0 
l • .: c •• l 
1. '} : ,.o 
1. ".: 0 ,.c 
1. C r, ,.o 
l. "..i O ,.o 
F::;; SCT ,., 
10 Ii E.ac INGS 
1 c. a c. 5'i o.0'-3 2ZJ.C 78.] '.14.0 
1 C • 4 C.61 0.0 .. 1 21 c; .s ao.2 94.2 
l t:. 5 c.~1 0.04) 22·:'. 7 ~4.7 94.z 
l ':!. Q c.53 O.C46 2; 1. 3 79.0 g J.; 
l (::.,; C.59 C.C',4 2.24 .,J 7'i .9 94 .o 
---------------------------------- ~EANS z ---STAN;lARD OEVlATID~S 2 
lG.7 C.4 7 U.026 I J 1. 3 9J.9 97.8 
.. , v. 50 Q.Q,24 1.24. 5 q,) ·" 9~.2 ,., Q.51 O. C Z4 122.a e,;.J ,.. a. 3 
, .. c.s1 O.C24 l i! 4. l <;,2.9 9 9 .,2 
J o.o o. 5(, O.Ollo 124.9 <;').<J ?8.2 
---------------------------------- ~EA~S • ---STA.NOA~O OEVlATIC~S ~ 
MEA.~S ~ 
SlANOAKD OEVlATJG~S • 
TABLE 17: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
IJ. i3} 
0. 'i5 
c.r.o 
~- d4 
i'l. a; 
o.a"j 
a.OJ 
c.?3 
:::, • 9) 
J.<Jl 
Q.'15 
o. 9} 
Q.93 
0.01 
0.09 
Q.04 
(,14.IJ 
,;s.o 
c;s.o 
<;.;..4 
'i4.9 
-----
93.3 
,;e. o 
'Hl.6. 
9~.c 
<;,2.6 
-----
O.fl) 
Q.64 
0 • .139 
J.84 
0 .·J4 
o.~s 
0.02 
0.92 
o. 9 2 
0.? l 
a .'14 
C.92 
c. ·12 
0.01 
o. d:8 
0.1)4 
CDI SET Tl lt-.G) 
-------------------------- ---------------
'i: Si::P S~/ST; S~?V St/STV Cl':.IN est., 
lll-!-L I lft1-L I ( f''.i/L) l~~/L I 
-------------------------- ---------------il,Q.4 v. ·~e <J0.4 0.67 l" tl l}. 0 1302.0 
ti 9. 7 0.6<; <h1.6 ,). S9 1::11.:s.o 1)7~.J 
89 . .:I ~.95 9C!.6 0.9.:,. lob60.,1 1::.oJ.O 
t: B. 6 o.e~ d9.6 O.dS I 55.:,.4 .O IJ~e.o 
8'1.l. J.b'l 9(' • .:,. V • 03 l j ?eel. C l)JC.C 
------ ·J.9J ---- u.~; --------~--------
~5.d 
<;6.3 
9i>,4 
'ib.3 
96.3 
------
J.03 
0.95 ?t..2· 
O.'i"' 96.7 
0.'.13 96.'i 
0.9¢, '1o .e 
a • .,,.. <.ib. 7 
o.~4 -----
a .\J 1 
0.92 
0 • .)3 
O.OJ 
Q.<;4 19172.0 5..;,:3.J 
a.,;.;, l 7.2 5 t:. i.;; 559.C 
0.92: 173;)7.J 673.0 
0.<;6 11;..:;.:; .o 4 3 l. ,') 
c ..... l6'i6S.O ~46.C 
0.'.14 -----------------· 0.01 
1).9:! 
Q.Q) 
LAMl~A~ FlGW ~C~ENTU~ SEPAAATICN DATA FDA CU~VEO CUTLET (OO~Nl. 
TrE PIPf IS 3/4 l~CH OIAHETEA ,~o THE SCLlD JS FLY ASH. 
C03£4/~+ 3./~••.5+.34 CO(SETTlJNr.J 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- --------------------------
---------------
>ET • .1./'AJt,. ,sE.» l·M/i.,S 
" "" 
1, SEP i SEP s;,sr: SEPV SE/STV : SE? SE/ST I SEPV SE/STY _,:f'!AIN CSCP 
,,,.., .. ) I I'll S) l.'-ll/S J (FT/SJ I EXP I ( TH-LJ I TH-LI ITH-LI ITH-L J ( ~C/L I (.'IG/L I 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------758 0.375 ••• 3.7 1. lb o. l llil 612.4 25.0 25.0 1. 01,} 25.5 0.9'1 , .. 2.55 ••• 2.Sl ) 59,:. • 3 2J!J2o C 758 0. l 7 :i 7. l ]. 'ii 1. e 1 a. 12 1 b'::10.o 26.7 24.7 l. 0 :I 25.2 l .')6 ••• 2. !!.'.o ••• :! • ij,) 3550.d 2l7j.o 75.:1 ,:: •) 7 5 7.1 J. 7 1. d a o. 124 63<J.6 l5.6 24. a 1 .. 0 .. 25.3 1.J2 ••• 2. 71 ~-7 2 • .:11 .15se.; 2J2:'.:·.9 7'5d 0,.375 ••• ,.o 2,Jl 0.114 5 .e3. l 31.5 2s.s 1.24 26.J 1 • .:? l 10 • .? 3 .10 10-3 3 .{Jj 374·).1 2253. l 758 C.315 .. , , .. 2.1e o. 112 572.2 2<J. 2 2 ~ .b 1 .14 2b .1 1. 12 10. J 2 .11.:. lC.5 2.7i )4 7 j. 3 21.:i 1 • .? 
FCR SET 758 -----~---------------------------MEANS~ --- 1. l') 
-----
1 .. ·1/i 
------ 2.61 ----- 2.7o --------------~--ST~NOARO OEVlATIONS • O.O<J O.J? 0.20 .J. 20 
75q c.11s ••• 2 .1 2.53 O.l)fl6, 444.J 32.4 27 .1 l,lO 27 .. 5 1.1a l l. 1 2.66 12.2 2.6,5 :;s.!>t, 9 2117.5 759 C.315 :i.4 2.0 2.b5 0.0?5 t.37.Q 2q.5 21.2 1.1)9 ?.7.6 1. 07 12.l 2,42 12,:. z. 3-? 34 ii 7. 1 2.!10. ~ 
759 C.375 s., 2.0 2, l::-8 O.~B4 4.33.3 27.7 .! 7 .3 1. 02 21.1 l .')0 12. J 2.20 12.5 2.21 111,;.o 21 et.. 5 
759 C.37'> 5.3 2.0 2.6) Q.084 435. 1 34, 6, 27 ,2 l • .!7 .£7.6 1. 2; 1 Z. 3 2.a·2 12.4 2,79 3714,5 21 '-:;,. J 
759 C, 3 75 5.3 2.0 2,65 C.. UFJ4 429.q 28.9 27..3 1, 06, 27,7 1. ')4 12,4 2.34 12. 5 2.31 3317.5 2125,2 
FC~ SET 75q 
---------------------------------- MEA~S • --- l, 1.3 ·---- 1. 11 ··---- 2,5-) ----- 2.47 --------------·---STA~CAPJ OEVIATIC~S • 0.10 0.10 0.24 0.24 
no C.375 ,., 1. 4 2 • .!t; O,C54 27d,2 31.i. 2 30.2 1.20 30 .. 5 l. l ') 16.l 2: • 2 5 16.2 2.21 3701.7 20t,.C.O 
no 0,)15 ••• 1. 3 5.06 C,039 t.50.8 19.4 27 .. 1.i 0.70 211.1 0,b9 12.2 1.sa 12.4 l,56 .)1)07.6 23)::.. 3 f-' 760 0 .) 75 , .. l. z s. Cit. O.Od2 416,2 20. l 2d. 1 0.11 28,5 o. 7:) 12.8 1.so 13 .. o l. j .. J 13 4 • l 241('.i,:; 
0 7'0 0.375 ••• 1. 4 3, 21J O.G6.! 34b. 2 16.9 2d .. a o.56 29.2 c.so:1 14,l l. l ') 14.3 1. 18 2555. 3 221:; • .! f-' 7bC o.?75 2.1 1. 5 1. 77 0.048 2 51. 2 2 3. 2 30.9 o.1s 31.2 0.74 11.c l.J.o 11.1 1. 35 )~:;Q.2 2C03.6 
F-::!R SET 7b0 -------------------·--------------MEANS• --- o. 79 
-----
o.1a 
------ 1.59 ----- 1.57 ------------------STANDARD GEVJAT[O~S ~ iJ.Z4 Q.24 0.40 a. '-J 
----~-----------------~---------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------fCR 15 ).CACINGS MEANS• 1.01 o.?Q 2.30 2.21 
STANOARD DEVIATIONS• 0.22 0.21 1,.bO ,J.5'il 
TABLE 18: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
.... 
0 
N 
L6~l~AP FLCW ~C~ENTUM SEPAAATlCN DATA FOR Flt~~o CUTLeT ,cc~~J. 
THE Pl~E IS T~C l~CH Cit~~Tt~ AND TH~ SOLIC IS P~LVE~lZEO C~AL. 
co•36/R•4.s1~··.s~.s1 CDlSETTLIIJG,) 
SET R U~ll~ CSCP C~/CS U RE, 
Ci~I.J l~L/5) IML/Sl lfT/SJ 
:& SEP 
(EXPI 
l S~P SE/ST l SE~V S~/STV t SEP SE/ST: SEPV SE/STV C~Jl~ 
ITtt-L) lTt---LI (TH-LI (TH-LJ IMG/LJ 
c:,c;. 
( "'•1/ l I 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
<72 1.;cc o.o , .. c. c.: O.OC6 30.2 12.0 85.3 a.a4 !!4.~ a.qs f!i. ii o.aa 0 1 • .:. a.a~ 425~. ;; 113.;. U 
"' 
l. !'.;": .... c.c 3.4 v.co .).(IOU 2A. i. 72.2 85.7 C. d 4 P. 5. 3 Cl. ij i a.::. 3 0.r.1;1 81. !! o. s') i.i:>s. c 11 i:i.:. 0 
"' 
l. Q/)1) (),.:, J.) o.co o. ::.as 27.B 7 3. l 65.e 0.85 ec;.s 0.'30 iJ2. 5 o. !jq ~2.0 ri. 61.J .:. :?5 5. J 11.:.s .. J 
"' 
1,,::: CC c.o ,., c.cc O. CC'5 27,4 12. 3 t,5 .-i 0. 64 S'i .5 0,')5 62 .c. l),Oi'i 82, l (I. d3 425!,C ll7C,,; 
'" 
l, cc-:: C:,0 ,., C.GO 0.005 27, l 73.2 do.a 0.!:15 ~5.6 I). :l 5 Si, 7 0,69 QZ.3 o. 0·} .. :? 5 ::'.;:. 11.:. ! . -J 
FG~ SET '72 ---------------------------------- ,..,EANS a --- o.~4 ----- C,i5 ------ O.BS ----- c.sq ------------------STANO~RD D~VIATIC~S 2 0.01 o.oo ll. 0 l 0.01 
"' 
l. ~·:O ,;.a 1. l o.oc 0.012 51- .a 5 3. 1 80.3 0,£,t, eo.1 O.bC 75.2 c,. 71 74.Q 0.11 4255.C l :;.:;4, C 
c;7:; 1.~•'0 c.o 1.c o.cv o.c11 St:. l 'it:. 5 BC.4 o.oo ea.2 c. !,I) 75.3 0,64 7S.l v. 65 425:i. '.; 21g:; .,:: 
SH 1.c::o o.r. .. , c.co G. fJ 11 Sli. 9 
... 7 ·" 60.b a.5'l 8).4 0. )Q 75.b a.03 15. '3. C .6 J 425:>.o 224:).,; 
SH 1.ccc o.o ••• c.oc, 0.011 5b,o;;l 47.0 SO.Ii 0,53 t!ll.4 o.sa l 5. o 1),62 75.3 0.02 425!;.. 0 2254.0 
"' 
1. COil o.o ••• o.oo 0.011 56.9 t.9. 0 
i,Q.b 0.61 E0.4 0.1-, 1 75. 6 C,65 75.3 0,65 4255 .. U .2172.J 
FCK SET '73 
----------------------------------MEANS"' --- o. bl ----- Q.61 ------ C.t.5 ----- O,oj -------------·----STAfl.OjRO CEVl~TIGNS • o.u1 0.03 0.04 0. OJ 
------------------------~---------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------~--------- ----~~-~----,c, 10 RfACHjGS l'!Etfl.S .. 
STA~0Ak0 DEVIATIONS• 
TABLE 19: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Q.7) 
Oo 13 
0,7) 
o. 13 
0.77 
Q.13 
0 .11 
0.13 
..... 
0 
w 
LA:-IJt.iAR FLIJn !-1CNENTUP4 SE-PAH.ATlON OATA FCR FL.A;!;ED ClJTLET ICCWN). 
THE PIPE IS T•C INCH DIA,'4ETEP. A"40 THE S:JLID IS FLY ASH. 
CO•l4/R• 3./R••.S•.34 CO(SETTLINGI 
SET ~ Q~Al~ ~SEP ~M/QS U RE# :C SI: P 
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Each experimental point was theoretically analyzed and 
the results from the analysis are also presented in the 
tables. The percent separations were predicted by comput-
ing the Kand C values and corresponding percent separation 
for incremental particle sizes ranging from the smallest to 
largest particle size for the solid considered. By letting 
these Kand C values represent all particles in the size 
increment surrounding the given particle size, the percent 
separation over the whole size range was computed using 
finite difference techniques. 
Two basic methods of computing percent separations for 
each experimental point were made. The basic difference 
between the two methods was the value of the coefficient of 
drag c0 used in calculating the dimensionless constants. 
The first method of calculation used a coefficient of drag 
which varied as a function of the particle's Reynolds 
number. The relationship for fly ash was: 
24 
Rep + 
3 + 0.34 
,'Rep ( 42) 
under the qualifying condition that Co was always greater 
than or equal to 0.44. This is the equation relating co-
efficient of drag and Reynolds number for spheres [see 
Metcalf and Eddy (58)]. Since the coefficients of drag 
for settling coal particles were found to be approximately 
1 l/2 times the corresponding coefficients of drag for 
similar sized spheres, the equation was multiplied by 
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l 1/2 for the analysis of pulverized coal particles, thus 
obtaining: 
Co= 36/Rep + 4.5/IRep + 0.51 (43) 
under the qualifying condition that c0 was always greater 
than or equal to 0.66. The second method of calculation 
used the coefficient of drag corresponding to quiescent 
settling of the particle. 
The Reynolds number Rep of a particle for this analy-
sis was equal to: 
( 4 4) 
where U equals relative velocity between the fluid and 
particle, dp equals diameter of the particle, and v equals 
kinematic viscosity of the conveying fluid (water in this 
case). 
The velocity of a particle approaching the sink is 
equal to the sum of the uniform stream velocity plus the 
quiescent settling velocity of the particle. The fluid 
captured by the sink has a velocity in the opposite direc-
tion at the sink. A relative velocity develops between the 
escaping particle and the fluid which is captured. For the 
computation of the Reynolds number in this analysis, the 
relative velocity was assumed to be the velocity of the 
particle approaching the sink. 
Values resulting from the theoretical analyses are 
also presented in the tables. Under each heading showing 
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how CD was computed are four columns. They are 
% SEP(TH-L}, the predicted percent separation; SE/ST, the 
ratio of experimental to theoretical separations; 
% SEPV(TH-L}, the predicted percent separation if virtual 
mass is considered in the theory; SE/STV, the ratio of the 
experimental separation to the theoretical considering 
virtual mass. 
The means and standard deviations of the four ratios 
are given for each set with the aggregate means and stan-
. dard deviations also given for the experimental situations. 
Discussion 
To clarify the experimental results and to show the 
relationships between various experimental parameters the 
figures on the following three pages were developed. They 
present plots of% SEP(EXP} versus RE# for related experi-
mental data. 
Figure 21 is a plot of all the laminar flow momentum 
separation data with the whole size range of pulverized coal 
as the solid. Data from both the 3/4 inch diameter and 
2 inch diameter pipes is presented, with Tables 8, 13, 14, 
15, and 19 supplying the data points. All of the data 
appears to form a narrow range surrounding an inclined line, 
with the exception of the data with 100 percent of the flow 
withdrawn. The separations achieved as shown by this data 
are less than when all of the flow is not withdrawn, but a 
line drawn through these points has a greater slope than 
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the line passing through the other points. The greater 
slope would appear to indicate that the separations for 
100 percent withdrawal would equal and possibly surpass the 
other situations as the flow rate decreased further. Two 
other observations from the graph are also noteworthy. 
One is the progressive decrease in both theoretical and 
experimental separation as the Reynolds number increases, 
indicating that higher velocity and flow rate for a given 
situation produces a decrease in separation. The other 
observation is that the difference between the theoretical 
and experimental values of separation becomes larger as 
the velocity increases. This is most likely due to the 
effect of increased turbulence as the Reynolds number 
becomes greater. This graph also shows the theoretical 
effect of increasing QM/QS. A higher prediction of separa-
tion results, as is best typified by the data points with 
the largest ratios of QM/QS which are located by small 
black dots in the plot. Although the data presented in 
the plot represents a fairly wide range of experimental 
conditions, concentrations and flow rate ratios appear 
to exert minor influences compared to the effect of the 
flow Reynolds numbers. 
Figure 22 is a plot of the experimental separations 
achieved when only specific size ranges of the pulverized 
coal were experimentally examined. The findings show that 
as particle size increases, so too does the experimental 
separation achieved. This is in accordance with theory. 
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Figure 23 plots the experimental results from both 
the momentum experiments and the gravity settling in 
pipes experiments with fly ash as the solid. The results 
show that for momentum separation, low experimental sep-
arations (less than 40 percent) were achieved, except 
for the complete withdrawal experiments with very low 
Reynolds numbers. In comparing the gravity settling 
results with the momentum results for the fly ash, a 
greater separation was achieved with the gravity settling 
in pipes, even with their much higher Reynolds numbers. 
This signifies that, at least for fly ash, gravity set-
tling makes better use of a piping system since fewer 
pipes would be required. One possible advantage of the 
pipes for momentum enhanced separation which should be 
considered is the potentially shorter length which can be 
used, and which can possibly offset the fewer pipes of 
gravity settling. 
In the process of comparing two separation schemes to 
determine the most effective one, difficulties can arise 
because of their different characteristics. For this 
study the effectiveness has been defined as the percent 
separation which is achieved. This is not an entirely 
satisfactory method when the separated stream does not 
contain almost all of the flow. With the study on grav-
ity settling in pipes the problem was not an acute one 
since most of the flow was in the separated stream. For 
the work of this section percent separation is not as 
definitive a way to describe the effectiveness of a 
lil 
particular scheme. This indicator could be modified by a 
factor which takes into account the proportion of flow in 
the separated and concentrated streams. One potential 
method to do this would be to multiply the percent separa-
tion with a comparable value, but which only takes the 
liquid separation into consideration. As an example, the 
following could be used for most dilute solutions: 
fraction liquid separated= (1 - (Qc/Qill (45) 
In this equation, Qi represents the influent flow into the 
separator section, and Qc is the flow into which the solid 
particles have been concentrated. 
If percent separation is multiplied by percent liquid 
separation, the resulting value may give a better indica-
tion of the effectiveness of the scheme than either of the 
two parameters. A pertinent example from the experimental 
data considers the separations achieved at Reynolds numbers 
of 60. A percent separation of approximately 50 percent 
was achieved for 100 percent withdrawal of flow (fraction 
liquid separated= 1.00), and for the other situation a 
percent separation of 72 percent was achieved for 
QM/QS = 0.52. This latter gives: 
fraction liquid separated= (1 - (.52/1.52)) = .66 
By multiplying this value by the percent separation the 
following is obtained: 
effective separation= .66 x 72% = 47% 
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Since this figure is smaller than the 50 percent for com-
plete withdrawal, it can be concluded that complete with-
drawal may be the more effective technique. The basic 
premise of this statement is the fact that a substantial 
quantity of fluid is still in need of further treatment for 
the former separation techniques. 
A brief description of the results obtained from each 
table are presented below. The descriptions are based on 
the author's observations of the experimental results as 
well as a statistical analysis of the results. Analysis 
of variance tables, correlation matrices, and a least 
squares fit of experimental conditions to the separation 
ratios were used in a statistical analysis to help deter-
mine the effects of varying flow velocities, flow ratios, 
and concentrations on the experimental to theoretical 
separation ratio. 
Table 8 presents the results obtained for pulverized 
coal particles flowing in a coal-water slurry in a 
3/4 inch diameter tube with a curved outlet pointing 
down. The Reynolds numbers for the pipe flow rate, for 
this table as well as most subsequent tables in this 
section, are less than 2,000, indicating laminar flow. 
For this table, the statistical analysis showed a statis-
tically significant relationship (a<.05) between the 
Reynolds number of the flow and experimental separation. 
Increasing the Reynolds number was found to adversely 
affect the separation. 
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Table 9 surrunarizes the results in a 3/4 inch tube with 
the outlet pointing up for pulverized coal particles in the 
slurry. This resulted in a substantial reduction in the 
separation achieved compared with Table ·a, indicating an 
outlet pointing down is superior to one pointing up. 
Tables 10, 11, and 12 surrunarize results for a curved 
outlet pointing down in the 3/4 inch diameter tube for 
various size ranges of the pulverized coal. The theoreti-
cal predictions show an increasing separation as the parti-
cle size increases, but with little deviation over the 
experimental conditions for any single size range. The 
invalidity of the theory utilizing coefficients of drag 
based on settling velocities is apparent in these results. 
Experimental separations which are greater than those 
predicted by this theory for the small particle size ranges 
illustrate this, since the theoretical situation for this 
study is an ideal situation which should not be achieved 
in these experiments. In both Tables 10 and 11 the flow 
rate ratio QM/QS and the flow rate Reynolds number were 
found statistically significant (a<.05) in explaining the 
experimental separation. Increasing QM/QS and decreasing 
the Reynolds number resulted in higher experimental 
separations. 
Tables 13, 14, and 15 compare three different types 
of outlets (straight down, flared down, and teepee, respec-
tively) in a 2 inch diameter tube with pulverized coal as 
the solid. These outlets are depicted in Figure 17. The 
li4 
results show an improved correlation of experimental sepa-
ration to theor·etical prediction as the velocity decreases. 
Since turbulent effects decrease as velocity decreases, the 
theoretical predictions should improve for this condition 
if it is a major cause of deviation. The magnitudes of the 
separations (greater than 60 percent) in the low flow ranges 
also indicate the capability of these systems to achieve 
substantial and meaningful separations. 
Sets 788 and 789 in Table 13, Sets 796 and 797 in 
Table 14, and Sets 951 and 953 in Table 15 have very simi-
lar experimental conditions, making them useful for compar-
ing the performance of the three outlet types. The highest 
mean ratios were found for the straight down outlet, 
(0.71, 0.91) and the flared down outlet (0.72, 0.89). Both 
of these outlets appear to be significantly superior to 
the teepee outlet (0.64, 0.82). Set 787 in Table 13 and 
Set 795 in Table 14 also have similar experimental condi-
tions, with the flared outlet's mean ratio of 0.68 being 
significantly better than the straight outlet's value of 
0.62. These results suggest the flared outlet is superior 
during flows with higher velocities. Some support for this 
statement can be obtained by considering the flared outlet 
as diverting the flow outwards close to the sink. This 
diversion could affect the particles' paths and also 
divert them away from the outlet, making their separation 
more complete. All three experimental conditions 
(Reynolds number, flow rate ratio QM/QS, and concentration 
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of influent), when considered in an analysis of variance 
table, are found to be statistically significant (a<.05) 
in explaining the variations of the experimental to theo-
retical separation ratios for all three outlet types. A 
decreasing Reynolds number and an increasing influent 
concentration produced increases in separation. The effect 
of the flow rate ratio varied, with higher values pro-
ducing increases in the separation ratios for Tables 14 
and 15 and a decrease in the separation ratio for Table 13. 
Although these variations could exist by chance, the 
flaring of the teepee and flared outlets offers a possible 
explanation. The liquid diverted by the flare should 
exert more effect on particles close to the centerline of 
flow. Since flow with a high flow rate ratio removes only 
fluid close to the centerline, the particles in this flow 
which are being separated are more subject to the diversion. 
This would result in an increase in separation with an 
increase in flow rate ratio. 
Tables 16 and 17 present the results of experiments 
in which two size ranges of the pulverized coal were 
investigated. The coal-water slurry flowed through a 
2 inch diameter tube, with Table 16 showing the results 
when all of the coal was less than 0.30 mm (millimeters) 
and Table 17 showing the results with coal greater than 
0.30 mm. In both tables, the separation ratio became 
closer to one as the Reynolds number decreased, again 
demonstrating the negative influence of turbulence in 
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affecting the ratio. The low mean ratios (0.45) of 
Set 962 further supports turbulence as a major contributor 
to poor correlations between experiment and theory. When 
the data for this set is compared to Set 960, both of 
which have similar experimental conditions, it is seen 
that the small particles, which physically should be more 
readily affected by turbulence, do indeed exhibit the most 
marked deviation. The Reynolds number of the main flow was 
found to be statistically significant in explaining the 
separation ratios for both tables, with increased separa-
tion ratios resulting for the lower Reynolds numbers. 
These tests also demonstrated that a high degree of sepa-
ration can be attained for certain types of solids. 
Table 18 presents the results of the separation of 
fly ash from a slurry in a 3/4 inch diameter pipe. The 
outlet pipe had its opening facing downstream. The poor 
experimental separations achieved show that this is not 
an effective separation scheme for fly ash particles under 
the experimental conditions given. Flow rate ratio 
QM/QS, flow Reynolds number RE#, and concentration of the 
inlet flow were all found to be statistically significant 
(a<.05) in explaining the deviations of the separation 
ratios. Increasing the flow rate ratio and flow Reynolds 
number were found to decrease the. separation ratio, while 
increasing concentration resulted in an increased 
separation. 
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Table 19 presents the results when all of the liquid 
is removed through the separator outlet. A pulverized coal-
water slurry flowing through the two inch plexiglass main 
pipe and passing the flared separator outlet describe the 
experimental setup. The Reynolds number of the flow is 
again significant in explaining the significant reduction 
in separation ratio between Sets 972 and 973. Based on 
the previous tables, the separation ratios for these very 
low flow rates would be expected to be higher than the 
actual values found. The most obvious explanation for 
this lower ratio is the high withdrawal rate, since it 
is the basic difference of the conditions of the two 
experimental arrangements. This seems reasonable due to 
the disruptions caused in the fluid near the outlet 
because of the high withdrawal rate. A visual observation 
concerning the performance of the flared outlet was also 
noted. During the course of the experiment particles 
(including large ones) were continually hitting the flare 
and subsequently sliding down it. These particles would 
then fall off the end of the flare and be pulled into the 
outlet with little or no chance of escape. These visual 
observations, along with the earlier results which showed 
the flare to be less effective with low flows, suggest the 
best type of outlet to have is no flare at all or possibly 
to have it flared inward. 
Table 20 presents the results for experimental condi-
tions similar to Table 19 with the exception of fly ash as 
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the solid to be separated. The observations of Table 19 
also apply for this table. 
In summary, an examination of the tables indicates a 
small positive change in the theoretical prediction of 
separation generally occurs when the virtual mass of a 
particle is considered. The separations achieved using 
the fly ash and the smaller size ranges of pulverized coal 
are poor and eliminate the previously discussed experi-
mental setups as feasible ways of separating these parti-
cles. The experiments which removed all of the flow 
through the separator pipe showed this to be a feasible 
technique in achieving good separation. This is an impor-
tant consideration, since an important characteristic of 
a good separation system is its ability to concentrate the 
solids into as little fluid as possible. One possible 
design of a momentum separator could have two outlets in 
series. Since the first outlet should remove a substantial 
portion of the flow, the velocity past the second outlet 
will be reduced. This will result in a better separation 
capability at the second outlet, with a possible extension 
of this reasoning to third, fourth, and more outlets. A 
scheme utilizing this technique is examined in the next 
section of this chapter. 
Four-Cell Separator 
A scheme which has separator outlets in series and 
parallel, called a four-cell separator, is shown in 
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Figure 20. It utilizes two parallel main pipes, with the 
separated flow from the first outlet in the first pipe 
going to the top of the second pipe. The separated flow 
from the second outlet in the first pipe goes to an inlet 
below the first outlet in the second pipe. Final sepa-
rated flows are withdrawn from the two outlets on the 
second pipe, with concentrated flows being discharged 
from the bases of both main pipes. 
A conputer program was written which analyzed a four-
cell separator using the theory developed in this section. 
It considered each separator outlet individually when cal-
culating separations, but considered the effect of pre-
vious outlets in determining the particle size distribu-
tion and concentration of the flow approaching the outlet. 
Since only the four external flow rates were measured, the 
actual ratio of separated flow to main flow for any outlet 
was unknown. This problem was remedied by having the pro-
gram analyze the whole range of possible ratio values. 
The experimental separation values cannot be deter-
mined for each separator outlet without knowledge of the 
appropriate flow rates, but they can be determined for the 
main and auxiliary pipe individually. Determination of 
these values is made using mass balance equations. The 
experimental separation in the main pipe is determined 
from the concentration of solids in the influent flow to 
the main pipe and the concentration of the separated ef-
fluent flows. The concentration of the separated effluent 
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flow is equal to the concentration of the mixture which 
contains the effluent from all three outlets of the auxil-
iary pipe. The concentration of the influent flow to the 
main pipe is equal to the concentration of the mixture 
which contains the effluent from all four external outlets. 
The experimental separation in the auxiliary pipe can be 
determined in a similar fashion. 
Results from the experiments conducted with the four-
cell separator are shown in Table 21. Listed are the 
experimental separations and the corresponding range of 
theoretical separations found for both the auxiliary and 
main pipes. The two types of coefficient of drag, one 
based on settling and the other on flow Reynolds numbers, 
were used to calculate the theoretical separations. 
The results show that although the theoretical sepa-
rations for the two sets of tests are nearly equal, the 
experimental separations of Set 964 are significantly 
higher than those of Set 966. Since increasing the flow 
was the major change in the experimental conditions, this 
again shows the deleterious effect of increasing flow rate 
on the separation achieved in momentum separators. The 
ratios of experimental to theoretical separations for the 
main pipes agree fairly well with the ratios found for 
similar flow rates and experimental conditions in experi-
ments presented in earlier tables. The basic reason for 
the low separation ratios for the auxiliary pipe is the 
small sizes of the particles in the influent to the pipe. 
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CD = F (RE jl) CD(SETTLING) 
LOCATION SET u* % SEP % SEP SE/ST % SEP SE/ST 
(FT/S) (EXP) (TH-L) (TH-L) 
OVERALL: 964 .049 65.0 85-86 0.76 75-76 0.86 
964 .049 61.0 85-86 0.71 75-76 0.81 
964 .049 64.1 85-86 0.75 75-76 0.85 
964 .049 64.3 85-86 0.75 75-76 0.85 
964 .049 63.5 85-86 0.74 75-76 0.84 
966 .055 54.5 84-85 0.65 73-75 0.74 
966 .055 56.5 84-85 0.67 73-75 0.76 
966 .055 55.7 84-85 0.66 73-75 0.75 
966 .055 54.2 84-85 0.64 73-75 0.73 
966 .055 55.3 84-85 0.65 73-75 0.75 
MAIN 964 48.0 68-69 0.70 57-60 0.82 
PIPE: 964 . 48.2 68-69 0.71 57-60 0.83 
964 47.7 68-69 0.70 57-60 0.82 
964 48.1 68-69 0.70 57-60 0.82 
964 47.5 68-69 0.71 57-60 0.82 
966 37.8 66-69 0.56 55-59 0.66 
966 42.3 66-69 0.63 55-59 0.74 
966 42.2 66-69 0.63 55-59 0.74 
966 41.1 66-69 0.61 55-59 0.72 
966 41.5 66-69 0.61 55-59 0.73 
AUX. 964 32.7 53-55 0.61 39-42 0.81 
PIPE: 964 27.8 53-55 0.51 39-42 0.68 
964 31.2 53-55 0.58 39-42 0.77 
964 31.1 53-55 0.58 39-42 0.77 
964 30.2 53-55 0.56 39-42 0.74 
966 27.0 51-53 0.52 38-40 0.70 
966 24.7 51-53 0.48 38-40 0.64 
966 23.1 51-53 0.44 38-40 0.60 
966 22.0 51-53 0.42 38-40 0.57 
966 23.3 51-53 0.45 38-40 0.60 
*velocity of flow approaching first separator outlet in 
main pipe. 
TABLE 21: EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DATA FOR 
FOUR-CELL SEPARATOR 
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These particles are small because they are in the effluent 
from the separator outlets in the main pipe. 
Table 22 presents the experimental results of the four-
cell separator compared to the theoretical results which 
would be obtained if the flow were split and half of the 
flow was run through a tube with a single separator outlet. 
Again comparing these separation ratios to results from 
similar earlier experiments shows close similarity between 
the results. This indicates the use of a four-cell sepa-
rator does not provide all the additional separation capa-
bility predicted for flows in the ranges presented. The 
overall theoretical separations predicted for the four-
cell separator, shown in Table 21, are significantly greater 
than the corresponding separations predicted for a single 
separator handling half the flow. These predictions, in 
addition to the tendency of the theory to be a better pre-
dictor for low flows, give support to the conclusion that 
the four-cell separator would surpass a single tube in 
separation capability for low flows and certain applica-
tions of this concept appear feasible. 
Drag Coefficients 
The method for determining the coefficient of drag 
for the theoretical predictions of separation is very 
important, as can be seen in several tables where wide 
variations in predicted separation occurs for the two 
methods used in this study. In review, one method in this 
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SPLITTING FLOW COMPARED TO FOUR-CELL EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
study used the coefficient of drag based on quiescent 
settling. The other method used a coefficient of drag 
based on the Reynolds number of the particle with the 
velocity term equal to the sum of the initial fluid 
velocity and quiescent settling velocity of the particle. 
The basic drawback to both of these methods is that both 
consider c0 a constant, when in actuality it varies as a 
function of the relative velocity between the fluid and 
the particle. 
The theoretical calculations of percent separation in 
this study were based on the dimensionless constants Kand 
C. The dimensionless constant K, in turn, was based on a 
constant coefficient of drag characterizing a particle 
throughout its flow through the pipe. A correction to the 
theoretical percent separation due to a variable coefficient 
of drag is very difficult, and virtually impossible to 
incorporate in the technique used to predict theoretical 
separations in this study. The basic reason for this is 
that different types of particles, possessing the same 
value of K, will produce different results if their paths 
are followed using a variable coefficient of drag. To 
analyze the effect of a variable coefficient of drag on 
a group of particles, a very extensive analytical analysis 
over a wide range of experimental conditions would need to 
be performed specifically for the group of particles. This 
analysis would probably be best performed by following the 
paths of individual particles using finite difference 
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techniques. 
A variable coefficient of drag is helpful in eval-
uating the results of this study, however, particularly the 
difference in theoretical prediction using the two methods 
for calculating coefficients of drag. The tables generally 
show that as the particle size becomes smaller and the flow 
velocity becomes larger, the difference between the two 
predictions becomes greater. Predictions of separation 
for very small particles at substantial flow rates using 
coefficients 'of drag based on quiescent settling become much 
lower than the experimental separations achieved. These are 
the conditions for which a variable coefficient of drag 
would have the most effect. This is because the relative 
velocity between the particle and fluid has the largest 
ratio to the quiescent settling velocity of the particle. 
These results indicate that the coefficient of drag based 
on quiescent settling is the most applicable for large 
particles and low flow rates, and that as the particle 
size decreases and flow rate increases the other method of 
calculation becomes more meaningful. The variable coeffi-
cient of drag will vary between these two extremes, with 
the resultant effect that the method using the quiescent 
settling coefficient of drag produces a conservative esti-
mate of the separation achievable. An overly optimistic 
estimate results using the other method. 
Applications 
The use of differential momentum for solids separa-
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tion is not necessarily limited to the arrangements pre-
viously described. One alternative design is shown in 
Figure 24. This system would require less space than a 
piping system making use of momentum enhanced separation. 
It utilizes a large tank with a manifold of small pipes to 
withdraw the separated flow. The manifold would consist of 
a large number of small diameter (probably less than 
1/2 inch) separator pipes placed parallel to each other. 
The pipes would be perpendicular to the floor of the tank, 
with their open ends facing it. A distribution of pipes 
over the whole cross-sectional area of the tank would be 
utilized to withdraw the separated flow. Each pipe would 
withdraw flow from the area immediately surrounding it, 
and would be placed equidistances apart to make these areas 
equal. The actual diameter of the separator pipes and the 
distances they should be from each other could probably be 
best determined from pilot studies with the particular 
solid to be separated. In general, the smaller the separa-
tor pipe and the greater distances apart will result in a 
more easily constructed manifold. All of the separator 
pipes would be joined together at the top to allow removal 
of the separated effluent in a small number of large pipes. 
An example calculation, using an 18 foot by 18 foot 
tank, the lowest velocity (0.005 ft/sec) from the experi-
ments as the overflow velocity, and assuming 5 percent of 
the volume is filled with separator pipes, indicates over 
one million gallons per day could be handled by this tank. 
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In comparison, based on the experimental results of this 
study, over 14,000 two inch diameter individual settling 
pipes would be required for one million gallons per day 
under the same conditions. These calculations show, at 
least for large flows, the advantages of a tank over a 
piping system to be the smaller area required for the tank 
and the lower capital cost. Its main disadvantages would 
be the difficulties in achieving a uniform distribution of 
flow over the whole tank area and the construction of the 
separator pipe manifold. One additional benefit of the 
separator pipes in the tank would be their ability to 
reduce turbulence and short circuiting, which are major 
drawbacks of conventional settling tanks. The depth of 
the tank would be the depth required to achieve laminar 
flow and straight particle paths. In this system, all 
of the flow would be withdrawn through the separator 
pipes. The separated particles would fall to the bottom 
of the tank to be removed by present methods of sludge 
removal. These methods could include scrapers, continuous 
pumping, or intermittent particle removal. If a continuous 
removal method were used, the depth past the separator of 
the tank would have to be sufficient to prevent any dis-
ruption to the separation by the removal mechanism. 
For the fly ash particles, as shown in Table 20, an 
experimental separation equal to approximately 55 percent 
corresponds to a flow velocity of 0.005 feet per second in 
a laminar flow momentum separator. Results from a settling 
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column test, shown in Appendix 6, also show a separation 
equal to 55 percent for a one hour detention time in a 
settling tank for fly ash. This corresponds to an over-
flow rate equal to 1,080 gallons per day per square foot 
for a settling tank. Metcalf and Eddy (58), in their 
chapter on primary sedimentation, state that a sedimentation 
tank's design overflow rate based on a settling column test 
should by multiplied by 0.65 and that the detention time 
should be increased by a factor around 2. Modifying the 
design overflow rate by 0.65 and increasing the depth of 
the tank from 6 to 12 feet accomplish these goals. This 
gives a modified design overflow rate of 700 gallons per 
day per square foot. For one million gallons per day of 
flow, this results in a settling tank with a surface area 
of 1,400 feet or a square 38 feet to the side. The surface 
area of this tank is four times the area found for the 
tank utilizing momentum separation, and it would probably 
be twice as deep. Several factors of momentum separation 
in a tank would tend to reduce the magnitude of the design 
constants used for a conservative design as compared to 
those used for a conventional settling tank, and thus keep 
the momentum separation tank significantly smaller. These 
include no significant need for a tank any deeper than the 
depth necessary for uniform flow and nondisruption of sepa-
ration due to sludge removal. Another benefit of this 
type of separation system is the removal of flow over the 
whole area of the tank, with the subsequent decrease in 
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deleterious effects due to short-circuiting. 
The above results show the applicability of one 
concept of a momentum separator when compared with a pres-
ently applied method of solid separation for particles which 
are difficult to separate. One of the major problems in 
the design of a tank for momentum separation would be the 
achievement of a distribution of the influent over the 
surface of the tank. Figure 24 shows a possible configura-
tion to enhance uniform inflow. In this scheme a channel 
surrounds the main tank and a weir between the channel and 
tank allows flow to enter the tank from its whole periphery, 
allowing for a uniform inflow over the whole tank. There 
could be some problems with plugging or plant growths in 
the small separator pipes. However, an analysis of the 
properties of the solid and liquid to be separated would 
have to be made to estimate the extent of this problem. 
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HIGH SPEED MOMENTUM SEPARATION 
Introduction 
The experiments of Section 5 modeled a situation in 
which particles were separated from a slurry flowing lami-
narly. The greater momentum of the particles when compared 
to the corresponding fluid enhanced the separation. A sink 
in a uniform stream was the theoretical representation of 
the experimental situation, and was used to predict the 
performance of the experiments. The theory predicts better 
separation if the slurry approaches the sink at a higher 
velocity. However, increased turbulence at the higher 
velocity will tend to reduce the separation and this study 
is designed to evaluate these relative effects. The goal 
is to determine the best turbulent flow condition for this 
type of separation. 
Scope of Study 
This study is concerned with determining the feasi-
bility of using the momentum of particles moving through a 
fluid flowing at a high speed as a means of separating 
those particles from the fluid in a region where the flow 
is being accelerated. The experiments were designed to 
develop situations whereby differential momentum forces 
would help effect separation. These situations in general 
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occur at points where the flow changes direction. A 
theoretical analysis modeling the experimental scheme was 
developed and compared to the experimental results. Pos-
sible configurations and applications of high speed momen-
tum separation are discussed. The solids used in the ex-
periments were pulverized coal, fly ash, and sand particles 
with water as the conveying fluid flowing through a 
3/4 inch diameter pipe. 
Analytical Development 
The theory to be used for high speed momentum sepa-
ration will be the same as that used and developed for 
laminar flow momentum separation. Due to the high velocity 
of both the particles and fluid, the force on the particles 
due to gravity will be considered negligible. This results 
in a value of C equal to O in the dimensionless equations 
describing the flow. The dimensionless constant C ac-
counted for the gravity effects in the laminar flow momen-
tum separation theory. 
The dimensionless equations which describe the path 
of a particle flowing in a uniform stream past a sink for 
high speed flow (with C = 0) become: 
K(-(1 + (x'/rr) )-
(x')2 + (y')2 
K(- (y'/rr) 
(x')2 + (y')2 
dv' 2 
- .::.<.-) 
dt' 
dx I) 2 = 
dt' 
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d 2x• 
(dt') 2 
(x-dir.) (46) 
(y-dir.) ( 4 7) 
with variables defined on page 67, Section 5 on laminar 
flow momentum separation. This theory does not consider 
the effects of local turbulence because of the difficulty 
of modeling these effects. In interpreting the correla-
tion between the theory and experimental results, however, 
turbulence should be considered the most significant con-
tributing factor to deviations. 
Equations (46 and 47) were solved using finite differ-
ences on a digital computer ( the same computer program 
that was written for laminar flow momentum separation to 
follow particle paths) with gravity effects neglected. 
Values of the smallest initial distance Ys from the axis 
where the particle escaped the flow were found over a wide 
range of K values. A graph showing these points is pre-
sented in Figure 25. The equation describing this rela-
tionship is: 
-2.49/K0.494 
Ys = (e )h ( 4 8) 
where Ys is the initial distance at x = 30h of a particle 
perpendicularly from the centerline of the tube where the 
particle escaped the influence of the sink. The height h 
represents the distance at an upstream point from the 
centerline where all the fluid is captured by the sink. 
The relationship between the percentage of particles sep-
arated, y, and his: 
s 
% separated= (1 - (ys/h)2) x 100 
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This equation is based on the ratio of cross sec-
tional areas enclosed by circles with radii Ys and h, re-
spectively. The circle with radius Ys represents the 
area from which all of the particles are captured. The 
circle with radius h represents the area from which all of 
the fluid is captured. All of the particles outside the 
circle with radius Ys and within the circle with radius h 
are effectively separated, and the equation describes this 
as a percentage. 
Experimental Apparatus 
The experiments were designed to simulate a sink in 
a uniform stream flow. In Figure 26, which depicts the 
experimental apparatus used, the main pipe is horizontal. 
This is permissible for these experiments because the high 
velocity in the pipe negated the effects of gravity on the 
particles. Various types of outlets were experimentally 
examined, and are shown in Figure 27. The outlet pipes 
were 1/8 inch diameter copper tubes located inside a 3/4 
inch diameter copper pipe. The water flowing through the 
apparatus came from Lexington's water supply system, and 
provided enough head to achieve 30 feet per second veloc-
ities through the 3/4 inch main pipe. 
Solid particles were introduced into the system by 
means of a solids injection device. The injector was 
connected to the main flow pipe at two points, one upstream 
from the other (as depicted in Figure 26). Solid parti-
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cles were placed in a housing above the downstream connec-
tion prior to the beginning of an experiment. When water 
was flowing through the main pipe at the desired flow 
rate, valves at the two connections to the injector were 
opened. A differential pressure gradient due to the losses 
between the upstream and downstream connections of the 
injector induced a small flow of water through the injec-
tor system. This flow, in combination with the gravity 
forces on the particles, injected the particles through 
the downstream connection into the main pipe. 
Downstream from the injector system a modified check 
valve was installed in the system. A small outlet pipe 
connected to the check valve was used to withdraw a contin-
uous sample from the main flow. The mixing of particles 
and fluid due to the turbulence at the check valve helped 
insure the sample flow to be representative of the main 
flow. Further downstream the separator devices with the 
various outlets were placed so the flow passed through 
them. The main pipe extended past the separator system 
and eventually exited the flow into a drain. 
Fly ash, pulverized coal, and ASTM C-190 sand were 
used as solids. The physical properties of the fly ash are 
described in Section 4 on gravity settling in pipes, and 
those of the pulverized coal are given in Section 5 on 
laminar flow momentum separation. The sand is a natural 
silica sand graded to pass a No. 20 sieve (0.85 mm) and 
be retained on a No. 30 sieve (0.59 mm). 
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Experimental Procedure 
The first tasks performed included the placement of 
the solid to be tested in the injector system and instal-
lation of the appropriate separator device in the main flow 
pipe. Opening the gate valve connected to the city water 
system caused water to start flowing through the experi-
mental apparatus. After steady state flows were achieved 
through the main flow tube, separator outlet tube, and 
check valve outlet tube, the solids injection system's 
valves were opened. This allowed the solid particles to 
enter the main flow tube and sampling to begin. 
Two samples were taken simultaneously, one from the 
separator outlet tube representing separated flow, and the 
other from the check valve outlet tube, representing in-
fluent flow. Grab samples in 400 milliliter cups were the 
type of samples taken, and five repetitions of the sampling 
procedure were performed in rapid succession. A measure-
ment of the flow through the main tube was also taken. 
After obtaining the five samples, the experiment was com-
pleted and the flow shut off. 
The concentrations in the main and separated streams 
were determined by the procedure outlined in Section 5. 
Experimentally determined percent separations were com-
puted from these values. 
Experimental Results 
The results from the experiments on high speed 
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momentum separation are shown in Tables 23-36. The output 
is grouped so that similar physical experimental situa-
tions are listed together. Various conditions of the ex-
periments are listed in the columns. These conditions in-
clude R, the radius of the main flow pipe; QMAIN, the flow 
rate past the separator; QSEP, the flow rate captured by 
the separator outlet; QM/QS, the ratios of the two flow 
rates; U, the velocity of flow in the main tube past the 
separator outlet; RE*• the Reynolds number of the flow in 
the main tube; CMAIN, the concentration of solid in the 
flow escaping the separator outlet; CSEP, the concentration 
of solid in the flow captured by the separator outlet; and 
% SEP(EXP), the actual experimental percent separation 
achieved. Within the groupings by physical experimental 
situations, the results are further grouped by set number. 
The set numbers correspond to the pages in a note book in 
which the experimental data were recorded. In general, 
the experimental conditions in a given set were very 
similar. 
Each experimental point was theoretically analyzed, 
and the results from the analysis are also presented in 
the tables. The percent separations were predicted by 
computing the K values and corresponding percent separa-
tion for incremental particle sizes ranging from the 
smallest to largest particle size for the solid considered. 
By letting these K values represent all particles in the 
size increment surrounding the given particle size, the 
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lJCC.O 52.SC J~.lJb 1991C2,q 4!.8 87.l 0.4d 813.4 0.47 48.o i;,.06 51,9 O.tlO 7C d. l ',~Q. l 131 ,::. 3 75 62.5 
737 0.375 13cc.o 61, 5 53,6J }11,724 1 r.; <; C4 5, 'i Je.9 &1. l Q.45 88.4 1'.1.44 48. 7 0,8(1 sz.o J. 75 SSS ,6 )1-,, l, 3 
737 0, 3 7 ':. 3:,cc.o 6,.1 5L,b6 Je.7]8 1qs112.a ] Cj. 6 !J 7 .1 o • .:.6 88.4 Q.45 48.o O,:l2 51 .-; 0,77 497.6 2S7.J 
737 1),375 1v:o.o 61.~ 5},J,il 38. 724 1•;qr,42, 2 2?.. I 87.l a. ·12 All,4 o. )2 48.7 a.Sil 52 • fl o.s .. 406,(j 2<;.::.q 
7)7 0. :,1~ .JJOO.O 60,(l 55,00 llt,707 lC.6',~4.6 J5.4 ti7 • 2 0.41 dd.5 0.40 4 s. a Q.72 52.2 v.o!:i 534.7 343.3 
fG:I. SET 717 
------------------------·--------- M:ANS ~ --· a ... 2: ----- 0,42 ------ 0.76 ----- 0.71 ------------------STANCAqQ tEVJATIC~S ~ o.co- 0 .::16 0. 11 0.10 
-~~----~------------------------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
f(P 15 i-C.-\CINGS 
TABLE 23: 
ME:..t,,S 
STA~C~qo CEVIATIONS • 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
C,44 b.o, 0.43 o.os 0.79 a.ts 
o. 74 
\J, 14 
f-' 
... 
w 
~IG~ SPEED ~Cf,E~TU~ SEF4AATIC~ CATA FCII ~CLE OUTL2T. 
THE PIPE IS 3/4 INC~ OIA~ETE~ AND THE SCLID IS PULVERILEO CCAL. 
CG•J~/Pt4.5/R••.5t,51 CDISCTTLlNGI 
SET g C"'AIN CSE? '1~/I.IS U IIE-' i SEP 
I !:XP J 
t SEP SE/ST , S~PV SE/STV t SEP SF/ST t S~PV SE/STV CHA[~ cs:::> 
(H.·.J (f'L/51 (f'L/SI CFT/SJ ITH-11 ITH-Ll ITH-LJ ITH-LJ lf'G/LI C ;~i;/ LI 
720 0.375 JJCC.O )9.2 8L.l5 3C.4C8 1~7724.3 ',d.4 dH. l 0.55 ?.9.2 0.54 5 l. l C.93 54.) o. 09 1102.2 5<;0. 5 
7,o (I. 3 7 5 33CO.O 39.l e,.o5 JP..473 1~1754.e "!I. 2 a a. 1 0.53 89 .1 0.54 5 r. o 0.94 54.3 O.d"i .t.96.l 25~.l 
Fa~ s:r 720 
---------------------------------- ~tA~S • --- 0. 5 '.) ----- 0.54 ------ 1).94 ----- :,. 8~ -----------------STA~C~~o OEvtiT(O~S 3 O.OJ o •. J() 0.01 o.o~ 
,,. 0.)75 3JCC.O 02.~ s~.eo 3a.11t 1c;c;1~2.~ ]2. 5 d 7. l 0.31 ee.4 0.37 48.0 O.ti7 51.9 O.b3 27d.l l lJIJ. 1 
, J "; 0.) 7 '; J~C(.L sc;. 5 5S.44 JS.701 1~~926.8 23.4 87.2 0.21 as .:5 0.26 40.9 0.4!1 52.2 Q.45 l,36. C 141,g 
,,. c.~15 JJ~C.C 57 .9 5b.Sb 33.68) 193112.8 213. 'i JJ 1.J (i ,j] es.5 O,ll 49.t) 0.5~ 5.2. 3 C.55 2Sc3.n 21 l. 5 
736 J.375 33Ctl.O e, 1. 0 5to.Ot Jd.719 l<;9Cl5.l 24. 8 "1. J. o.2a ea.4 (), 2B 4 ::1. 7 o.s1 52 .1 0.4tl 6:)4.7 lt52. 5 
1.;c a. J "'." s 33,:,: .o 56.5 56.45 33.690 l9eCC3.8 31, L 87.) Q.4) 88.5 0.42 4':.l .O 0.10 52.3 (, • 71 ~,; l. 5 30Ci. 5 
FCQ Sl:T 73• -----~---------------------------~EANS~ --- o.34 ----- 0.] J ------ .J. 6J ----- V.56 --~--------------STANC~RC C2Vl~TtU~S • a. 01 0.01 0 .12 0.11 
------------------------~----~---------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- --------------~ Fe• 1 ~:..AC I t<IGS 
• 
TABLE 24: 
HEAN'i • 
STANO~RO OEVIATJC~S ~ 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Q.40 
a. l l 
o. 39 
0 .11 
o. 71) 
0 .19 
1).66 
O. ld 
.... 
~ 
~ 
~IG~ SFEfC ~~~e~,u~ S[P~M4TIO~ LATA FCA CUR~EC OUTLFT (OO~NJ. 
T~E PIPE IS 3/4 l~CH OIA~ETE" A~O THE SOLID IS PULVEAIZEC CCAL. 
CO=Jb/~+4.5/~•~.5•.51 CO{ SETT:. Jt<Gl 
------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
S!:T ;.. L:,.llf\ CSEP 0"1/C:S U RE• :C SEP (EXP l 
1 SEµ SE/~T: SEPV SE/STV l SEP SE/ST I S~?V SE/iTV C~!IN 
ITH-LI ITl-i-Ll ITH-L) ITH-l) (~GILi 
cs:P 
(.'~:;/L) (l~.I C~l/SI IML/SJ (fl/SI 
------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
721 
1)4 
1 ! e 
738 
735 
'" 
139 
H9 
---
'). 375 33CC.C 
fCi,. SET 721 
55~2 5~.7t JH.652 1~8!72.C tJ.Z 87.4 
---------------------------------- ME~NS • ---
0.115 33:c.v 5!.0 se.su Js.ct1 1s~11!.J 52.1 87,4 
F'S" SET 7)4 ---------------------------------- ..:fAl,jS 
C,37, l6~C.O 20. a bl,47 19.317 9~2~C.4 55,6 ;io,9 
0,375 lt::5C .a 2C .i:: 57.~l 19.})t 'iSH'.P. 3 ::J. 3 ao.a 
J • .! 15 l () ~-:. c 2t.. lo 6l,3C l'>.3lf c; c; z,;.c.. 1 5?.3 t! ti. ',I 
~.) 7 5 1c5,:.o z t". <; 01.Je 19.318 <;<;2-;2. t 47,6 86, 'l 
F C:; Si: r 7'.P:l 
---------------------------------- M:ANS: ---STANCAHD CE~IATIChS • 
C,37~ 3JCC.O 51, b 6).7) 38,613 1qq4c.,f.4 54.l 37,5 
SI. 3 1 s 33C0,(' SJ.l b2.19 3d,62f! 19f!544,) to.o 13 1. 5 
FC?. SET 739 
---------------------------------- MEG~3 - ---ST~~cA~D ccv1,11c~s ~ 
J.72 
0.72 
a.co 
o.cv 
0.64 
SI.bl 
O,t:>5 
0.55 
,J. 6 l 
c.os 
O.bl 
0.69 
0,65 
0,05 
Sli.? 
as.b 
ea.2 
ea. 1 
8!\ .2 
Aa. 2 
-----
sa. 1 
ea. 1 
-----
0.11 
Q.71 
I). 5'7 
a. 5'l 
o.sJ 
0,60 
0,b4 
0,54 
c. ,;.:, 
G.14 
Q. t, l 
C,6e 
,J.li4 
0 .05 
------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------
,c, 8 il.EACINGS MEANS • 0,63 0,&2 
STAN04~0 DEVIATlC~S: o.o, 0.05 
TABLE 25: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
4~. 3, 
i.q.z 
49.4 
49. l 
4S.4 
49.4 
------
49,b 
'-9. 5 
------
1.za s2.o 
1.2a -----
l. Ct. 
l .06 
l. 12 
1.~a 
l. l 4 
C.9::0 
52,5 
52.7 
52.4 
52. 7 
52.7 
1.07 -----
a.oa 
l ,Jq 52.9 
l • .: 1 52. d 
1 , l 5 -----
c.oa 
1.20 402.4 140.~ 
1.~J ------------------
O,'i'1 
0.9'i 
l,G5 
l • J2 
l .01 
o.S:' 
21 7 ... 
614. S 
)23.6 
292. 3 
4 ;4.·2 
l :)3. 2 
27 ).6 
l.:09, 8 
126.5 
240 ."ti 
1.01 ----------------~ 
,'.j .co 
1.02 2-f ! • l'f 1 (!<;. 2 
l, t.:. 342,C 1)5.4 
1.oi ------------------
o.ua 
--------------------------
--------------1.12 1 ,05 
O. lO c. 09 
..... 
.... 
(JI 
t<lGrl SPEfO "'0f'Et,TU"I SEPA1.1.AT.IC."1 OATA FC'l ST'lAIGHT CUTLET ITUdlf\G PU:-IP USED). 
Tt<E Pl?E IS 3/4 INth ~Jt~ETE~ i~D TM~ SOLID IS PULViRllEO tCAL. 
SH 
lC6 
7C6 
1•j1 
7C7 
7(7 
7(7 
7C 7 
FCA 
CO:l~/~+4.5/~~•.5+.5L C!:'ISETTLINGJ 
,~AIN QSEP UM/QS U RE# :C SEP 
I EA? J 
i SfP SE/ST l SEPV SE/STV i SEP SE/ST ~ SEPV SE/STV CHAIN cs::? 
C(r,.J l,..L/SI l,..L/SJ IFT/SJ (TH-Ll (TH-LI (Tti-LI (TH-LI l~C/LI I M~/LJ 
0.375 c; ]!J. 1 
t;,. 3 7 5 ~] b. l 
,o, S~ T 1.:::~ 
C.375 Ee7.l 
0. :ii 7 ~ .ee1.1 
o. 3 1 S 8d 7 • 1 
0.375 607.l 
0. l 75 l!d 1., 
f(;A Sl:T 707 
7 llfACJI\GS 
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------33.6 27.SB 11.1ci4 57~]S.3 21.a 84.l o. )j 
3] .9 Z1. 1C 11. 1 c; 1 57551.7 Z6. c; B4 • l 0.32 
---------------------------------- MEAt,;S z --- o.J.2 STAt,;CA~G CEVJATJONS • a • .:: 1 
3].6 26.]8 10.0,:t: e4~LE.7 51. 4 63.6 0.01 
33.C 2t..65 iU.tCIJ ';44!:!4. o 26.~ a"J.<; 0.)2 
3,.. L 2c.02 1:J.bl2 5'-'546.l 21.3 63 .u 0.25 
35.0 25.35 10.623 5t, SS<l. <; 2 a. s 8 3. 7 0.34 
}!.I. 7 2". 64 lG. oJ l ~46.:.l.2 LJ.2 bJ.o 0,23 
--------------------------------- ~EAt>.S • --- a. Jo STA~;OARO DEVIATIONS " o. 14 
05.9 I). 3~ 4 5. l 
65. <; o.31 45.1 
-----
0.31 
------
o.o l 
85 ~ 7 0.60 44.d 
fl5. 7 0.'31 
""· 9 B:i.b 0.2~ 44.~ 
e;. 6 o. 33 44,ti. 
d5,5 0.21 44,5 
----
Q.JS 
------
0.14 
0.02 46.6 
0.60 4c .5 
0.61 -----
0.01 
1. 15 4e.3 
0.59 46 • .C,. 
0.4.) 4tl.2 
O,o4 4e .1 
c.52 4b .o 
c.~s -----
0.21 
o. 57 
0.50 
.:: • 5t> 
0.01 
!..06 
0.55 
J.~.:. 
0,59 
o • .;.:, 
0.62 
Q.25 
213.C 152.2 
2055.4 1 .. ,31.1 
",2o. 4 
21 .. • <) 
1.;.1. 'i 
96.:,.. 3 
.;., l.) 
2'.j3.2 
1.;~. 1 
l l 5.::; 
6', l. 5 
25·~. 7 
-------------------~------ ------------------------- ------------~ MEAf\S 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS• 
O.'.Hi 
0.12 
0, )4 
0.12 
0.60 
0.22 
o. 61 
a .2l 
TABLE 26: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
f--' 
""' 
"' 
HIG~ SPEfO ~C~~~TtJ~ SFPt~ATJOh CATA FCP A~GLE CUTL~T tTUBING PUMP USfOJ. 
T~E PIPE JS J/4 l~Ch OJA~~Tt~ AND THE SGLIO IS PULVE~IZED CCAL. 
C0=3b/Rt4.5/R•~.5t.5l 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------
si T 
' 
C "t. 114 CSEP ~M/C:S u 
"' 
:; St P , SEP SE/ST t SEPV SE/5TV 
(ft •• ) I ~L /SI t ~L/ s J I FT IS I I i:Xi) I l Tl-l-L I tln-LJ 
------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------1.~e 0-375 84).7 ).C. .4 24.52 l O. 11 o 51 c; c; 7. q 13. 9 8).5 C.17 t!S.4 U. 16 
"' 
/J. lP: j:4).7 35.9 23.4d 10.133 520 '.i€ .11 45.5 83.4 0.55 A5.3 0. 53 
7:'.8 !).)75 ti:..3. 7 36. l 23.35 lC.135 521":0.7 41.2 8:1.4 Q.4~ as. 1 o. 4.3 
7C& a.375 (:L) 0 11, 35.R 23.50 l C'. l 33 s2~~c.a }3.9 6J.4 Q.41 85.3 '.). 4) 
7~1> n.315 I:°' 3. 1 3t. 3 LJ. 2t 10. l3S 52IC8.7 J 5. Ii 3].3 1).4) 35.3 I). 42 
ff;,., S~ T Na ----------------------------------MEANS~ --- C.41 ----- 0 .4,) 
STANC4qD DCVIATIO~S ~ o. 14 a. 14 
70:'il 0. 3 75 5C5. 5 34.e 16 • 2 I: o."ill5 35543.0 65.0 a1.3 a.do 83.5 0.1& 
7C9 0.375 5t: 5. 5 z~.e lq.6C 6. d .. b 351 'i 1. 5 37.6 !11. 9 0.46 84.l 0.45 
7C9 O.Jl~ scs.s 31.8 17.79 0. ijl:l l 35366.0 3~. l 81.6 Q.47 83.B Q.45 
7,;9 0. 3 7 5 5t5.5 JC.9 1 a. L 8 6.~71 35314.7 ):i. 8 rl 1. 7 0.4.:1 ~3.9 0.46 
7C9 C. '.l 7 5 5t5.5 3 1. a l0.27 b. ll72 3SJ16.2 40.5 81.7 o. 50 63. 9 C.4~ 
,a, 5ET 7C9 
---------------------------------- M:t~S • --- 0.54 ----- 0.52 STANCA~O OEVIATIC~S ~ iJ.14 a .1:. 
CDC SET TL INGJ 
-------------------------- ---------------i SEP SC/ST; sc~v SC/STV c1o1.:.1"' CSE? 
l TH-LI (TH-LI I .... Gil I < ~GIL I 
--------------------------
---------------
44.4 0.31 4 7 _q J.2() 2J7 .6 · 24t: .1 
44.2 l .03 47.7 0.95 48:>. 5 2bC.O 
44.2 0.93 :.. 7. t,. U.OQ ,;12. 3 327. l 
'44. 2 o. 711 47.7 U. 7 l :;.o~.1 l 'ilS. 2 
4.:..2 o. E 1 47.6 0.75 l4!d.2 d9:5.'"7 
------
0.11 ----- J.71 ------------------0 .Z.i 0.25 
42.2 1 • 5 4 .. s.,. 1.42 )4:).3 114 • ..; 
4'.:l.2 o. 87 46.7 0.-3J l 110. 9 C:::. 7 
42.7 Q. B'i 46.2 0.52 5;"5.0 ))6.5 
.t.2. 9 Q.91 46. 3 O.:i'< 4 7 3. ll 2-3; • J 
42.9 Q.'i-4 46.3 o. ;J7 44 7. 5 20(.;. o 
------
1.J} ----- V.95 ----------------~-0.29 -.J. 2b 
---~-------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
,c, 10 R:•Cl,-.GS 
TABLE 27: 
MEANS 
STANDAPD GEvl•TIUNS ~ 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
C .48 
0.1, 
0.46 
0 .15 
C,90 
0.30 
0.83 
Q.27 
..... 
,!>, 
-.J 
HIGH SPEEC t,1C~E~TUM SEP~kATJON CATA fCR HCLE CUTLET lTUS(NG PUt,iP US!DJ. 
T~E PIPE IS 3/4 INCli OJAMElE~ A~O ThE SOLIC JS PULVERllEO COAL. 
CC=36/~+4.5/Q~•.5+.51 
------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------
St T • ;;: .. ~ IN ,s1:r" 1.!~/CS u '" 
I SEP l SEP SC/ST , S~?V SE/STV 
I IN. J ( 1"L IS I I '4L IS J IF T /SJ t (XP I ( TH-l I I TH-LI 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------71C O.J75 ,; IC. j J).J 21.·31 1u.a10 5se11.d 35.0 a .... :J 0.42 aS.3 0.41 
710 0.375 'ii l C. 3 33.5 27.14 10.573 558'3'1.8 34.Q 84.0 ~.40 cs. I\ 0.40 
11, c:,. 3 7 5 i.11;.3 Jt.4 24.Sii 10.9C6 5~Ct2.3 21:!.) d ]. 7 C.34 85.6 0.33 
110 .'.). 11 S 'i l,). '.: jt. 3 25. lC 10.':ll)5 5t152.C _j9. l FJJ. 7 0 ,4 7 .,'i .6 1),46 
71C f' • 175 ,; lC. j Jt,, 7 l4.~l 10.,;09 56,177,0 z s. l 8 3. 7 Q.34 85.6 a. l~ 
Fr'Ji< se r 710 ----------------------------------MEANS~ --- Q.)q ----- 0.3'1 
sr~~Ol~U D~VIATJChS ~ o.oo O.J6 
711 I)• 3 75 3 ~". 3 27,4 l 2. 'i 1 4.3S7 2??C2.7 38 .'} 79 .1 Q.4~ 81,7 Q.41,J 
71 l 
"· ~ 75 )':'-.) 23.~ 12,2.:J 4.413 22C~5.3 4 ~. 4 78.9 o. 59 31.5 0.57 
711 I). 17 S 354,3 2&.9 .1.2. 2 t 4,414 226~8.fi ?1. 7 76.9 0.4:J 81.5 Q.t..6 
711 .:, • J 15 3 5 ... 3 29.0 12. 21 4,416 22?16.4 31.0 7!t.'1' 0,39 81.5 0.39 
711 0.375 354.3 21>, 7 11. 92 4.42:4 22738.6 33.4 78.8 Q.42 81.4 0 ,41 
FCR SET 711 
--------------·------------------- HE ANS 2 --- Q.47 ----- 0.46 STA~OARO CEVIATlONS • O.Od 0,07 
-----------------------------~----------------------- ~-------------------------FG• 10 O!i:.:.CIN.;S NEAf\~ • 0,43 0.42: 
STAN~ARO Ci:VIATIONS • 0 .oo 0.01 
TABLE 28: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
CJI s;TTLi,'~GJ 
--------------------------
---------------l SCP iE/ST l SEPV SE/STV ,,,:. 11~ CSEP 
CTH-L I (T~-L J l~G/LI j t,1.:;/L I 
--------------------------
---------------45.V C.7& 4d.5 C.72 204 • l 1 ti'i. :I 
.. 5. 0 !). 76 46.4 o. 70 5 0'3 • C 33~.o 
44.5 U.63 4'3 • 0 0.5~ 52 .ii. d )75.l 
4406 Q,dd 46,J 0.51 471.l 2 E 2 • .:. 
44, 5 0.63 46.0 .J. 5~ t;5c. 3 oCi!. 5 
------ 0.7 .. ----- a.~~------------------0 .11 c. 09 
41,J 0.95 44.5 c.a1 129 ... 7 767.7 
40.7 1. 14 44.2 1.05 445.'J 2.:SI~ .,:; 
40.7 0.93 44.2 0.05 576.5 31,.;." 
',Q. 7 0.76 44 •. z 0.7C 255.3 l 7 1, 7 
4-0.6 c. e 2 44. l Q.76 27S. l! 1e1.2 
------ 0.92 ----- 0.85 ------------------0.15 o. l) 
-------------------------- ---------------0.8) o. 76 
0.15 a. 1.;. 
r' 
"" 
"' 
HIG~ SPEEG MG~E~iTU~ S~P-~ATJCN FOR tURVtO CUTLET 1cn~N. hlT~ ,ua,~G PU~P U5EDJ. 
THE PIP': IS 3/4 J,-...cr. Cltt.METE;;. A/liC Tt-:E SOL 10 IS l'ULVER lli:O COAL. 
Cu=36IR•4.51~••.5•.51 
------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------
SET a C:f't..Jr, CSEP C~/CS u RE# ':C SEP i S~? SE IS T : St:PV SE/STV 
I I~ .• J I l'L I SI I I'll SI (FT/SJ I E..<P ~ ITH-LI I T~-L I 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------712 
712 
71.! 
7 l3 
71) 
71) 
71) 
f« 
tJ.] 75 l r.) l. 0 33.3 )I.Of lZ.318 6lllB.2 30.0 Q.'... ..... 
I) • .} 7 5 1c~o.c 36.2 ze.C3 12.J52 6~4e1.r. ]',. s 64.3 
o. J15 lC~t.O j 5. c. lf'. E'- l2. j4 "! t~:.71.5 )'w. s 
"'"·" FOiC SET 712 
---------------------------------- MEANS 2 ---STA~CARO CEVIATICNS: 
'), J 7 5 51 'i. l 2". 2 2,::. c, 7 6.l66 322C5.<; 3.:,. 1 ~2.a 
Q. 3., '5 5 l c,. l 27.7 ls. 77 6.299 J237a .O 3:,. 1 81.6 
C.375 5 l S. l 21.11 .(:, l ~·. 12 b. 3 llJ 32 't 3 t.. 5, 25.'1 81, 5 
0.315 51 C,. 1 26. b l<j. ~2 6, 2et 32?15. l ]2. 6 81.7 
FO• SET 7 13· 
---------------------------------- MEA~S: ---
1 N!:.\CINGS 
TABLE 29.: 
STANCARO c=vtATIONS ~ 
MEAJ\S 
STA~lOAJ:.O o;;vIATIJNS "' 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
o.<os 
Q.41 
C.47 
0.4:J 
o.~1 
0.(,1 
{.) 0 L2 
C.32 
G.4') 
G,40 
0.01 
0,43 
O.Oti 
e6.l 
f!t:. l 
lj6. 1 
-----
84 .1 
aJ.a 
1:3.7 
83.~ 
-----
o. 4<, 
0.46 
0.4b 
o • .:..s 
0.01 
,J .46 
0 .4 l 
c. ] l 
a. "J9 
0.39 
0.06 
0.42 
o • .:>6 
Ci)I SETTLI NGJ 
--------------------------
---------------
• SEP SE/ST: S~PV SE/STV C~Afr,; CSE? ITH-LI t Th-L J ll"GILJ (~GILi 
--------------------------
---·------------
4 5. 7 Q.53 49.2 ;i.11 54:?.. b J32.S 
4S. 3 0.1:1 4 i:. 7. u. a 1 l l ~.:,.] 6~~.3 
"15. 3 O.d7 <tl:',ci V.81 a.u,. 1 49J.2 
------ U.f!6 ----- O,~G ------------------
',3. f,, 
4] ,:; 
42.3 
(,). 2 
------
0,02 
.J. 9•) 4 7. l 
0.19 40.5 
o.~c .:,.t,, J 
C.75 46.7 
0.76 -----
o. 12 
O.dO 
ll.10 
0.02 
"· :13 ',') :;. 2 5.:.C, '-
o. 7 3 674. l 4Jt. 5 
c. ~ () 13 'i. ·i lJ2.2 
o. 7.) 134 Q ... 6', 3. c. 
V.70 ------------------0.11 
a. 74 
C,.Q', 
.... 
... 
"' 
~JGH SPE~D ~C"E~TU~ SfPjRATIO~ CATA FO~ ANGLE CUTLET ICENTl~UC~l PUMP UiEDJ. 
T~E PIPE IS l/4 INCH DIA~ETE~ ANO THE SOLID IS PULVSklLED CDAL. 
~0=3b/Rt4.5/~•ft.s~.51 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------SET 
' 
c ... :.,~ OSEP ,JM/(JS u R:..i 'l SEP C S:"P SE/ST i S~PV SE/STV 
I Io\. I C "L/ SI i "L/ SI lfT/51 lE~?I l TH-LI ( TH-LI 
------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------
714 'J • J 75 Ci40. l 19.4 '18.68 ll.146 s12q1.o 1 •• R'i. 7 C.1JZ a1.2 o. 1)2 
714 o. }75 1,4t,. l 35.7 0:6.'35 ll.333 5E2'>7.2 o.4 ti,l,.Q o.oJ 1:15. 8 0.l)J 
11, I). J 15 s.i. l:. 1 3 C. 1 2e.26 11.33.3 ~e2so.1 5.9 S3.9 ') .01 rl'i .s 0.:)7 
714 c. ,15 liio 8 • l }5.4 26.02 11.330 582!5.l;l -2.1 d4.0 -0.•)2 95 • ij -C.')2 
F.:Fi SET 714 ----------------------------------MEANS• --- 0.02 ----- 0.12 
STA~DARO C(VI1TIC~S • 0.04 0.04 
715 J.375 f;2il.6 )t!~4 16,)S 7.b84 39411.6 ..... 4 81.5 -0.JS 113. a -c. 0:::5 
715 I)• 315 I. 20 • 6 JP.. 7 lt.25 7.687 3'i51C.4 o., B 1. 5 ll.Ol el.7 C. ~ 1 
715 o.375 02~.6 lo!. 7 13. 77 7. 708 J'i'o2l.b -1.} d0.9 -,J .')2 83.2 -,) .oz 
115 0.375 t.2';!.6 )9. 5 15 • 'i l 1.or.1 3,;s;e.1 -12.2 d 1. 4 -0.15 63.7 -0.15 
715 I). J 7 ~ c:20.6 ){j .6 15. 8 5 7.6'ilH 3",:J67.1 -!2.4 o 1. 4 -o. 15 83.7 -0.15 
F~i:: SET 715 
---------------------------------- M:ANS • --- -0.07 ----- -U.1)7 STA~CA~O CEVIATIG~S 2 o .01 0 .·)7 
71, 0.375 28b.l "0.1) 7. l 7 3.lE.4 19342.8 -11.4 76.0 -0.15 79.,J -o. 14 
lib 0.375 2i3ti. 1 41.9 o.84 3.785 1g45~.'i 12.0 15.a c.10 78.8 0.15 
lib o. 37'5 21'!6. 7 31i. 1 7.33 3.753 l<i2'iC, l .. ' 7o .1 0.0:1 79. l Q.1)8 
1lb ') • 3 75 2CH.,.7 39.3 7. 2'1 J.750 19 ]I) l. "i -(). 7 7t..1 -C.Jl 79. 1 -c. Ji. 
---
FC'- SET 11• 
---------------------------------- ME~~S s --- (1.0.! ----- a. 1? STA:,~ARJ C~VIAllC~S • a.1J 0 .1 l 
11, Q.]75 3lfll. ~ 42,6 7io.9l 37.211 1Ql260o"i 2.1 a1.a o.oi 89 .o a.oz 
11, 1).)75 31~7.5 41 ·" 76.94 37.197 191193.B 37.0 87.? Q.42 89.0 Q.42 FC.l SET 11• 
---------------------------------- MEANS 2 --- 0.22 ----- 0.2.? STANC~~O CEVIATIC~S = 0.23 0.2.a 
----------------------------------------------- ---------------------------FCR 15 .IEAOlNGS ME A~ S • 1).02 o.ot 
STANUA~Q CEVIATICNS • 0, 14 o. 14 
TABLE 30: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
CDlSETTLINGI 
-----·-------------------- ---------------
'.C Si:P SE/ST l SE~V SE/STV C~.tHl C Si:? 
( TH-1..1 CTH-l) CMG/LI i."IG/LJ 
-------------------------- ---------------48.2 0.03 51. 5 0.01 9·JJ. a aaq • .3 
44.q 0 .o l 4e .3 I).;:')! l ! ::i. 7 115. 2 
44.d J. 13 48.3 a. 1 ! 244. 1 2.2'i. 5 
44.CJ -G.05 48.4 -O.C4 l .J 75. 7 1 o,; 3. q 
------ V,')3 ----- O.U) ------------------0.01 0.01 
42,l -0.10 ',,S. ::I -o. 10 J. 741. 6 i823.0 
.i,2. 2 0.01 45.7 !l .01 1"02.3 l O 1. d 
41.3 -0.03 44 .a -.J .Cl 22~ .'1 233 .'J 
42. l -0.29 45.6 -U.27 1077. 2 J.2!8. l 
42.1 -.J.30 45.6 -0.21 241. 2 273.3 
------ -o .14 ----- -,1. l l ------------------
0.15 o. lJ 
3d.;) -0.30 41.5 -0.29 323.5 36,.3 
37. :I 0.32 41. 2 o.zq 321 • 2 277 • :3 
]ti .1 U.17 41.6 0. 15 66:.. 3 017.2 
]8.1 -J.02 41.o -0.0.? 7 J 13. l 1-.1 • .!3 
------ o.o .. ----- 0.0) ------------------0.21 (). 2:i 
50.5 o.04 53.7 (). Q:,. 32 1. 5 314. 5 
50.b 0.73 5].q 0.69 7:i5.6 4i.,2 • .;. 
------ C.38 ----- Q.36 ------------------o • .;.q O. ',o 
-------------~---------- -------------0 .02 o.O.? 
0.20 0,24 
I-' 
lJ1 
0 
HIGH SPeEC ~c~~~,uM SEP4~ATIC~ CATA ~c~ CURVED OUTLET IOOWN). 
ThE P(PE JS 3/4 INCH DIAMtl(R ~,co THE SOLID IS PULVERIZED COAL t.OlM~(DC(.l2MMI. 
co~~~,~·~.5,~·•.5+.51 CDISETTLINGI 
s=r Iii C~AIN OSEP f.,~/f.:S U ~E, 
11~.I l~L/SI l~L/SJ IFT/SI 
t SEP 
IE AP I 
; SEP SE/ST l SEPV Sf/STV i SEP SE/ST: S~?V SE/STi (~!I~ 
(Tti-LI (TH-L) ITH-LI ITH-ll l~G/L) 
78 l 0. J 7':i )31C.9 45.7 73.74 39.359 2~l~C7.6 c.• 5).4 
7 (l 1 o. J 75 3 3 7,:. 'J 44. 6 75.e2 )~.347 2C2240.5 17. 0 S:>.6 
FCQ. SET 
'" 
----------------------------------MEANS: ---
STANCA~O DEVIATIO~S ~ 
7'2 C .) 75 ltt! 5. 5 2 2. Ci 7J.4C l~.6~1 1Cll5e.6 13 .1 Sl.7 
1az 0.)75 ltH5.5 24.2 bq.~e 19.696 lJlLJ4.e 14.3 s 1. 5 
Tel 0,)75 lt8~.5 24.4 6~.22 19.6~8 101242.3 15.6 51.4 
fQ;.. SET 702 
---------------------------------- M~lNS • ---STANCAHO CEVIATIO~S = 
fCO ~ ~EACltlGS MEA.f\S ,. 
STANOARO DEVIATIONS• 
TABLE 31: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
0.01 
0.33 
a. J. 1 
0.2) 
0.25 
o.2a 
0,3U 
0.2'3 
O.Ol 
0.21 
o. 13 
56.1 
50 .z 
-----
54.5 
54.) 
54.2 
-----
o.c l 
O.Jl 
0. 16 
0. 2 1 
0.24 
0.26 
o. 2'il 
1).26 
o.J3 
0.22 
o. 12 
,., 
3.2 
------
3.l 
'"' 
'. l 
------
0 • l 9 ,., 
s.st ,., 
2.85 -----
3.76 
4.1) ,.1 
4.55 ,., 
4. <)', ,., 
4.50 -----
0.43 
3.87 
2 .12 
0. 16 
~.11 
2.47 
3.2!) 
3.50 
].',.:,. 
... 32 
3 .loS 
0.]7 
3.35 
l.d4 
211.e 
27,1. 5 
115.3 
2~0.5 
73 3. 1 
C. SC t' 
ING/LJ 
216.) 
ZlZ.4 
lO'l. ,J 
ZZ9.1 
bl l ,9 
..... 
u, 
..... 
HIG~ SPEEO MC~fNTUM SEPARATIG~ DATA FCP CUQVfO CUTLET ICC~~). 
THE Pl?E IS l/4 l,._CH UlA!'iETE~ ANO Tt,,E Sill IO IS PUL\IE~llEO CCU.L C.12Mti<PC(.ltl.'4M). 
CD•36/R+4.5/~**•5+.51 COISETTLINGI 
SI: T " (,j"IA(!'i CISCI' UH/Q$ U flE# 
'( l~.J l"L/SI llo'L/SJ lfT/SJ 
l SE? 
IEXPI 
I S:P SE/ST, Sf.PV SE/STV ~ S~P SE/ST ¥ SF.PV SE/STV CMAIN 
CTli-LJ ITH-LI ITH-LI (TH-LI l~<J/LJ 
cs=? 
I ;ii;/L I 
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------lijC 0.375 l3l~.1 48.9 od.ij8 J9.3Q~ 2.024qe.1 45.7 95.2 C.46 ~7.l 
f~~ S~T 1ao -----------------------~--------- MEANS c --- 0.4d 
"' 
C.375 1te;.s 
704 0.375 16~5.5 
FC~ SET ld4 
FCR 3 REJiCJNGS 
TABLE 32: 
26.6 6).32 l?.723 101376.6 37.4 94.3 
25.9 6~.10 19.715 101333.5 34.a 9.C..4 
-·--·-----------------------------MEANS~ ---ST~N06~0 DEVJATlC~S ~ 
MEANS 
STANOARO DEVIATIONS• 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
() .40 
0.37 
0.3:l 
a.oz 
0 • (,2 
o.o~ 
96 .4 
~6.5 
-----
0.47 
0.47 
Q.)q 
Q.36 
0. lit 
0 .()2 
0.41 
0.06 
20.9 2.1~ 23.8 
20.5 
20.0 
------
2.1'1 -----
l.82 2).4 
l.69 23.6 
1.75 ----
Q.Oli 
l .90 
0.2.u 
1. 9Z 500.3 2.1.:. ~ 
1.~z ------------------
1.s~ 4CU. 7 24 -.l. 5 
1. 43 3!.5.C ZJ1;.: 
1.53 ----~--~--------o.;;~ 
l .bC 
a·. Zl 
I-' 
lTI 
N 
~IG~ SPE!O ~C~Er:TuH SEPARATION DATA FOR C~RWfD CUTL~T toe~~,. 
ThE PIPE IS J/4 INCh DIAMETER ~hO T~E SCLIO IS PULVERILED COhL l.16MM<?C<.3~MM). 
CJ:3~/R+4.5/~~•.5+.51 COi SE TTL JNGI 
------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
:i!: T ,~~I~ CSEP ~~/~S U ~E~ 
tPl.J ("LISI lr-'l/SI IFT/SJ 
t SEP 
(EXP) 
I SEP SS/ST 'S~PV SE/STV t ~E? SE/ST C SE~V Sf/ST~ CMiIN CSE? 
ITH-LI ITI--L) (TH-LI (TH·ll (l'..:;/ll I :,GJLI 
----~---------~-------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
181 o.37~ 101z.i 23.~ bl.46 18.848 5be76.4 48.9 91.2 a.so 98.3 
fO~ SET 78] ---------------------------------- MEANS 2 --- a.so 
,,. O.J75 )37(.9 40. 2 7 ). Qt. JC,.J65 2G23]3 0 7 54.3 '17 • 4 o.so ~a.4 
77< Q.jJS 3)7(.9 4 5. 7 73.74 3?.)5Q 2023~7.6 5~.3 97.5 0.54 98.4 
fC"- SET ,,. 
--------------------------------- Mff.NS 
2 
---
o.ss 
-----
STANC~PO D~VIATIO~S 2 0.01 
a.so 
O.'iO 
0. 5 5 
J.5) 
o.s:. 
0,1)1 
42.~ l.15 47.5 1.0) 36J.7 102.1 
1,15 ----- l.OJ ------------------
2 l • 1 2. 5 7 24 .1 2.zs 2212.B 1U.'.l2. 7 
21. 2 2.47 24.2 2 .10 So:..6 20d. l 
------ 2.52 ----- 2.~o --------~--------
0.01 o.c;ti 
------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- -------------.4·--
FCII: 3 fCEACll\GS 
TABLE 33: 
~EANS 
ST~NOARD OCVl~TICNS a 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Q.53 
0.03 
.i. 5) 
0.,13 
z.CO· 
0.79 
l • 81 
Q.6d 
..... 
U1 
w 
HIGH SPEED ... :"':"'-TUM SEPDFATIO~: DAT.1 FCR CUll:\l'CO OUTLET ,oo..:r~J. 
Tl•E PIPC IS 3/4 INCH l'IAMETER ANO TJ1E SCLID IS PULIJE:RilEC CCJ.L 1.30.'IM<?C(.5q"1MI. 
co~36/~•4.5/R•*.j~.s1 COtS.ETTLINGJ 
SET k t;l".A I~ c;SEP UM/QS U ll.flll l S~P 
1 E llP I 
1. ::iEP Si;/ST :( 5Ef'\I' SE/ST\/ ' SEP SE'/ST : SE?IJ Si:/STV C."!AII\I 
11~.I C,..l/SJ (~LISI IFT/SI ITt-1-LI ITH-ll CTH-ll ITi+-ll ("'GILi 
111 0 • 3 75 317C.9 
"' 
a • .11s J37C.9 
117 I). 375 J37C.9 
117 0 • .175 lJlC.~ 
FC? Sl:T 111 
11, o.375 ll~S.5 
11, 0 • 3 1':: If P. 5. ! 
"' 
,J. 375 lbBS.5 
Ha a. l 1is 1635.S 
fOR SET 
'" 
F::FI e J. EAClNG~ 
TABLE 34: 
4C.J 83.lC j9.2S7 2Cl~~e.s 6 a. o 99.6 
.t,. 1. 7 ac.~c J~.313 202n61.q 69.0 q~.6 
4l.O· 92.24 39.JCS 202~27.9 7 .) • 1 99.6 
Jc;.e e4.7C 39.291 20l~S7.3 C7. 0 9'1. 6 
---------------------------------- MEA~S = ---STA~Cl~C CEVIATJCNS ~ 
2 5. 6 e5.7q t9.71Z 1Cl317.4 67. 4 9'i.4 
2'o. I:! 67.<;t, 19.7C3 1Cl2o~.5 64.3 'il9. 5 
25.1) 67.42 19.705 l012d0.7 6!1.2 99.S 
2'o.J 0<;.49 19.6<;7 101236.6 f.4 ·" 9<;. 5 
---------------------------------- M[ ll t; S "' ---
STANCA~C C~VIATIG~S = 
/o!~Ar-.-S 
STANOA~O CEVIATIO~S • 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
0.69 
0 .t.9 
a. 10 
0.6~ 
0.69 
0.01 
0.68 
o.os 
o.67 
o. f;) 
0.60 
0-02 
0.68 
0.02 
99 .9 
qci.c; 
C.9.9 
99.Q 
-----
99.8 
')9.8 
99.8 
Cj(). i3 
-----
0.69 
0.6'1 
o. 1 a 
0 .63 
0.69 
o.o 1 
o.~a 
0.64 
0.66 
0.65 
O.l,t, 
a.oz 
Q.67 
o.~2 
11.1 
77.4 
77.5 
77.d 
------
75.~ 
76.l 
16.0 
76.2 
------
o.aa .;12.3 
o.e·? a 2. 1 
0.90 £12:2 
o.e1 ol.4 
c • .::;:i -----
c.c1 
O.i39 !!C.o 
0.65 £,(.. 6 
0.67 e1J: 1 
O.A4 81.0 
0.86 -----
o.c.? 
0.87 
0.02 
o .e:; 
o. e ... 
O.Bj 
~.sz 
IJ .SJ 
0.01 
o. s.:. 
v.ao 
a. ei 
I'). 80 
o.a1 
0.02 
c.s2 
0.02 
ld42.5 
455. l 
41.!,2 
407.7 
34}0 .9 
ti 71.. l 
33:?. 6 
832.3 
CSi:P 
l :.i".i/L I 
573.! 
1.:.0. C 
L~.! .c 
lJO.l 
1 !.C :>. ~ 
)(.:.::. 3 
111. c 
311. l 
I-' 
U1 
.... 
~IG~ SPEEC MG"~NlUM StP~QATILN uATA fCR (UR~~o CUTLET ICC~NI. 
Jt,i; PIPE lS 3/4 l/\Ci-+ DIAMfTEF AtlG Tl-'E SOllll IS PULVEllll:EO C04.L l.5;MM<PC<.73MMI. 
c~~1~/R•4.5/~~·.~•.s1 CO{Sf:TTLl~lG) 
SET F t~~IN CSE~ ~~,~s u REa 't SEP 
it )(1-1 I 
: S~P SE/ST 1 SEPV SE/STV t SEP S~/ST t Sf~V SE/STV C~~l~ 
715 
775 
11, 
175 
11, 
11• 
"" 
'" 
"" llb
FCS 
11-....1 l"L/.S) C"L/SI (FT/:;I iTH-LI iTH-LI lTt1-LJ ITh-LJ (l"G/LI 
a. J 75 l J 7 C. 'l 
0.375 337C.9 
C.Jl~ .i31C,G 
~-315 ]31(,'l 
C, "31; j j 1 r.. -; 
Ff:~ 52 T 11 S 
0.375 16~5.5 
Q.3 75 10;5.5 
I). 3 i 5 16es,5 
0,375 1655.S 
o. J 7 5 loOS, 5 
fQq SET 770 
10 R!:J..OlNCS 
46.B 71.9~ 39.372 2~2373.4 71). 4 98.g 
4~.9 73.47 39.362 202~17.6 5 2, l 9 d. 'J 
44,3 76,CC 39.)43 2C2225,l 71,2 91]. 9 
46.3 7 2 orl4 3'i.)66 202)1,l,2 1i..1 9 l,1 
44,'1 15 ,GC 3'7.}':0 ,?(22~2. l 21, 3 'i!),-,1 
------------------------------··--- MEt.NS = ---
ST~~CARO CEVIATIC/\S • 
25.3 66.72 19.lC~ 1012~6.l 73, 4 ,;a. a 
2"· J 69.2<; 19.697 1c121oc.e 75. e 9~.9 
2 l, 1 12.ae l9.6ei 1Cll69.a 10.1 96.9 
23,9 70.54 19.~'}2 101215.2 BZ.;; ')£',') 
2', .] o<;i. 40 l 9. c<; 7 1C.123d.4 l:C,2 9d,9 
-----------~----·---------------- MCA~S 2 ---STA~CARO CEVlATIGNS • 
i"!:At..S 
ST~~aa~o DEVIATIONS. 
TABLE 35: EXPERH1ENTAL DATA 
o. 71 
0,53 
0.1~ 
0,15 
c. cl2 
u.12 
0, 11 
a. 1:. 
a. 11 
0.77 
o. !34 
a.a1 
0,79 
0.04 
o.75 
o. 09 
,;Q.O 
.. ,.,.~ 
',}') .o 
<;;'1,0 
9~. ') 
-----
i;g,o 
'19.0 
'19,0 
'i9 • .'.) 
99.0 
-----
0.11 
0,5) 
0,78 
c. 15 
a .a ::i: 
a. 12 
0, 11 
Q.74 
0,77 
0.11 
o. '14 
O.Rl 
Q.79 
0,04 
0.75 
0.09 
90.l 
96,3 
Gb,5 
9~.3 
9o.4 
------
<;5, 3 
96,Q 
9t.. 3 
'.ib. l 
'i6.0 
------
0.73 ., a.') 
o.s4 99.0 
o.,:,o ',9 .1 
D,11 9<;,0 
c. f:~t 9'i, l 
0,74 -----
0 • 12 
0.11 9e.ti 
c. 79 96.3 
0, 79 ,;9,0 
o. eti . 98. 9 
0.84 ~s.a 
0,::11 -----
0,04 
0,77 
o. ;)9 
o. 71 
O.Sl 
\J.7d 
Q.75 
u. ez 
0. 72 
o. 11 
0.74 
0,71 
0.11 
C,84 
0. ill 
o. 79 
0,04 
0.75 
Q.09 
4S3.l 
251. l 
4 7,::. l 
.; J 7. 7 
l24b,0 
:: 13. e 
3:31.e 
311.5 
to a:,.~ 
b01.V 
CSt:P 
I i"~/Ll 
l :.1. 5 
11:, .5 
\:)j.~ 
l ::i-., 5 
231,J 
135.0 
91,9 
tl9.l 
e.2 • .:) 
110.0. 
.-,JGH SPi:'!O MC.'•!ENTUM SF.P.6tl.t.TJON DATA FOR CU~VEO OUTLS::T IOOi.N). 
THE PIPE IS )/4 l~CH OJA~ETER A~O THE SCLIO IS FLY ASH. 
C0=24/R+ 3./R••.~+.)~ Cid SfTTLING} 
------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------SET 
' 
~~A 1 t, i;;ss::? Q"I/CiS u ... :C. Si:P '5EP SE/ST ' SEPV SE/STV I SEP SE/ST i S~?~ S~/STV C!"'~Illi CS EP ,J.' ... J I "'LISI I "1L/ .i J IFT/SJ I EXP I I Tri-L J ITH-Ll ITH-LI ITH-L) l/o\G/L) l~G/Li 
-------------------------------------------------· 
--------------------------- -----------.--------------
---------------1~b Q.)75 ]37(.c; 46.3 72.88 39.366 ,023J~.4 4C.l 7 l .Q 0.57 73 .s 0.55 •• l 5 .:)Q 6,7 4.62 lCZ4.Z bOB.l 1bb o. 3·15 JJ7(.9 40.6 &l.96 39.J0C 2~201~.3 55.9 11.1 o. 7d 74.3 0.75 d.3 6.75 9.0 6.23 l 3 6i. 0 5,):,. 0 
Hb 0.]75 ll7C.'7 40.8 dl.72 l'>i.303 2~2C13.7 51;. l 71. 9 0.7J 74.3 f").67 •• 3 6.Q.;. q.c 5.53 3t,.q •. ~ 173.3 7".,t., O.J15 3}7(.'I 4 1. 3 bl. 72 J9. 309 lC2t:4J.J 42. 'I 11. a C .6•) 74.2 o.,;o d. 1 · 5 .19 ' .. 4.7~ 251. 7 14.t.U ?lb o.375 137C.9 40.4 83,52 3'io2?H 2Qlq9Q.9 4't.J 11.c;i O,ti3 74.) 0.61', d.) 5. 'i .> •• o 5,.:.0 3J'5.J l :,<;;. l! Faii: s::r 1,-
-----~--------------------------- HCANS 2 --- 0.67 ----- 0.64 ------ 5.78 ----- 5.~4 --~~------------STA~OARO OEVIATIONS • O.Q:I o.oa · a. 10 o.os 
'" 
0.375 )}7(.9 4 ). 7 11.01 39.336 2021~0.6 30.2 7 1.4 0.42 73.S Q. 41 8,2 3.70 a. :i J.42 24 ... 6 1 7:j. l 
161 I)• 3 75 337(.9 43.5 77.53 39.J34 202175.3 43. 2 11. 4 0.61 73,<;) o.s,; ,., 5.29 .. , 4. a 1 1119 • .:. C>32 .\) Fo., s Er ,. 7 
---------------------------------- Ml;A'IIS a --- o. 51 ----- o.sn ------ 4.4~ ----- 4.li ------------------STA~OA?D CiVIATIGhS ~ 0. l l Q.13 t. 12 1. c.;. 
1&, C. 3 75 337C.? 1~.5 2~3.~9 39.02] 2~0579.8 l!i. l 77.5 0.45 79. 7 0.44 10.J 3. 51,) 10.6 3. 2:. 332.J 2.:. 7 .6 
1., Q.375 337(.9 lb.l ZOQ.63 39.~18 20C55).0 40.5 17. 1 o.sz 79.9 o.s1 10. l 4.01 1 o. 'i 3.72 21.l.4 124.9 1~a Q.)75 337C.9 l~.6 230.35 ;1.GOl 200467.4 4 7. l 7~.3 0.60 ao.4 o.5? 10.3 4.57 11.1 4.24 2'i8. 7 15 7. -'l 
F,T< S!:T 1b8 
---------------------------------- MEANS a --- o.s2 ----- \). s l ------ 4.03 ----- 3.73 ------------------
..... 
STlNCA~D C~VI~TIO~S z i.) • O'J o.o=i 0.54 C.5J 
!JI lt,,'j \) • .., 75 3JlC.'i 16.0 210.l~ ~9.~17 2C05~C.5 3 7. 2 11.1 Q.43 79.-; 0.47 10.1 J .t.a lC.9 3,41 2'-C 7. 5 ld24. i. V1 769 0. ! 75 , 37C.9 15.0 224,73 39.U06 2CJ4R9.Q 35.0 78.l 0.41:J 80.2 0.45 10.: 3. 52 11. 1 1.2~ lb l. 'I 107.2 , .. o.} 15 337C.9 lt.5 204.03 )~.Ql3 20~57,;.1 4b.3 7 7 • 5 0.60 79.7 0 .. 5 6 10.0 lo.bl lC.8 4.27 13 78 • .:. 73e.4 
7'9 0 • 3 75 337(.{j 16.4 2~4.~~ 39.022 2JC57~.7 so.z 7 7 .6 0.65 79.7 o.s 3 10.,l 4.Q9 10.a 4.63 tio 1. 2 47.~. l , .. a. 375 337(.5 1~.c 224.73 39.006 2004~9.1 54.j 7'3. l 0,70 ao.2 o.n>? 10.2 5.30 11. 1 4.92 lJC2.2 593.2 
ftJ? S~T 1b9 
---------------------------------- NE ANS z --- o.sa ----- 0.56 ------ 4,42 ----- 4.lJ ------------------STANCi;D DEVIATIGNS z G.10 :) • llJ 0.79 ~. 7.:, 
770 c • .t 7 5 1545.0 21.1 71."7 lB.04~ q277Q.9 41.8 6!.. l 0.63 6:, .b 0.61 a.o s.21 R.1 4.82 2770.3 160~.o 
11, 0.315 15-45.C 21. 8 71.03 lb,)50 92171.6 36,'t 66,l i.).55 63.6 o. 5 3 a.o 4.5-4 a.-;- 4.1 ... 5,Jc;. 2 32.!.3 
110 :;, • J 75 1 s1ts.o 21. 5 71.96 1~.046 92754.9 34.2 66.2 J.52 b~.1 0.5•) d,O 4,25 B,1 3 .93 5::07 • 7 31:..s 
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percent separation over the whole size range was computed 
using finite difference techniques. 
Two basic methods of computing percent separations 
for each experimental point were made. The basic differ-
ence between the two methods was the value of the coeffi-
cient of drag CD used in computing K. The first method of 
calculation used a coefficient of drag which varied as a 
function of the particle's Reynolds number Rep. The rela-
tionship for fly ash was: 
CD = 24/Rep + 3/IRep + 0.34 (50) 
under the qualifying condition that CD was always greater 
than or equal to 0.44. This is the equation relating 
coe.fficient of drag and Reynolds number for spheres (58). 
Since the coefficients of drag for settling coal particles 
were found to be approximately 1 1/2 times the corre-
sponding coefficients of drag for similar sized spheres, 
the equation was multiplied by 1 1/2 for the analysis of 
pulverized coal particles, thus obtaining: 
CD= 36/Rep + 4.5/IRep + 0.51 ( 51) 
under the qualifying condition that CD was always greater 
than or equal to 0.66. The second method of calculation 
used the coefficient of drag corresponding to quiescent 
settling of the particle, which was determined experimen-
tally on page 81 in the section on laminar flow momentum 
separation. 
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The Reynolds number Rep of a particle for this analy-
sis was equal to: 
Re = Ud /v p p (52) 
with U = velocity of the fluid, dp = diameter of the par-
ticle, and v = kinematic viscosity of the conveying fluid 
(water in this case). The velocity U of the fluid was 
chosen as the value to represent the relative velocity 
between the particle and fluid, since a particle which is 
captured by the sink has at least this magnitude of veloc-
ity change. 
Values resulting from the theoretical analyses are 
also presented in the tables. Under each heading showing 
how CD was computed are four columns. They are% SEP(TH-L) 
which is the predicted percent separation; SE/ST, the 
ratio of experimental to theoretical separations; 
% SEPV(TH-L), the predicted percent separation if virtual 
mass is considered in the theory; and SE/STV, the ratio 
of the experimental separation to the theoretical con-
sidering virtual mass. 
The means and standard deviations of the four ratios 
are given for each page with the aggregate means and 
standard deviations also given for the experimental 
situation. 
Discussion 
A brief description of the results obtained from each 
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table are presented below. The descriptions are based on 
the author's observations of the experimental results as 
well as a statistical analysis of the results. Analysis 
of variance tables, correlation matrices, and a least 
squares fit of experimental conditions to the separation 
ratios were used in a statistical analysis to help deter-
mine the effects of varying flow velocities, flow ratios, 
and concentrations on the experimental to theoretical 
separation ratio. 
Table 23 gives the results found for separating pul-
verized coal from a coal-water slurry using an angle out-
let in a 3/4 inch diameter tube. The angle outlet, as 
well as the others used in this study are shown in 
Figure 27. A high theoretical separation (approximately 
86 percent) was predicted for these experiments using the 
coefficient of drag dependent on particle Reynolds number. 
This indicates that all but the smallest coal particles 
should be separated. The separation predicted using the 
coefficient of drag based on settling velocity has a 
lower value (approximately 48 percent). Although the 
actual experimental results agree better·with this latter 
value, its use is limited because the coefficient of drag 
of a particle is known to be dependent on the relative 
velocities between the particle and the fluid and not 
on the characteristtcs of particle flow under quiescent 
settling conditions. The inclusion of virtual mass in 
the theory makes little difference in the theoretical 
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predictions, but this is basically due to the high separa-
tion already predicted. The statistical analysis for this 
table yielded no statistically significant relationship 
between the experimental conditions and separation. 
Table 24 presents the results of an experimental sit-
uation similar to Table 23, with the exception of a hole 
outlet being used. The mean separation ratio was slightly 
less than for the angle outlet, but not even one standard 
deviation away. A significant relationship (a<.05) 
between the flow ratio RQ and separation ratio was found 
for this data. A discussion of statistical techniques, 
including a discussion of a, is presented in Appendix 4. 
The relationship shows an increase of separation with an 
increase of flow ratio. 
Table 25 presents the results of an experimental sit-
uation using a curved outlet, but is otherwise similar 
to Tables 23 and 24. The mean separation ratio (0.63) is 
much higher than for the other two outlets. This fact 
provides the main support for a subsequent conclusion that 
an outlet of this form is the optimum (at least among 
those tested in this study). No statistically significant 
relationships were found between the experimental condi-
tions and experimental separation. 
Tables 26, 27, 28, and 29 present the results from 
experiments in which a tubing pump was connected to the 
outlet. The flow rate ratios QM/QS were half or less of 
the values in Tables 23-25. This was basically due to a 
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lower velocity in the main tube. Slightly lower theore-
tical predictions were made under these experimental con-
ditions. The mean ratios of experimental to theoretical 
separations for the angle and hole outlets tested pre-
viously were similar to the results found earlier. The 
mean ratio for the curved outlet dropped significantly 
(from 0.63 to 0.43), probably signifying a loss of effi-
ciency due to either the lower velocity of flow, the lower 
ratio of flow rates, an adverse reaction from the pump, 
or a combination of the three. A straight outlet was 
also tested with the tubing pump and found to perform with 
the least efficiency of the outlet types. These results 
indicate that a low impulse pump, such as a tubing pump, 
could be used to achieve a greater take off flow with 
little disruption of the effectiveness of the separation 
system. The only statistically significant (a.<.05) rela-
tionship between the experimental conditions and experi-
mental separations occurred in Table 27. This relationship 
showed an increase in separation with a decrease in flow 
rate ratios and Reynolds numbers. 
Table 30 shows the results when a centrifugal pump 
was installed in the separation system. Very poor sepa-
rations were achieved, with the resultant implication that 
a high impulse severely affects the separation system. 
Take off rates of approximately 100 ml/sec or 3 times the 
take off rates of the tubing pumps, along with a more 
impulsive action on the system, result in the dramatic 
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reduction in separation. The impulsive action of the pump 
induces a very strong and turbulent withdrawal of flow 
over a short period of time which is stronger than the 
forces helping the particle to escape. 
Tables 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35 present the results of 
high speed momentum separation over specific size ranges 
of pulverized coal particles. The curved outlet was used 
in all of these experiments. Basically 100 percent sepa-
ration was predicted for all but the smallest size range 
using the coefficient of drag based on the particle's 
Reynolds number. As should be expected, the agreement 
between experiment and theory increased with increasing 
particle size, with an average 75 percent of the particles 
in the highest size range being separated. The results 
also discredit using the coefficient of drag based on set-
tling as a means of predicting separation. Theoretical 
predictions of separation lower than the actual experimen-
tal separations achieved for the small particle size 
ranges are the basic reason for discrediting the use of 
coefficients of drag based on quiescent settling. The 
theory, if valid, should predict a value of separation 
greater than that experimentally achieved since it uti-
lizes the ideal situation. Statistically significant 
relationships between the experimental conditions and sep-
arations were only found in Table 34, with the flow rate 
ratio QM/QS and flow Reynolds number found significant in 
determining variation in the separation ratios. This 
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relationship found an increase in Reynolds number resulting 
in an increase in separation, with increasing flow rate 
ratio resulting in decreased separation. 
Table 36 presents the results when fly ash was used 
as the solid passing a curved outlet. Although the fly 
ash particles are generally smaller than the pulverized 
coal used for these experiments, the separations achieved 
were similar to those of the pulverized coal except when 
the curved outlet was used for pulverized coal. The theo-
retical predictions for fly ash were approximately 15 
percent less than the predictions for the complete pul-
verized coal size range. The higher separation ratios 
achieved are basically due to the higher specific gravity 
of the fly ash. With the large number of data points and 
wide variety of experimental conditions, this is the best 
set of data with which to determine relationships between 
experimental conditions and separations. Although the 
values were not statistically significant, an increased 
flow Reynolds number and a decreased flow rate ratio gen-
erally increased separation for the fly ash experiments. 
ASTM C-190 sand was also used as the solid particles 
for one set of tests, and virtually 100 percent separation 
resulted. The results of this test are not presented 
because of the completeness of separation, but the flow 
velocity was 10 feet per second and a curved outlet re-
moved the flow. With the relatively poor separations 
achieved with the pulverized coal particles and fly ash, 
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this helps show the major applicability of this system is 
for large, heavy particles. 
There was difficulty in determining the effects of 
changes in experimental conditions statistically, with 
the primary reasons being the wide range of separation 
values achieved for similar experimental conditions and 
the small sample sizes for the experimental situations. 
There are also some physical explanations of why no over-
all definite relationships between the experimental con-
ditions and separations were achieved. When the flow 
velocity is increased, the theory predicts a greater 
separation. Yet, with the increase in flow velocity, there 
is also an increase in the turbulence of the flow, and the 
mixing phenomenon should decrease the separation. In a 
similar manner, a high flow rate ratio QM/QS results in a 
theoretically higher separation. Physically, because the 
outlet does have size, this also means that the withdrawn 
flow has a closer proximity to the tube outlet before 
withdrawal. This proximity will probably decrease sepa-
ration, at least for the very high flow rate ratios. 
These physical explanations, when considered in conjunc-
tion with the data of this study, suggest the optimum 
setup for high speed momentum separation. In this setup, 
the separated flow withdrawn should be as large a fraction 
of the main flow as possible while minimizing any disrup-
tions caused by the withdrawal, such as impulses produced 
by a pump. There is also a point where further increases 
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in flow velocity produce minimal increases in separation, 
especially considering the economics of achieving the 
higher velocities. Finding the optimum velocity can 
probably be best done with pilot plant experiments carried 
out with the solid to be separated. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was undertaken to examine hydrodynamic 
separation of solids from solid-liquid mixtures. Four 
different phenomena were examined, with extensive inves-
tigations being performed on two of them. The _separation 
techniques were based on the use of gravity, centrifugal, 
differential momentum, and lift and drag forces. Water 
was the liquid studied, and the solids used were pulverized 
coal particles, fly ash, plastic beads, and sand. 
The use of lift and drag forces for separation inves-
tigated in this study were based on the phenomenon of plasma 
skimming in capillary blood flow. It was determined that 
the forces, which produce a movement of particles away from 
the tube wall, were not effective for a slurry moving 
through a large pipe. Only in a 0.106 inch diameter tube 
was a significant effect noted, with a lower concentration 
of solids in the flow withdrawn from close to the tube 
wall. The experiments were abandon€d at this point due to 
the difficulties foreseen in constructing an experimental 
apparatus which could accurately measure the effects of the 
forces, and also because the other schemes appeared more 
promising. 
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Preliminary investigations were conducted determining 
the ability of the inherent centrifugal force exerted on 
particles when flow is accelerated around a bend to sepa-
rate the particles from the fluid. For very small parti-
cles, such as fly ash, the inherent turbulence of the high 
velocity flow needed for adequate centrifugal accelerations 
effectively disrupts the movement of the particles to the 
outside wall. The resultant outcome is very poor separa-
tion in the flow which is withdrawn from the interior of 
the pipe. Better separations were achieved for pulverized 
coal particles (approximately 60 percent), and especially 
for sand (98 percent). Separation is defined as one minus 
the ratio of the concentration of solid in the separated 
flow to the concentration of solid in the influent flow, 
as was previously defined in Sections 4 and S. The 
separations achieved in the experiments show the phenomenon 
to have promise, but due to the large amount of energy 
necessary to produce the high velocities and the difficulty 
in withdrawing a substantial fraction of the flow, the work 
was abandoned to investigate the other. two phenomena. 
The study of gravity separation in pipes experimentally 
examined the separation of fly ash particles from a fly ash-
water slurry flowing through inclined one inch diameter 
pipes. With concentrations of approximately 1,000 mg/1 in 
the influent to the pipe, separations up to 70 percent 
(corresponding to 300 mg/1 concentrations in the effluent) 
were achieved for flow velocities of 0.15 feet per second 
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in a 11.5 foot long pipe. This corresponds to a flow of 
approximately 500 gallons per day for each pipe. Experi-
mental data was collected for ranges in pipe length from 
5 feet to 12 feet, flow Reynolds numbers from 860 to 2,460, 
angles of inclination from 22.6 degrees to 45 degrees, and 
flow velocities from 0.13 to 0.34 feet per second. 
A theory was developed which considered that each 
particle settled discretely according to Newton's law, 
and it accurately predicted the separation which could be 
achieved (the average experimental separation was 90 percent 
of its theoretical value with a standard deviation of less 
than 10 percent). As the flow Reynolds number became 
larger, the theory became less valid, indicating the 
deleterious effect of turbulence on the experimental 
separation. 
The sliding fly ash particle bed was effectively 
removed from the settling pipe with the use of a tee 
positioned near the end of the pipe. The particles fell 
into the tee's side outlet, which was pointed downward. 
By pumping the side outlet's flow at a low rate, a concen-
trated slurry was produced. In large scale applications, 
this concentrated slurry is easier to further treat or 
dispose of. 
A technique for designing a pipe settling system 
using the theory developed in Section 4 was given. The 
important parameters in the design are the particles' 
density, size, and coefficients of drag, the fluids' 
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density and viscosity, and the length, diameter, and angle 
of inclination of the pipe. In general, the separation for 
a given flow rate will increase with more dense and larger 
particles. Reducing the particles' coefficients of drag 
and the fluid's density and viscosity will also result in 
increased separation, as will lengthening the pipe, making 
its diameter larger, and reducing its angle of inclination. 
Several applications of pipe settling systems were 
discussed, including a system in a closed circuit slurry 
line, and a potential arrangement of a multipipe system 
which theoretically eliminates short circuiting was also 
presented. 
Separation of pulverized coal and fly ash particles 
using the greater momentum they possess when suspended in 
moving water was experimentally examined in Sections 5 and 
6. The experimental apparatus consisted of a small tube 
located within a larger pipe (3/4 inch, one inch, and two 
inch diameters) with the axis of the outlet of the small 
tube parallel to the axis of the main tube. Withdrawing 
flow from the uniform stream in the main tube resulted in 
a lower concentration of solid particles in the flow from 
the small tube. The basic reason for the lower concentra-
tion was the ability of the particles, due to their greater 
momentum, to escape from the captured flow and continue on 
past the small tube. 
A theoretical model of the experimental situation 
was developed which consisted of a sink located in a uni-
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form stream. It accurately predicted the separations 
achieved at low flow velocities, but became increasingly 
inaccurate as the velocity increased. This was due to the 
disruptive influence of turbulence within the main tube and 
additional disturbances caused by the withdrawal of the 
fluid, with the predictions being off significantly for 
flow Reynolds numbers in the uniform stream of greater 
than 200. The Reynolds number was found to be the most 
significant characteristic in determining the variance 
between the experimental and theoretical results. 
A comparison of the ability of momentum and gravity 
to separate the same percentage of fly ash particles from 
water shows that a much higher Reynolds number can be used 
for the gravity settling. This indicates that fewer pipes 
would be required, and, due to the large difference in 
Reynolds numbers, a shorter total length of piping wou.ld 
also be necessary. Upon examination of the sizable 
settling velocities of the pulverized coal particles, the 
same conclusions would also apply for momentum separation 
for these particles. These conclusions indicate that for 
most solid particles the most efficient use of a system 
utilizing only pipes would be as a gravity settling 
system. 
Although these results limit the applicability of 
momentum in an enclosed piping system, an application was 
presented in Section 5 which could significantly reduce 
the volume of a tank in which clarification is being per-
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formed. The example appiication showed that, based upon 
experimental data obtained in this study, a settling tank 
removing fly ash from suspension could undergo a 75 percent 
reduction in cross-sectional area if a piping manifold 
utilizing momentum enhanced separation were placed in it. 
Another conclusion from the study on momentum is that 
multi-cell separators can theoretically achieve greater 
separation than single cell separators. Although this 
was not quantitatively verified in the experiments, the 
data gave a strong indication that improved separation would 
occur as the Reynolds number decreased further and the 
experimental separation became closer to the theoretical. 
The basic conclusion of high speed momentum separation 
is that it is not very effective for separating either fly 
ash or pulverized coal from water. Separations were gen-
erally less than 60 percent, and the energy requirements 
to maintain high speeds and the small flows taken off at 
the separator would make the economics of such a system 
questionable. Separating larger particles from fluids 
holds the most promise for this system, with its primary 
advantage being its small size as compared to other systems. 
Disadvantages would include the power and pumping costs 
associated with high flow rates, and the difficulty in 
designing a system which could effectively remove a high 
percentage of separated flow from the main flow. 
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APPENDIX 1 
The computer program presented in this appendix was 
used to evaluate the experimental results for gravity 
settling of fly ash in pipes. It numerically integrates 
Equation 8 from Section 4 to predict the theoretical 
values corresponding to the experimental data. By in-
putting the length of pipe, the volume of the sample 
taken, the time required to obtain the sample, and the 
angle of inclination of the pipe, the theoretical pre-
diction can be calculated by the program. 
Some output is included with the main program 
itself to better illustrate the finite difference 
technique of the program. As can be seen from the output, 
the percentage separation for incremental sizes of 
particles is computed. In addition, the accumulated 
percentage of separation is also included. When the 
program predicts 100 percent separation for a certain 
size particle, it and all subsequent particles are not 
included in the list of particle sizes. It is implied 
that 100 percent separation of these particles took 
place. The last line of output for each set shows the 
experimental separation achieved, the theoretical sepa-
ration predicted, and the ratio of the two. 
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t!F=-5.52•,o••.s>•T~.l[CD••.sJ 
SEPD=O. 
TriE FOLLOWING Sli\Tf~F.t:TS ?NTFG~ATE USIN~ FHIITE DIFFER.ENC.ES 
ave~ T~E WHOLE CROSS-SfCTrr~~l A~EA (IF TH~ PJPF. 
TH~TA=3.14lb.l~O. 
OS=SIN(THETA/2.) 
OS=05.ICOSIANGLEI 
~EPLIN=fHF.IOSl•lOO. 
JFISF:PLir1.GT.l~O.J SEPLIN~IOO. 
[}ARE A:a:..12 S• I THt T A.-Sli~ { TH[T A) )-.125* ft THEl A-3 .1416/50 .1-S IN I THETA-
A3. 14 l t-.lSO.) I 
SlPO:SEDO•SEPlIN•OAREA/{3.1416/4.J 
THETA :THE TA •3 • 1416.150 • 
IFITHET.l.GE.b.22J GO TO 3 
GO TO 8 
PRPASl AN!> PRPASZ CAlClflATE THE PARTICLE SIZE Ol~TRISUTIC,N i\S 
A FUNC.T[e~l OF D. 
PR~ASJ=lb~.•Z0.4•Al0~10-.0011 
~~PAS2•lb~ot2S.4*ALOGIOI 
~EPTOT IS [QUAL TO THF SCPAP.ATJON OF ALL OF TH€ 
PARTICLES UP TO TH[ SIZE O BEl~H': PRE'.FNTLY CALCULJ.TEO. 
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,. SCPTOT=SEPTOT+SEru•IPRPAS2-PRPA~1)/tOO. 
c D=O•.O~ll INCR.EHe~,s O OY THIS AMOUNT. 
29 U=0•.001 
c 
c 
THE VALUE ON THE RTGHT ~,oe OF THf CONOITTO~AL STATE~ENT 
IS Tl-tt:: MA:<IMUN PARTICLE SIZf. PP:PAS2 FOR THIS VALUE SHOULD EQUAL 100. 
30 
" 32 
lFIO.GT •• tJ GU TO b 
l~ISEPO.Gl.99.9) GO TO 3 
o=u- • .:;o t 
WRITr'.(6,5) SEPO,O,!.EPTOT 33 
34 5 F-Oi·CU.ll' 1 ,Fb.Z,' '.( OF- •,FS.3,' Ml't DARTICLES ARE SEPARATEO, WITH 
AACCUi~ULA.TEO Si.:PA.RATION~•,Fb.2,' t•) 
O::::D+. 001 
GO 10 4 
• RATIO=SEPEXP/S~PTOT WRll~I0,101 SEPEXP,SF.PTOT,RATTO 
35 
,. 
31 
,. 
.. 10 FOA..'H,Tl' ',I,' SEP(EXPERIMENTAL)z•,,Fo.2,• i, SEPITHEORETJCALJz•, 
AF6.Z,' '(, AtfD RAllU=',Fb.3) 
40 
41 
4Z 
4) 
20 
GO TO 15 
CCNTINUE 
RETURN 
£ND 
.!.ENTRY 
S.EcT 6662 
3.30 :t OF 0.004 MK PARTICLES ARE- SEPARATED, WITH 
S.lb ~. OF 0.005 rt.'1 PA~lIC.LES ARE SEPARATED, ',llTH 
7.44 ':t ('F C).fi•i~ :-tM PAkllCLES ARE 5EPA!':ATFD, W!TM 
l0.13 '! CF 0.001 ~:.. P.t.RTICLtS ARE :S.EPA~ATE".), Y.JTH 
l3.;:3 ·t Gf IJ.,:t,Otl !·1"1 !l'A~TlCLE~ ARE Sfl>ARATE'J. W!Tu 
lb .. 73 ~ OF o.ooq ~~ P,\;.TICL(;S ARE. SEl>ARATE;.D. W!TH 
~C.~4 ~ 0F o.oto MM PARJ[ClES ARE SCPARATED, WITH 
24.<;13 ; OF Q.011 M~ PA!'(TJCLES AD.E SEPA~ATE!>, WIT~ 
29.an t CF 0.·')12 ,..1-11 ~AP.llCLES ARC SEPAP.A'P:o. WtTH 
34.b3 i OF 0.01) M'1 PARTICLES ARt SEPA?.~T~O, WITH 
'.>'i.<,i'Jl 't C.F 0.·.)14 11i-t PARTICLES ARE SE;PARATFO, WJT"1 
45.t>b l OF 0.01~ ~M PAM.TICLES ARE SEPAR,\TEO·, WITH 
5l.j9 °' OF O.Olb 1\H PJ\'l.TICLES ARE Sf PARATE!l, W!TH 
51.1l.. ~ OF .:;.,Jl7 ,'!~ PAR.T!CL!:.S AR.E \~PARAT!!D, WITH 
"""•Ob ".;: OF O.OlA 1-'.M PAR.TICL.ES AKE S!;PARATEJ. WITH 
1u."'~ 'C Cf o.Ol? Mt~ PARTICLES /i.RE- SEl'A~ATEO, WlT'-' 
11.Zb ~ OF 0.020 ~M O~RTICLES AR~ SEPARAT~O, WTTH 
e2.~l ~ CF Q.021 M1'1 PA~TICLES ARE SEPARATED, WTT ... 
eo.:.::z 't OF o.;;22 "'~ PA'llICLES AR': SEPA't..&TEO, WJTU 
'93.Jl ': CF 0.023 l':M PA.P.llCLES A.IU; SEPAF.ATEO, W!TH 
,;7.oz t; !)F o.02"- HM PA~TlCLES AP( SEl'ARATEO, WITH 
99.73 i OF 0.025 MM PARTICLES ARE S~PARATEO, WITH 
ACCUMULATEO SEPARATION= 
ACi:U"IULAlEO S!:PARATI(l~\s 
ACCUlli!ULAlF.O SE.?ARA'fIO'I= 
ACl'.:Ll~ULATEO !.EP.l~ATIO~,,. 
AC!:L'~l'LATED SEPAP.ATIQ~.:z 
ACCU"AULATEO SEPARATIONs 
ACCUMULA TEO SE'PA!L\ T !CN= 
ACCU.'1lllATEO S!:PARATlON= 
ACCU"11JLA'fEO SEPARATIO•I= 
Al'.:CUr-1'.1LhlEO S!:r'AP..1TJ('l~I= 
ACCL'••HJLATEO SEPAR.ATIC:I~= 
ACCL•:,,,iutt..TEO SEPARATlCN= 
ACCU"'tlt.ATEO ~=PJ\P.ATIO'I= 
ACCU'-!ULATEO SEPAR.All0Ns 
ACCU~ULATEO SEPA~AllQNs 
AC(ll)olll!LATEO SEPf.RATto~,= 
ACCU!~LllAlE'O SEPA~l T1GN= 
4CCU."UlATEO SEPARATION= 
ACC!,~IJLATEO SEPARATt0"4= 
ACCll"IUl.AlEO '!.E?ARATtOtl= 
ACCUl4ULATEO SEPARATl.l''N= 
ACCU~ULATED SEPARATIO~s 
SEP{l::XPEMIM(NlALJ• 58.30 it SEPITHEOKETICALJ= ST.41 't, ANO RATJO:s i.016 
SET 6bb3 
3.z3 i (IF o.oo.c. MM PAi'.llCLES ARE SEPARATF.O, WlTH 
~.C5 t CF 0.005 MM PARllClE'S ARE S~PARATE'O, W1Tl4 
7.7.8 ~ UF o.aVb ~~ PA~llClES ARE st~A~AT~O, WJTH 
~.q2? UF 0.007 MM PA~l!CLES ARE SEPAR~TF.~, WTTM 
12.qc t QF o.ooe MM PA~TICLES ... ~~ StPA~ATEO, WITH 
lb.3~ ~ OF O.OU9 ~~ PARTICLES ARE ~EPA~ATfO, WTTH 
iO.ll l OF 0.010 ~~ PA~llCLE~ A~E SfPARATE~, WtTH 
~4.-.2 '; uf. 0.011 !'\l'I Pr.~l!CLES ARI:: SEPARATED, W!Tlt 
.'!9.00 t l"IF 0.012 ."IM PARTtCLES ARE- S!:PAH.ATEO, WITH 
33.CJ) 1 !Jf 0.1.)13 M~ PAR.TJCLfS ARE SEPARATED, WJTH 
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ACCU"!ULATEO SEPARATt(lri:::o 
ACC11"11JLATC:O S[PARATIO~= 
ACCU~ULATEO S(OARATIO~= 
ACr:U~ULA'H:O S~PAR .. Tlll~:a 
ACCU~ULA f(D SE PARAT 10'1:z 
AC('.1 ... 'JLA lEO SP:PA"tA T l('l'l= 
ACCU"ULA?'fO S~PAll;J.llC1"1= 
AC(\J!'IIJLATE.0 S(PARAllC"'~ 
ACCU'\ULAJEO SEPARJ.TJ(l'f= 
ACC.l1"'ULATEO SEPAR.1.Tlt:''i= 
0.21 t 
o.bo t 
o.qs t 
1.43 i 
1.93 ,; 
2 • .r.9 '( 
3.10 ~ 
3.78 'C 
4.51 t 
5 .30 'i 
o.14 i 
7.03 ~ 
7 .98 't 
e .91 ,: 
10.01 'l 
lt.09 t 
12.22 'i 
13.37 1: 
14.53 l 
15.71 T 
10.ea t 
18.04 t 
0.26 1: 
0.53 1 
0.96 't 
1.1,0 ~ 
1.89 t 
2.44 '! 
3.04 I 
3.70 I 
4.41 t 
s.111 t 
39.19 t OF o. O 14 ~ . .., PA1'TICL!:5 ARE S.!::PA~ATEO, WTTH ACCUMIJlAlEO SEPARATIOU,.,. &.Ct • 
4lt • 1 b 
' 
OF 0.015 
"" 
f'l,i~T lCL!:S ARE SEP.A~ATE!J, WlTH AC.CU~ULATl;D Si::P.\RATIO~l= f,./1? • 
~U.5? l LlF 0 • .:.10 11~ PAR TIC.LES ARE SCPAQ...'.TF.D, 'wt TH ACCu•.i1.TLATEO Sf:PA:tATIQfj: 7 .A2' ., 
!(,. c,;> 
' 
CF 0.1111 M:-1 P,\RTI(LrS ARE SE-PAR1TED, WI Tl-I ~CCU~UL.1,l[;U S!:Pi\J.1..1,TIO~I= 8.7? • 
o2.B7 • Llf O. OlA 
}1.'i PAI-.IICLES -"P.E Sl:.PARAlF.O, W!TJ.f ACC.U··~ULA TED SEPARAdlON= 9.81 • 
1.,'l. l 11 < OF o.t..I <J ,., PA'tllCLl:5 ARE SEP AR Alf'), MITH i\C.ClJ:iULA TE'C SEPA~ATIDi\l:: IO.OR • 
75.94 • C'F u.1"2:'"I "" 
PAI-I.TICLF.-S A•E SEPA~ATED, WT"TM ACC\.1"'!tJLATEU SEPA;:L\TtO•i= 11.98 • (11 • <;9 ,. OF o .. c.21 . '1~ PAl{llCLl:S AR"!;; :i,E?l,RATED, WJTH A.CC Ut-1Ul AT f. D ~EPAQ.ATION= 13 .. 11 • 
eo.?2 ., OF 0.02'2 
"" 
PAP:"!ICLES ,., SEl'.&~!TEO, t.4I TH ACCUMULA TEO $(:PARATIOIII= t4.2b 
' 91.80 • OF 0 .. 023 ~M PII.R T l(l(:'S ARE SEPA".,\lf'), 
W]TM ACCU't'.JLATl:O SEPA"-ATIOl'-I= 15.42 • 
<Jo.oo 
' 
CF o.oi4 
"" 
PARTICLES A:-4.E SF.l>J.~ATED, WITH A(CUHULAT!:O SEPA",A 1 ION= lb.58 • 
9<J .13 • OF o.o~s "" 
?A~TICll:S A!\E SEPA~ATEO, WITH ACClPHJLAT!:O SEPARATIOI"-= 17.73 • 
~CP(EXPERJMENTALI-= 54.30 '.C, SEPITHE:ORETlCALJ2 57.10 •• ANO RATIO= 0.951 
SET 06b4 
J.'.)0 • uF 0.004 HM PARTICLES ARE SEPARATED, WTTH ACCUMULATED 
S[PAR-'.TION= o.z,;, • 
~ .. 48 • OF o.<.o5 "" PA~l!ClES AR!: 
Sf PARAT ED, WIT~ ACC'J""l:.JlATEO SE PAR.A TIO~,= O.f.3 
' 7 .'Jt, • OF 0 .. ·')06 MM PART!CLES ARE SEPA~AT':O, WITH ACCU"IUL-'TEO S!:PAQ.ATIQN:: 1. Q&. ' lO .. "15 • OF 0.007 ~M ?'A~TICLE:S AR[ StPARATfD, ill TH AC~UMIJL.\ TE I) .$EL,>AP,ATION
2 1.51 • 
14. ;:,4 
' 
OF o .. r;os M'~ Pil.RT IC.LES Ar.E SEPARATED, WTT\..4 ,.cc1.1,~·JLA TEO SEPARATION= 2.05 • 
J1.1b 
' 
OF 0.()0? MM PARTICLE:$ ARE SE:PAR,'1,lfO, WITH ACCU~ULA TEO SEPAR.ATJOtl= 2.04 • 
21. •,o 
' 
OF 0.010 1':M PAKTICLES ARE SEl'A~ATE!J, WITH ACCL'~ULAlEO SEPARATION= 3.30 • 
2ei • .t, 5 
' 
OF O.Cll 
"" 
PA~TICLES ARE SCP11lATEO, WITl-i ACCUMULATED SEPf\~.I.TION= 4.01 • 
31.39 • OF o.,)12 "" 
PA~TICLES A~E SEPAitAlEO, WJTM ,,cCU"!ULATED SEPAitATION:: 4.79 
' Jb.70 • OF 0.01:, M.~ PART lClE S ARE ~EPAKATEO, 
WTTH ACCllMULATCO ~EPARAT!QN:: 5.62 • 
L2.,J7 • OF ,j .ri l't . '1!1 P.4:{TlCLES AitE: SEPA~IITEO, 
WITt-1 AC.Cll~UlATED SEPARATION= 6- .51 • 
41i .. 33 • CF 0.015 M" P..t~TICLES ARE SEPAR,\TEO, 
WIT~ AC!':U.,.UlATEO S,EPAR.ATlO~= 7.,46 • 
~t.-.Sb ,, OF O.Olb ~.'-4 PA~TICLE S. ASE SEPARATEO, W!TH AC(U"1ULATED SE r>Aq_A TIDN= 6,.46 • 
t..J.<;19 • OF 0.';17 MM PAQ.lICLES ... SE PAR.A T'-:IJ, WIT'-' A(CIJHULATEO SEPARATIDtl= 9. 51 • 07.55, • OF o.01s '·" 
PARTICLES ARE ~EPf.RATE'J, WITH ACCUMULATED SEPAl:!.iTlON= IO.bl • 
74.13 • OF 0.01:, ~'"" PARTICLES ARF. Sl:PARATEO, 
W!Tl-f .!CCIIMUlATED St:PARATTON= 11.7', • 
l'I .. Llb 
' 
OF 0.020 
"" 
PAR.TlCLl:S ARE SE.P.&~ATEO, WITH ..t(C:tt"IULATE.0 SE:PAQ.A T IO~l= 12.93 • 
8b .. 7l 
' 
vF 0.021 HM PARTICLES ARE SEP AR>. TEO, WITH ,.CCU~ULATEO SE.Ph>I.ATIQ•I= 14.13 
' 
"-1 .. ~b • OF 0.022 ,'1~ PA"TICLl:S "' 
SE"PAltATE"D, W!TH ACCIJ11tJL.l.1EO SE:PAr:\ATIQ•f"" 15.34 • 
'"It>. 2';, • OF & .. '.'.123 ~~ PArtTJCLES ARE SE:PA~Al':D, \IJTH AC(:U!-'ULATEO 
SEPARATION"' 16. !'6, • 
'J9.40 • OF 0.024 "" 
PARTICLES ARE SEP ARI.TEO, WITH ACCUMULATED SEPA~ATJON= 17.76 • 
S(PIEXPERlMENTALJ= so.5-o 't, SEP I THEORETICAL)"' 5A.29 •• ANO RATIO= 0.969 
SET 0665 
3.32 • OF 0,.004 MM PAR:TJCLES ARE SEPARATED, wrr~ 
acCll"!ULATEO SEP.&~ATION= 0.21 • 
S..19 
' 
OF l'.f.1)05 
"" 
PARTICLES ARE SEPAll:ATF.O, "l'!TH ACCIJ~ULATEO SEP&~ATJC,N: o.e.o • 
7 .4S • Of 0.000 MM PARllC.lES ARE 5.Ei"l<:tATED, WT"< AC<.Lt~ULATEO 
SEP),RATIC'~= o.99 • 
l.J .1 a • OF o.v::>7 11,'-4 P.IRTlC.LES 
,., Sf PARA T[IJ, WIT!-' •CCU"IULATEO SE PARA T!ON"= 1.43 • 
13 .. 29 
' 
C"F o.oo~ 
"' 
PARTICLES ARE SE:PJ.RAl(O, 'lfTTM ACCU'-!UL.'TEO SEPAQ.ATION= 1.<;14 • 
10.HZ • OF Cl.OO'i' "" 
P,1,'lTICLES ARE SE PA.RATED, WJTH .t.CCUl'l!JL.I. TED S':PAI\ATlON= 2.50 • 
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' 
o• o .. -:'l ,j ~~ PAqTIC.LES AQ.E SEl-'AR:>.TfO, .... 1r1.1 .&Cf:ll-'1ULATED SEPARATIO~I= 3. 12 • 
.i.5.0';, • OF 0.011 "" 
P>.RllCLES .. , SEP.&RATFD, V?TH ACCU~~UL>.TFD S~PAQ.AllON"' J .AO • 
;,·~. 7~ 
' 
OF o .. c,12 KM !>ARTICLES ARE S~P.6.RATEO, WTT'< ACC~!,..PLATEO SEPARAT!O"I= 't.53 • 
;;4."10 • OF O.Ol) '" 
PART IC.LES ARF SfPA~ILT~O, WITH ACCtr~uL.& TEO SEPARATION= 5.32 • 
4-0,. l B , 1.F o.ul4 
"" 
PA!\TICLES A<E SEDARA]f!), WITH ACCUl°'UlATEO SEPAR.ATir1N: b.17 • 
.i.~.ss 
' 
OF 0 .·) 1, nM P.t.~TICL!::.5-
'"' 
S.EPAR.\lfCI, WITI-I ACCtl"1ULAlED SEPAR.ATIO"I= 1.01 • 
~l.84 • OF 0 .. ,,10 MN P~RTICLfS 
AR( SEPlkATFD, WITH ACCU'1ULA TF.D S~PARATION~ a.oz • 
sn.02 • OF O a O l T "·" 
Pl.Q.TICLES A.H.( SE?A~Alf·D, W!TH ACCL•~Vl.t.TE('I SF.PARATJQN:z ·J.02 • 
t. ... l.5 • OF 0 .:. l l'I M~ P,l~TlClE S 
.. , S[PAR.f.TEO. WITH AC.C.\JMULATEO SE"PA~.\TJCl~::i: IO.Ob • 
70. 7Ci 
' 
CF Oa\ll ':ll ~>t P.ARJICL(S AR( S(PARATf"O, WJ"""' f.CCU~ttlAll:O SE-P1,~ATION= 11.ts • 
77.':'-9 • OF o.n.::.o MS PA1.TtCLtS A<E SE PAR.&TfO, WITH ACi:llML•LA TEO 
SFPAi;..& T 10"1= lZ.28 • 
fl3.l4 • OF o.i:i21 ~"1 P.&ltllC.LF.S ARE Sf PA~ A TF('.I, 
WITM .'CCU'·IUL>. TED S~PARA.l ICPI: 13. 1·3 • 
tHl.~"' • OF o.v22 "'-M PAQ.llCLES ARE S.EPA~All::O, 
WTTl<I ACCl 1"'t'LATFO SFP..tRATION= 14.~0 • 
.,i).30 
' 
o, 0.021 MN PARTICLES 
'"' 
SEPARATCO, WTTH ACC:U!"IULATEO SF.PARA TI ON• 15.78 • 
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".1l.2b ";c OF 0.()24 Mi-1 PA~TICLF..S ARE: SEP.t.RATF.O, WJT!-1 ACCU~Ul.lTEO SEPA.RATIOrl• 16 .. ?6 t 
<t9.E'4 't QF O.Ci2S M.'1 PAR.IICLES ARE SEPAk.ATED. WITM ACCU~!JLATED SEPARATION"" 113.ll i: 
St:PIEXr'ERlKf.NTAL).:,; 54.70 %, SEP'llHEQIU:TJCAL)• 5,7.48 'f, AtJO RAT(O:a Q..,9S2 
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APPENDIX 2 
The computer program presented in this appendix can 
be used to size a pipe settling system. The program is 
theoretically based on Equation 8 from Section 4. Data 
which must be input include the length of pipe, the angle 
of inclination of the pipe, and the diameter of the pipe. 
Information concerning the solid which must be included 
are the specific gravity, the maximum and minimum sizes, 
the percent passing function related to particle diameter, 
and the coefficient of drag as a function of particle 
diameter. 
A variable Tis also input into the program. It 
corresponds to the amount of time required to fill a 
400 ml sample from slurry flowing through the pipe. 
Besides a listing of the main program, an example 
with output is included. For the example, a five foot 
long pipe inclined 45 degrees was input. A two inch 
diameter pipe was used, with fly ash as the solid in the 
slurry. The various physical characteristics of the fly 
ash were input in the appropriate places in the program. 
This included having a value of 2.50 for the specific 
gravity on the data card. A time T equal to 6 seconds 
was also included on the data card. 
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The actual design can be made with the output given. 
For example, if 50 percent separation were required for a 
project with 1 MGD of flow, then at least 766 five foot 
long pipes should be used, since they can achieve 51.6 per-
cent separation. If a better approximation to the very 
least number of pipes is needed, then the statement in 
the main program incrementing T can be changed. As an 
example, it could be changed from T=T+l. to T=T+.25 to 
reduce the number of pipes between predicted points. 
The velocities of flow are given to aid in deter-
mining if the solid can slide down the pipe. 
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, TlMEs'S 
Tl-tIS PROC,"(.AM lofILL P~EDICT T'-'F. TH['fl~ETICAL l SEPARATIO~i FO!I 
rLV AC:.rl PARTICLES l1l A ONF rricH DIA~IETFR. PIPF HAYII-IG VARIOUS 
LE~;(;THS ANO FLOW RATES. lf~CTHS OF PIPES SHOULD f'E G.tVEPI IN FEET ANO 
FLOW F.AT[S IN Ml/StC. 
FLY.ASH PA~TJClfS WILL P.E AS~lf"IEO TO 51::TTLE OtSCRETELY, HAVE 
A SPECIFIC GRAVllY UF 2.S~, VARY TN SIZE FROM .003 MH TO .l MM 
WITH l PASSlN~: lb5. + 23.4*LNf0t 
THIS PROGRAM CAH SE EASTLY t1l)OJFTED TO HANDLE OTHER 
SOLIUS IF TH~IR PHYSICAL Clf,'P!l.(T£11ISTICS .ARE KtlOWN .. THESE 
INCLUDE THEIR MAXV·1U'."'I ANO ~r~rr~iu:, ~TZF.S, THl:IR PEP.CEt-tT 
PASSH:<; FU<iCfIO~I ih:LATf.O TO Pl~TJCLE 01..aMETER, TIIEI.q_ COEFFICIENT 
OF Oil.AG AS A Fu:~C.TIO~I OF PARTICLE OJAMETF.R, AHO THEIR SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY. 
Ts TIME FOR 4VO ML OF FLUID TO PAS~ THROUGH PIPE IN SEC 
P IPlL : LENGTH CF- PJPf: It-t Ff"ET 
ANGLE. IS ANGLE: CF INCLINI.TJON OF PIPF. IN DEGREES 
OIAPIP = 01.A.HtTER OF PIP'I: IN l~~CHF.5 
SPG~: SPfCIFIC G~AVITY OF SOLi~ 
REAOl5,7J Pl?EL,T,ANGLE:,DIAPlP,5PGR 
FORMol..Tl5FlO.O) 
A=ANGlE 
.A.NGlE=ANGLE•2.•3.14lb/360 • 
0 ]N THE FCllOWING STAT('"!EUT rs THE S:.4ALLEST VALUE OF D 
f-['IR THE SOLID PLUS TtiE A.'otCUtlT THF. PARTICLE SIZE IS INCREMENTED. 
D=.004 
SEPTOT=O. 
TO 15 THE OE:lENTION TJHE IN THE PIPE 
lO=lS4.4*PlPEL•T~IOIAPIP••zJ/0 
THE FOLLORiriG FUMCTIC'NS RELATE COEFFTC lENT OF DRAG CO 
TO PA~llCLE DIAMETER FOR FLY ASH OVER S?ECIFlC SIZE RANGES. 
TO ADAPT THIS PROGRAM FOR CTHE~ SOLIDS, THE EQUATICNS RELATING 
CO TOD FOR. THAT SOLID MUST BE INPUT HERE. 
1Fro.Gr •• 01~J GO TO 12 
CD=EXP(-4.75-3.0l•ALOGIOJJ 
GO TO 2 
CO=EXP(l.28-.2b4•ALOGID)+.307•1.Lnr.rol•ALOG{O)I 
t1F IS THE HEIGHT OF FALL FC'III: A FLY ASH PARTICLE WITH 
OIA.'1ET':R o. THE t~U!"'IBEI{ (,,.50 rs !=QtJ4L TO ALL OF ·THE l'ER'1S lN 
~H;1'T(IN'S LAW F.XCEPT FOR THf OTHFII: TE~MS SHOWN. 
HF:4.~0•tD••.5J•ltSPG~-l.J••.!J•TD/fC0••.5} 
StPO=V. 
THE FOLLOWING STATEME"~iTS TNT(GRATE USING FTNITE OlFFEREflCES 
OYER 1Hf WHOLE CRuss~sF.CTJff,IAL A~FA OF THE PIPE. 
THETA:3.14)0/50. 
OS=OIAPJP•SJN(TH£TAl2.> 
OS=OS/COS[ANGLEJ 
S{PLI"~tH~/~SJ•lOO. 
J~(SEPLJN.GT.100.J SEPLIN=lOO. 
0AKEA=.125•tTHElA-SI~ITHETA>l-.115•((THETA-3.l416/50.J-SlNITHETA-
A3.l(,,lb/S;).JJ 
SEPD=SfPO•SEPLJN•OAREA/(3.1416/4.) 
THfTA=fti~TA+J.14lb/SO. 
JFITHtTA.GE.b.22} GO TC 3 
GO TO 3 
P~PASl ANO P~PAS2 CALCULATF THE PARTICLE SIZE 01STRl3UT10~ AS 
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,. 
27 
,. 
,. 
30 
)l 
32 
n 
34 
35 
3• 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
4' 
43 
44 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
J 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
• 
30 
40 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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A FU~CTION OF o. 
10 ADAPT THIS PRCGR.&M FCA OT1.fE1. S:'.'ILIDS, THE EQU .. TIONS RELATING 
Pt:RCENr PASSING TO O fOR TH•T S'JLJO MUST ,e INPUT Jl~RE 
PRPASl=lt.5-.+.2B.4 .. ALcG,o-.001} 
~ltPAS2=lb5.+7.8.4•ALOGIOt 
S!:;PJOT IS EQUAL TO THF SEPAltJlTif'!N Of ,\LL OF TH!: 
PA~fJCLF.S UP TO TH~ SlZf O Ofl~G P~~~ENTLY CALCULATED. 
SEPTOl=SEPlQT+SEPO~IPRPASZ-PRPASl)/100. 
D=0+.001 INCREMEUTS l'.'I flY THTS SIZE. THE VALUE COULi> POSS?8LY 
BE CHANGED FO~ OTHER SOLIDS. 
0=0+.001 
THE VALUE- CH THE RIGHT SIDE l"!F THE coriotTTCfl,\L STATE~1ENT 
JS Ttlf. flA:X.IMU)-1 PARTICLE SIZE. PRPAS2 FOR. THIS VALUE StiOUlD EQUAL 100. 
JFIO.GT •• l) GO TO b 
lFIS(~O.tT.?9.9J GO TO 3 
G3 l!'.l 4 
NPIPE • THE NUHBER OF PIPES REQUIRED TO HANDLE 1 MGO FOR THE 
EXP':r.tI.•tEl'fTAL CC1NOITIOHS. 
NPI~E=43S~O.•T/Q 
WRITE(0,30) ~PlPE,PJPEl,A,SEPTOT 
FORtU,T(' ',le,,• - •,F4.0,' FIJOT LOl'l:G PIPES INClINE0 1 ,FS,1, 
A' OEC:.~EES ACHIEVE 1 ,FS.l,' i' SFPARATJ0'4 FnR l MGD'I 
V=.QOU48•~/CT•IOl~PIP~•2J) 
QFLOW=.J054~•Y•COIAPtP••zt 
WRITE lb,'-•)) OIAPIP.,V,QFLOW 
FOr\MATl 1 '•IR:C,•FOR i:J.CH 1 ,F5.t,• ?HCH -OlA. PIPE, V=',F7.3 1 1 FT/SEC 
A, ANO Q= 1 ,F7.5, • FTJ/S[C',/J 
T IS INCREMEl'iTEo ov 1. F.ACH Ttr"!E THROUGH THE PROGRAM TO 
trFEC.TlVELV lNCitl:ASE THi; FUJWR.ATF THROUGH THE PfPE. T~lE 
NU:~ae~ COUlD B~ !~CREASED oq ~Ft~F.AS~O TO lIMIT THE CHANGES 
lit V1:LOC.1TY SElNl::Ett THESE pr,JNTS. 
TzT+L. 
THE TER!1 ON THE RIGHT SIDE C'.IF THE FOLLOWING CCll·!OITIONAL 
STATEMENT ll~ITS THt MINIMIJ~ VALUE FOR THE FLOW THRC'UGH THE S"l"STEH .. 
IFIT.GT.200.) GO TO ·zo 
GO TO 21 
CON'flNUE 
R.ElURN 
e•o 
SENTRY 
547 - 5, FOOT LC.NG PIPES INCLINED 45 .. 0 OEGR:~ES ACHIEVE 46.4 t·SEPARlTICN FOR l MGO 
0.130 FT/SEC, .&NO Q=0.00283 FTJ/SEC 
.. , 
1bb -
B1b -
10'15 -
FOit EACH 2.0 INCII DIA. PIP!!, Vs 
S. FOOT LONG PIPES lNCLlflEO 45.0 DEGREES ACHIEVE t,q.3 t SE.PA.RATION FOR I MGO 
FOR EACH 2.0 INCH OlA. PIPF., V: 0.10~ FT/~EC, ANO 0=0.0023~ FT)/SEt 
5, FOOT LUNG PIPES INCLINED 45.0 OfGRF.ES ACHTEVE 51.b i SEPARATION FOR I ~(,0 
FOR EACli z .. o INCH OlA .. PIPE, V= o.oq3 Fl/SEC., AND Q=o.00202 FTJ/SEC 
5. FOOT lQUG PIPES lNCLlNEO 45.0 OECRfFS J.ClilEVF 53.7 't SEPA!t.ATICIN FOR 1 ,'tt;O 
FOi< E.lCH 2.0 INCH OJ.A. PIDE, y,,. o.o.n1 Fl/SEC, ANO Q=0.0011'7 FTJ/SEC 
5. FOOT LCl~G i>JPES INCLIHE.O 45.,0 OEGRF.ES ACHIEVE 55.4 't SEPA~ATtON F'JR l HGO 
fOR E.lc..H 2.0 lNCtl OIA. P!PE, V= 0.072 FT/5EC, ANO Q=0.00151 FT3/SEC 
5 .. FOOT LOHG PIPES Ir~CLJr;EO 45.0 OFr.1'.E'ES ACHIEVE 57.0 l SfPARATION FO;t 1 !"!CD 
FOR tACH z.o 1:tClt DIA.. PIP~, V= n.obS FT/SEC, AtfO Q::0.00141 FT3/SEC 
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APPENDIX 3 
The computer program given in this appendix can be 
used to predict the path of a particle flowing in a uni-
form stream past a sink. A prediction of the path of a 
0.35 mm pulverized coal particle is shown in the output 
of the program. The experimental conditions are shown, 
as well as some characteristics of the particle in this 
particular situation. An incremental listing of the 
positions of the particle as it moves through its path, 
along with the velocities and changes in velocities are 
shown. 
The particle used in this analysis was captured at 
0.42 Hand 0.43 H, and escaped the sink at 0.44 H. These 
values are what would be expected for a particle with 
K = 353 and C = 350, as can be attested from Figure 13. 
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z 
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• 
• 
10 
11 
lZ 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
SJ06 
c 
c 
z 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Z33 
c 
1 
c 
c 
c 
c 
lZI 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
122 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,TtMEs.7 
K IS Tttf.. r:u,-UH:'R CIF OATA CAROS TO Bf READ 
R lS THE RAOlUS Of THE HAYN TunF. J~ 1NC~ES 
Rft.ats,z, K,R 
fC~"1Al( 1),F6-.3J 
THlS PltOC.:lA:·t FOLLOW!j TIIF P4T'4 OF A PARTICLE THROUGH A UNIFORM 
ST't~AM. r!IIICH J.S Ir~FLUfUt:E'll '!,YA SJnK. FUR .'\NY PARTICULAR SIZE 
PA•tTIC.LE IT WJLL Flf\l) THI: !-E.Po\R.ATlO'I WHICH CAN Bl: ACHIEVl:0 FOR 
11-iAT PAI\.TICLC: .. THIS PJUJGR-''1 Will i\LSO SHOW HHAJ EFFF.CT GR.AYITY 
HAS ON THE PARTICLC, ALLOWING THE USER TO INPUT A VALUE FOR IT. 
O IS PA1TICLE DIAMETER I~ M~ 
l'JMA lH IS. FLO\ol ESCAPING SIN:< IN Mt 
:J''.:.EP ts FLO\~ CAPTURED SY STMK r~, M'l 
T IS TIME ltl S1,;CtJrlOS FOR Of4AJ11f ANO QSEP TO BE COLLECTED 
OT rs l~!CK{;M'E.NT.t.L TIME FOR FTP.fJ'!E DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS 
G IS VALUE FOR GaAVlTY t~l IN2/SF.C 
Yt.l'l~l I~ THE llHTlAL HFIC.HT OF PA~TlCLE AS .l FRACTION OF H 
O£LY IS THE H.iC.RE:ME:rlT Y('N.F IS nECD.t;ASEO AS A FR.A.(.TirJ'' OF H 
THE 'l,.LUES Cf THE Tf~'1! I"f Tl<IT$ PROGRAM A!\E SIMILAR TO THOSE 
POSSESSEU eY PULVERIZED COAL PARTICLES. 
WRITEI0,233> 
FU~M.A.TI' Vl~TUAL M~SS IS r,or con5t0Ell:!;ED IN THIS ANALYSIS'} 
00 00 1=1,K 
READ I 5, 11 0, Q~.A, 1r,, QS~P, T ,OT ,G • YON£ I ,DELY 
FCRMAll8FlO.O) 
THE: FOLLO'~li1G TER.~S RELATt=' THE AREA, ·VOLUHE, ANO COEFFICIENT 
OF O~AG FO~ lHE PARTICLES Tn THFtR DI.A.METER, 
A~EA=.00122•0*0 
VCLUHE= • 0000 320•o•o•o 
THf CUtfFIClfNTS OF OR.A.~ FOR THESE ANALYSES ARE BA.SEO ON THE 
VALUES CCRRES~CNOJ~G TO CUIESCFNT SETTLING. 
IF IO.GT •• 121 GU TO 121 
CD=l,3•EXPl-l.71-3.Z4•ALOGCD>1 
CO TO 122 
CD=-, 1"1f.1+I. 73•EXP(-.2738+,9170/0-f .03583/l D•Ol I I 
T~E FOLLOWING TCRHS ARE THE CONSTA~TS DEVELOPED IN THE THEORY 
FU~ LAMl~AR ~LOW HOMENTUN SEPARATION. 
RH('P::o l e39*R'i(JF 
Cl=C.Cl•llHOF•AllfA./l. IN LB/IN 
C2=4 .. •3. l4•~•R•R-cRtlOP/l lN LA 
C.?=4,•3.l1t•A:•R•R•IRHL•..,-RHOFJ/3 Jfl LB 
t4= • S•4•3. l4•R••3•RtlOF-13 (VIRTUAL MASS) 
lHEORY 
Cl• IUF-UP 1••2•C3•G,cCZ•<OUPl'DE1. T J 
Cl=CD•A~fA•.DlBl 
C:2=. 0~02 •VOLUME 
CJ:• 0 1'+ 1 •v:JLU1"'.E 
C4=.n 1 fl 1 •VGLUME 
lFlNlL t S THf VELOCITY OF FLOW UPSTREAM FROM THE SINK 
UINTL=.Ol9~•1QM•JN+QSEPl/rT•R•~1 
HIS THl HllGHT UPSTREA~ FROM THE SINK BF.LOW WHICH ALL OF 
TN( FLUID 1~ (APTUA:F.D. 
H=l[OSEP•R•~I/IQS~P+wMAlN)J•~.5 
PAR.lit .A.NO C ARC l~f: OIMF.NSlC'NlESS CONSTANTS REfERREO TO 
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c 
c 
lO 
21 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
22 
c 
c ,, 
24 
25 
c 
2b 
Z1 
28 107 
29 
JO 200 
31 
32 22C 
33 
" 
210 
35 
3b !09 
37 
38 l!O 
c 
39 
40 
41 
4, l ll 
43 
44 112 
45 
c 
c 
c 
4b 5 
47 
48 
4Y 
50 
51 
52 
53 10 
54 
>5 
,. 
57 
,. 
59 20 
bO 
bl 400 
b2 
., 30 
lrJ Jiff CHAPTER Of·l L.&HUl/111: FLOW 1'10"f~TIJM SEPARATION. 
PAKJK IS TUt Ol:--11:N!;IQtJLF:C:.~ Cl'1NSTANT K 
PARJ~=-tJ.1•COtH/O 
C =745 • •G • 1• i ~R• •4~H/I fi.iSEP-+QltA JPI) ••2 t 
VS IS THE SETTLING VElOCTTY OF THE PART1CLE. 
VS=-1.0205•D•G/COJ••.5 
UP AND VP ARE Tl-IE IJIIITI.IIL Vl:'LOCTTIES OF THE PARTICLE IN THE 
-' Al~D Y OIREC.:TlO.:'lS, RESP~CTIVF.LY. 
UP=l.ll'.iTL1-VS 
VP=O. 
OUP=O.O 
CSir>IX. IS THE STRENGTH OF THE Sl!'l.C. 
Qtltli<. =-H• l ~ •'* UI~TL I 
WFtITElb,1-'.171 D,O~AlN,QSEP,T 
fOi,~u.rr,.• C,=',F5 .. 3,• MM, 0HA}N'"'',F5.o,• t-'l, QSEP:',F5.0, 1 HL, 
A AND T=',Fb.1, 1 SEC'I 
nRITl16,200) OT,G 
Fftfi..'1Arf' 11:-tE INCREMENr = 1 ,F7.5,' SECONDS, ANO G=',F7.2,'IN/SECZ'J 
WPJTF.fb,220) VS,CO 
FORM;\T( • SETTLitfG VELOCITY =•,Fa.4,' lN/St;C, ANO CD=' ,Fl0.2) 
WRlTElb,2lOJ ~A~-rK,C 
FOJ.::OU,TI' K= 1 ,F9.t,• AUD C=',F9.l) 
w~tTEI0,1091 H,QSINK,U!NTL,YnNfl 
Fllk:-!AT(' 1-1=',Flf.4, 1 HI, OSTtJIC=',F-'J.31' J!l/t-.,.2/SEC, UINTL=', 
AF6.3, 1 Ill/SEC, ANO INITIAL Y POStTlOtl=',F4 .. 2,' 0 1 J 
~RITE!b,1101 Cl,C2,C3,C4 
Fl~R:J,.11' Cl=',FI2:.10,' L'1/TN, C2= 1 ,F12.10,' LB, C3=', 
A~l2.1), 1 LB, ANO C41VI~lUAl ~ASSJ=•,Fll.10, 1 ta•J 
XONE ANO YG.fE ARI: THE l"fITJ.\l POSlTlGN OF THE PARTICLE. 
XOtfE=30.•lt 
YO'l'.:=Y0,"11":l*H 
W~JTF!b,lll)XONE 
fr')IUU,T( 1 •,•INJTTAL X r'OSJTIO~=',F6.J, 1 IN.•) 
W~IT[I0,112}YONE 
FCRH-'TI' •,•INITIAL 'f POSITIOHr•,Fh.3,• IN. 1 ) 
JFIYO~E.LE.O.J GO 10 80 
TH~ FOLLOl."lUG SlATF.MENTS F('ltl~W T!.iE PATH' OF THE PAR.TlCLE BY 
USING FifllTE OlFFl::REt/CF.S.. lUF C'llFFERE~lTlAL EOUATIO~S OF MOTl011 
FUl JHE P:..Rt ICLt ARE SOl.VED ev I.J!'.JNG A, SMALL TINE INCREMENT Ofl T 
x=xcr~f 
Y=YO~E 
UP:UJNTL•VS 
V~=(QSlN~•Yl/lb.ln•tx•X•Y•Y)l 
VP=O. 
J'-l 
SQ=H 
Uf=UINTL•COSINK•X)/lb.ZS•(X•X+Y•YJJ 
JF{X.GT .. HI GO TO 400 
OUP21c1•1IUP-UFl••21,c21•0ELT 
JflUP.LC.llF) io TO 20 
u~1~u~-OUP•G•OELT•C3/Cl 
GO ro JO 
UPJ•U?•IJUP+G .. OELl•C3/C2 
GO 10 3U 
UPJ:Uf+V~ 
['{LT=DT$ofl.•(X/HI) 
VF=(CSI~(•Y)/l6.2B•l~•X•Y•'f)J 
183 
•• 
., 
OYP=1Cl•IIVP-VFJ•~ZJ/C21•DELT 
lflVP.LE.Vfl GO 10 40 
l,(. VP !='/P-OVP 
01 G:1 ro so 
bB 40 VPf:.VP•OVP 
69 50 >l=X-ll1JP•UPII/Z.J•Of\.T 
·,o y:.v-1 (VP+VPI )/2.)0:0ELT 
71 SIJl=SIJ 
1Z SQ•CX•:<+'l'•Yl••.s. 
73 UP=-i.JPI 
1'• VP=VPl 
75 IF!SVI.L~ •• 02) GO 10 70 
,. 
11 
18 
79 
60 
Bl 
RZ 
03 
•• 
65 
•• 
c 
c 
c 
c 
IF THE [•ARTICLE GETS WlTHJN .oz PICHES OF THE s1nK, IT 1S 
CC!IISICEREO (.!PJUKE:O. 
IFIX.GT.O.I GO 10 bl 
lflSOI.GT.H)CO TO 60 
bl J:rJ•l 
IFIJ.LF..400) GO TO 10 
J=l 
300 W~ITF.{b,100) ~,Y,SQ 
10'=1 FO':tl!ATI' 1 , 1 X= 1 ,f.l),.4,.• JN., '1"2•,F~ 0 4, 1 lN.,SQs 1 ,F8,4,' Hf.••z•) 
W~ITEl~,!Ol)UP,OUP,UF 
101 rei:..t-16.l(' ,,, UPti: 1 ,FB.4,' IN/SEC, DUP= 1 ,F9:.4,' 1~1/SEC, U,F:',F3.4 
1,' IN/S.f.:C 1 1 
W~IT~l6,l021VP,OVP,VF 
102 ft.•io.11ATl 1 •,• yp,,,•,F&.4,' JN/S£C,OVP= 1 ,F&.4,' IN/SEC, VF•',FB.4, 
l' JN/SEC'J 
CO TO l·) 
c AT Tti]S POINT lT HAS l'EE'I OETERMrnr:n WHETHER Till: PARTICLE HAS 
c Sl(N C.I.PTUR.ED ev OR ESCAP!:(.l F!l'OM Tl.IE Sf~ll(.. llf EITl!fR CAS.E, THIS 
C p,-~GR!~ SHOWS Tiff. lNITIAL Pr-tG,flT f'F THi; PI\RTICLE .,.,.;o GIVES THE 
C P!;~Cf"ITAGE [If PA~TICLES WUll'.:Lf WOULD E'(CAPE CR ,E CAPTURED • .A NEW 
C HElGl-41 Wl!tJLU SE P9.00UC~O 13Y T~E p(IQG!!.,.M Tn lNITlALlZF. THE CONOl rlONS 
C TO O~TEkM]lliE IF THE PAI\TICLE CAN ESCAPE FROM THIS HEIGHT. 
Q3 60 WRTTl16,i.GO) Jt,Y,SQ 
~'I '-RlT!:1~,1:..1) UP,OUP,Uf 
qO Wf:.1TE!6,I02) VP,OVP,YF 
']l YJ-1=-YONE/H 
92 WU.ITf-lt.,lC.31 J 1 YOUE. 1 YH 
~3 103 F{lll.:~.l.TI' -P:.RTIC.LE ESCAPES- , J::',15, 1 YOr1Ea 1 ,F8.4,' IU, 
A OR YCN~~•,F8.4,• H') 
94 P=-ll.-1vo:iE••Z)/tH••2J1•100. 
QS WRIT[ [6, 104)P 
'lb 104 FLiil.ll.\11 1 AT LEAST',F-4.0,' I: f:SC.APf') 
97 YC"'~t:=-YOt{!:-OELY•H 
'Jd lF!Y{•t:E.Lf.O.IGO 10 80 
~q DIIP:.O .0 
l'Jt, t;Q TO S 
ll.11 11) WRITEl6,10()) X,Y,SO 
102 W~!TEl~,lOlJ UP,OUP,Uf 
103 W~lT':lt.,lJZI VP,OYP,VF 
104 YH::Y(U,E/H 
105" j,jJ.I.JTE1~.1os1 J.YONE,YH 
lQb l:.'.IS fO;:;.l'\ATI • -'1ARTIClE' IS CAPTURED- , Ja',15, • VON£a',F8.4,' IN, 
A CR Y'Ji'lt=',FA.4 1 ' H') 
107 P=ll.-lYONE .. •21/IH•*Zll•loo. 
llJ!! P: 100. -P 
l~~ w;;i.JJf li,,,lObl P 
110 106 f-OR~il.ll' .t.t LEAS1',F4.0,' t ARE CAPTURED') 
184 
111 
112 
113 
11' 
llS 
ll6 
80 
!, 1- ,_.TRY 
'(Gllf. =YON(1' 0 0 l •t1 
OIIP.:Q.r:J 
GO TO 5 
cnr;r 1 ~,UE 
Kl: lUR'i 
END 
VlRTUAl MASS IS Nor CONSIDERED IO THIS AilfALYSIS 
Li=Oo3~,j i•;s1, '1~Alit= ~1')0. ML, QSE:P= 300. ML, ANO T::r:. 25 0 0 SEC 
llio\E l~C.~[r1(Nf =Jo:->C04,l S':CDI\O'i, ,UIO G= 182 0 40lN/'SFC2 
StTTllNC. YELCCll"f = o.i.0 1.2 Tr4/SEC, ANO CD= 12.74 
I(: 352.5 A~tO C= 349 0 7 
H= 0.1011 Pl,- OSll-!K= o.osa IN••21sec, UtNTl=< o.466 IN/SEC, Ap,.;Q JNITt.lL Y POS1TION=0.4o4 H 
C1=0.000(U44~02 LB/IN, c.2::0.00000006,., LS, CJ=0.0000000193 LS, ANO ''·iYIRTUAL MlSSl=o.ocoonooz49 LB 
J~;IT'L~L t Pos1·r1c,u=21.z13 1;~. 
INITIAL Y POSITl~N= ~.311 IN. 
~= 17,02~9 IK., Y= C.Jlll JN.,S~= 17.0316 tn.••z 
UP= i;..q3-::,9 lt~/SEC, OUP:: O.li00.') IN/SEC, UF= 0.47\fl IN/SEC 
VP=- o.uooo 1~1/Sl:C,OVP= o.0000 IN/SEC, VF= 0.0001 IN/SEC 
~:. 13.~400 IN,, Y= (1.JtlO IN.,SQ= l3.b41~ IN.••z 
UI-'= t•.')374 1:,JSEC, CUP"" fJ.V•JOO IN/SfC, U:,:= 0.4733 IN/SEC 
VP= 0.0!)00 I'l/StC,DVP= O.OC<.:,O l!l/SEC, VF• ').0002 IN/SEC 
)I':.=: 10.0946 IN., Y= O.JlOJ;l Ui.,SQ= 10.~990 l"l.••2 
UP= u.~394 IN/S~c. [A.IP= v.ooo~ IN/S~c. UF= 
VP= 0•0001 IN/SEC, DVP= O .0000 lti/S[C, VF= 
,l:.aa fl.bb-}<) IN .. , V= o.3105 u~ •• S.Q= 8.6754 !N.1o•2 
0.4752 IN/SEC 
0.000~ !ti/SEC 
Uf-1 ;:i.~418 Ul/SE.C, DUP:. c.0000 HI/SEC, UF= 0.4777 IN/SEC 
yp..:,. O.OOl')L IN/~r-c,ovP= O.O[L)O ltl/SEC, VF: n.1)00'• l~J/SEC 
1= b.abb9 IN., Y= 0.31U2 IN •• ~u= b.87J9"JN.••2 
UP= o.9450 IN/S(C, DI.JP= l').C,JQ"j IN/SEC, UF= o.,~eoa IN/SEC 
VP= 0,0003 1'1/S!:::C,:l\lP= O.OOOCt IN/SEC, VF= 0,0007 !H/SEC 
X= ~.40SC. lN •• 'f= fr.30Yb l~ •• so= 5.4145 1~, ... .,.2 
UP:z: ,i.949l I~•,src, t.'l.JP= o.OOJO JN/SfC, U~= o.4,1;4q, Vl/SEC 
V?= 0.0005 l~.15fC.tOVP::t 0.0000 }:f/SEC, VF= 0.('1011 IN/SEC 
X= 4.2210 IN., Y= o.30a~ JN.,5~= 4.2321 IN.••2 
UV= 0.9'i4.lo PI/SlC, t'UP= !J.0rJV.) IN/SEC, UF= O.'io?01 IN/SEC 
VI>= 1).000':I Pi/StC ,OVP= o.OOOIJ IN/SEC, VF= o.ootA HI/SEC 
1= 3.2~03 IN., Y= O.J07b I~.,SQ= 3.274~ IN.•*2 
UPz e.c;,6lt:, lN.ISEC., r;UP:z O.OJOO It-1.l~EC, UF.2 0.4975 IN/SEC 
VP= O.OOlb 1111.15'::C,OVP= 0 .. 0000 IN/SEC, VF= 0.0030 HI/SEC 
X= 2."tBC9 IN., Y: f•.305q IN.,50= 2.4997 l~J.1'•2 
UP: 0.9714 lt!/S(C, L:UI)= 0.0000 lr~/SEC, UF.2 O.'i07Z JN/SfC 
VP:: o.002') IN/SC;C,IJVP= 0.0000 IU/SfC, VF= 0.0051 In/SEC 
;(::. 1.6478 JN .. , Y= Cl.30~3 IN.,SU:: 1.87?(, IN.••2 
UIJ= C•.98~C Jr.;/SEC, [tl.JP= i).GiJCO lN/S(C, UF= 0.5208 IN/SEC 
VP= 0.0055 !r,;/~LC,OVP:: 0.0000 ]N/SEC, VF= 0.009t HI/SEC 
X= 1.3329 lN., Y= :.zqqt lN.,SO= 1.3661 JN.••z 
UP: 1.004fo ir,,sFC, CUP= 0.0000 IN/SEC, UF= o.5404 IN/SEC 
VP= 0.0110 1N/SLC,UV9= o.o ... 1ou IN/SfC, VF: o.Ot6S IN/SEC 
X= c.~12.Y IN., Y= '1.2926 1:,.,s.i:. 0.9586 IN.••2 
UP:. l.0~38 lt</S!Co OUP:: ·:).~('DO IN/SEC, UF.s. 0.5697 tr~/SEC 
VP= 0.0133 lN/St:C.L)V?= o.0(100 JN/!,EC. VF= o.O)JJ IN/SE'C 
X: ~.Sbl9 IN., Y:. 0.28;5 IN.,SQ= O.b279 JN.••2 
UP: J.0780 Hl/5[.C, DUP: O.O~'HI 1 ... /SfC, UF= 
VP= o.o~~s I~/~fC,DVP= o.~~~l IN/SEC, VF= 
X:. \J.2 .. •c,J In •• 'f= C.2-'1!>7 lN.,S~:. o.J2C7 J'f.••z 
D.61'•~ IN/Sl::C 
o.0744 1~/Sf.C 
UP= 1.1}91 !rJ/SfC, DJP:z O.Ofl6V lN/SfC, llf= 0.67'57 lN/5£C 
V~:. O.l04q l~/SlC,~V?: 0.0003 IN/SFC, VF= 0.24~6 TN/S~C 
X• -O • .J9(,i,; IN., Y= c.•.101""" IN.,SQ• 0.1363 IN .. ••:? 
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;Jp~ o.,,2?4 Ht/SEC, UUP= o.ooo;u INls°'Er., IJf: -0.03'lQ IH/SEC 
VP: o.ol~9 l~l/~FC,O'IP• 0.001)', Hl/SEC, 'IF= o."79,. Ul/SEC 
:.<~ -C.lb·).".1 ]Not Y= ().~·)f\7 111 0 .SlJ= C'.l(,03 IN.••2 
II?:-: u.7.735 1:;/~,.c. [JIJ?-:2 0 .. 0051 TN/SEC, ur:= -0.]3~5 tr~/S(C 
VP= ::.Jt,•13 Hl/S(C,IJ'/1'= O.CIU04 1:,1sec. vr= 0.03~7 IN/SEC 
x~ -0.3004 IN., Y= o.ulJUl ltt.,SQ= 0.3004 IH.••2 
UP= ti.~,-/85 111/.'ilC, t,UP.::. U.035'• Irl/!:.EC, UF• 0.11"1,l Jtr/SEC 
vP= o.::io"?t 1:11~rc 1 r~vp: 0.0000 1111.c;.e,:, vr: .. o.ooot IN/SF.C 
X= -o.5121 Jr~ •• Y= --:,.,:011 Ul.,SQ: u.5121 ir1.••2 
UP: o.72.!6. JN/~~c. OVI-'= a.ass·, 1N/SEC, UF"II" 0.2606. IN/SEC 
VP= •).C,)32 lt!/SlC,UVP= C .. 1;(100 lU/'iEC, VF= -0.0~07 IN/SEC 
.(:: -o.7u78 [N .. , 'f: -U.0023 IN .. ,::.o= o.707fl Il't.••2 
UP= o.7805 Hl/:i[C, O:.JP= o.Od5d lN/!>EC, UF:s o.3173 IN/SEC 
YP= o.O·JZO l~•ISEC,OVP= o.C·OUO IN/SE:f., YF= -o .. ooos Hl/SEC 
--P;.RTICLI: ESCA.PE'S-- , J= .324 YCNE:ac 0 0 3111 JN, Oi:t: YONEz 0.4400 H 
AT LEA.ST Rl •. , ESCAPE 
X= l7.·)2~ij 1~1., t= 0.29b? l;j.,,SO= 17.0314 JN.••z 
UI>: 0.935'1 t:·!/SEC, OUP= O.uool) IN/SEC, UF~ 0.471A IN/SF.C 
'IP= 0.0000 IN/SEC ,OVP= o.oe:oo 111/SE'C, VF= 0.0001 ltl/SEC 
x: lJ.64(10 Jtt., Y= 0.29~8 1r1.,SO= 13.6-32 1u.•~2 
IJP= o.'1374 J!I/SCC, DlJPz o.:,,:ic,\1 IN/SEC. lJF• 0.1..733 HI/SEC 
VP~ 0.0000 Jri/SEC.,OYP= a.coco ltl/SEC .. Vf'= 0.0002 IN/SEC 
;,.,.::- ltJ.:;:l94b IN .. , Y= tJ.2'1b7 tr1.,S;= Hl.898() IN.••2 
'JP= O.QJ94 trl/SEC, OUP= o.uooo IN/SEC, UF• 0.4752 In/SEC 
VP= 0.0001 l~/SEC,OYP= 0.0000 IN/S!:C, 'IF= 0.000"3 IN/SEC 
X= 0.6.6.9q I~ •• Y= 0.2Q64 IN.,S~= B.b749 rn.••z 
llP= 0.9418 1t•1srC, OUP= 0.0000 IN/!~C, Ofa Q.,4777 IN/SEC 
VP= 0.0001 lN/~lC,DVP11 0 .. 0000 1~/SEC, VF= 0.0004 IN/SEC 
it= 0.866.9 IN., Y= o .. 29&1 It-l ... SQ= 6.8733 IN.••2 
.JP= u.'l-50 1r,1::;E:c .. LJUP= o .. ooc.o IN/SEC, UF= 0.4tt08 J.N/SEC 
VP=- o.OCf)Z 1~,,~l;C .r.vp,c: 0.0000 ltl/S[;C, VF= 0.0001 IU/SEC 
x::. . 5. 1,;j!.,(> 1~1., '(:. 0.2qs& lH.,SO= S.4137 Jf,,l .. :t•2 
UP= Q.Q4?l IM/Src, OUP= 0 .. 0000 JN/5fC. lJF:s l'.'l.4B49 IN/SEC 
Vf-= O.CC04 IN/S~C,DVP10: 0.0000 lN/SEC, Vf: 0.0011 IN/SEC 
X= 4.22-10 IN. 9 Y= .-1.zq43 Jr,,:,.,SQ= 4.?313 IN .. ••l 
UP:. o.q.545 lN/SfC, tiUP= o.ouuo Hl/SF.C, UF= 0.4903 IN/SEC 
VP:: o.OCOB Ill/SfC,O\'P: o.ocoo lN/Sf'C., Vl-:r. n.0011 IN/SEC 
x .. J.2h)] I~ •• Y= o.2q17 lN •• S~= 3 .. 2735 Itt.••z 
Ui>"" O.Qt,lt, f~;/SFC, DllP= 0.0000 IN/SE:C, UF:s 0.4975 IN/SEC 
VP= o.OOl':;, 1;;/SEC,CVP= 0.0000 lff/St:C, VF= o.002q t!'-1/SEC 
X• 2 0 4803 tN., Y= o.Z'-121 Jh.,S!J= Z.497? JH.••2 
UP= il.9714 }tJ/SEC, tlUP= 0,.0000 1N/$EC, IJF2 o .. ~073 l~l/SEC 
VP=- O.OCZ7 lN/SlC,f,1/P,,. o.uooo lN/SEC, VF,,. f'.,004Q IN/SEC 
~= l .. 0~17 IH •• Y= ~.iR?b lN.,SQ= 1.a103 IU.~•z 
OP= o • .:;~st l~l/SE.C, llUP= 0.0000 IN/SE"C, VF• o.5209 IN/SEC 
VI-'= 0.0052 lN/S!:C,DVP= 0.0000 H~/SEC, VF:o 0.0067 IN/SEC 
X= I.3327 llloo Y: 0.2R!.>8 IN.,~C= l.3&30 IN.••7 
:JP= l .. O(;olo~ lN/SEC, ou111:1. o.uouu Jrl/SE'C, UI'== O.'i409 IN/SEC 
VP= o.0104 lN/"SfC,OVP= o.ocoo Hl/Sl:.C, VF ... n.nt6,l IN/SEC 
X: 0.91z, IN •• y: ~.z7qj IN •• Sij= 0 .. 9544 1,r .. ••1 
UP= l.0.}47 lt:/SF.C, OU? .. 0.0000 IN/SEC, UF= n.5706 In/SEC 
VP= O.CtZ23 lN/S!..C,llVI'• 0.0000 lN/SEC, VF= o.nJ1t IN/SEC. 
X= o.~6,10 JN., Y= u.Zb79 IN.,So= O.bZl7 Jrj.••z 
'JP= 1.oROH lN/St:C, [t.JP:: a.0858 lN/SFC, lJFa: o.t.176 IN/SEC 
YI': o.c,~39 111/SFC,OVP= 0.0001 H1/Sf.C, Vf'= 0.012, IN/SEC 
X= o.za34 IN .. , v~ .j.ZJ?.- 1:--.1.,SO=- c. .. 309~ Itl.••2 
Ill-'= \.1514 tfl!/5t.C, DI.JPz a.Oct'.>? 1;,.,/SEC, UF"' 0.,6.891 1~1/SEC 
VI->= c,.2;:.1? }tl/Sl:C,IJVP:i: a.Oll09 HI/SEC. VF .. n.zi;-43 1N/SF.C 
:<= -t>.Ob.36 IN., Y= 0.0173 lH.,SQ= 0.1143 ]N.••Z 
UP= 0.2b71i lN/S{C, U:.JP: 0 0 0901 IN/SEC, UF* -0.2026 tt~/SEC 
VP= O.b7.\5 1:1/SfC,OVP• 0.0009 Itl/SEC, VF= 0.6260 JN/"SEC 
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;(::,; -0.0l-,O HI.• Y= -0.0002 lH.,$Q= 0.0170 JN.••2 
UP= -••.07)2 Ill/SEC, OUP: O.b'Jbl 1N/SEC, UF: -t+,.77Q4 IN/SEC 
V~= o.tUlb trl/S[C,U\IP= o.O(J78 u,/Sf.C, V~= -o.n~I)) HI/SEC 
--PA~fii.Lf IS C..\PT:JRF.0--, J= 24!J YCNE:,; o.z·~70 JN, OR YON[= 0.4200 H 
Al LFA~l i8. '{ A'?.l: (APTU'lED 
X: 11.DZBM 1~., Y= ~.JJ~O IH.,SC= 11.0JIS IN.•*2 
llP=· o.9J5'J 1rvscc, OUP= 0.0000 IN/SEC, UF::r 0.4718 JrJ/SEC 
VP= o.~0~:,) IN/S(C,D\IP"' o.aooo JU/SEC, VF" 0.0001 IN/SEC 
X= 1).6400 IN., V= 0.)039 111.,SQ= 13.0414 IN.•~2 
VP= 0.9374 l:l/SEC, IJUP= 0.1')00(1 l~/SEC, UF::r 0.4733 IN/SEC 
VP>: o.v:)J.) Jtl/SEC,0\'P= (,.OC,00 J/i/$EC, VF= o.oooz IN/SEC 
;'II.= 1J.1J,;,,4 H,., V= o.J\J37 IN.,Sc .. 1J.ti988 rr,i.••2 
U?= 0.9394 IN/SF.C, [)UP= 0.0000 ]~/SEC, UF= 0.4752 Irr/SEC 
VP= 0.0001 Jl,;/SC:r::,ovi>= o.oc.ao Irl/~!:C, VF= 0.0003 IN/SEC 
X= tJ.60'!9 lrJ., Y= o.303S IH.,SQ= 6.6752 In .... z 
UP= o.•,41a IN/SEC, [1:JP= {J,.0000 IN/SfC, U~::. 0.4777 IN/SEC 
VP= 0.::,0.:,1 1~1/S(C,OVP: O.CuOO lN/Sl:C, VF= 0.0004 IN/SEC 
Ji: ·ti.8669 IH., Y: r,.JOJl H, ... SO= b.813'> 111.•*Z 
VP= 0.94'j0 J~J.f'5EC, [,!JP= 0.0000 IN/SEC. VF= o.,.aos Pf/SEC 
VP= tJ,..J').)~ IN/SEC,LVP::. O • .'.IC~I) HI/SEC, 1/F::s f'.0007 !ti/SEC 
A= 5.4CJSO IN., Y::. 0.3026 IN.,SQ= 5.4141 IN.•*2 
IJP: fl,.')4Qol 1·~/SEC, OUP.., 0 0 0000 lt.1/SEC, tJF.,. O,..\St.40 111/SEC 
VP: ll.(..C,.)S l'I/S.~C,DV?= O.OC,V,.) I~l/SFC, VF= 1).0011 JU/~fC 
A= 4.2210 1:,., v= o.J,1a 111.,so~ 4.23to JN.~•z 
UY= 0.~~45 U.1/SFC, C.IIP= O.OCCO JN/SEC, UF-= 0.4903 TH/SEC 
VP: o.vJ,::.a ltl/SEC,DVP= o.oo;.) IN/SEC, VF>= n.'1018 IN/SEC 
);::. 3~ZblJ3 IN., Y= o.Jo,)7 IN.,SQ= 3.2742 TN.••z 
UP= o.?blO l~~/SfC, !JUP= 0.0000 IN/SfC, UF:. o.4':t75 lN/SfC 
VP= O.JD15 1-'i/S~C,OVP::. o.oo.io {N/Sf'C, vr=::s o.oozq IN/St:C 
A= 2.480~ Ff., V== o.,,2qn:, IN.,SQ= 2.4'i'85 I~l.••z 
UP: 0.9714 IN/S.F'C, !;UP= O.COCO Hf/!.EC, UF= 0.!'072 IN/SEC 
VPa: 0 •. 1028 l~:/SrC,llVP= a.cOu') IH/S[C, VF; o.0050 IN/SEC 
X::. l.~479 lN., Y::. O.Z~b5 tN.,SQ= t.~714 IN.••z 
UP= 0.9e5n JN/SEC, QU?= o.oCJOO lN/!:EC. UF= 0.520? IN/SEC 
VP>: O.f'-:)5.c,. IN/SFC.DV?= 0.0001> l!t/S!::C, VFa 000089 IN/SEC 
X= 1.)l28 Jtl., Y= 0~2'l2S IN.,SQa:r 1 .. 3045 lN.••2 
UP= l.G047 IN/5!:C, DUPs 0.0000 JN/SEC, UF• 0,.51.06 Tfl/SEC 
VP= 0.0101 lN/'SEC,UVP= o .. o:.:ioo lrl/S~C, VF= o.nt64 IN/SEC 
li::. V.Q.127 IN., Y= 0,.2ijl'.).0 lN.,SQ= 0.9565 l"f.••2 
UP= J.034.3 J:,./SEC, f!U?a: o.c1000 lN/SEC, tJF's 0.5701 IN/SEC 
VP: ~.-"12213 lN/SEC.,DVP: O.OOJO 11.'/SfC, VF: 0,.0327 IN/SEC 
Xa: o.Sbl4 TN., V= 0.2742 l~ •• ~O>: o.~246 IN.••2 
UP: 1.07q4 JN/Sl:C, OUP= 0.0!!58 IN/SEC, UF• 0 0 6162 JN/S.fC 
VP: 0.054? l~/SlC,UVP: 0.0001 IN/S~C, VF= 0.0735 IN/SEC 
~~ 0.2046 IN., Y::. o.2)95 lN.,Su= 0.3151 JN.••z 
UPs 1.1451 J~/SfC, OUP= o.055q IN/SEC. UF= 0.081A IN/SEC 
VP= V .. 21.10 1+ lN/Sl:C,UVP= O.OOJ9 ltl/SfC, VF: 0,2Sl? ]II/SEC 
X= -0,.0874 IN., Y= 0.0~04 lH.,Sa= 0.1257 tN.••2 
UP~ 0.3~6b IN/SEC, UUP= o .. o~~~ lN/SFC, UF= -0.1106 TN/SEC 
VP: U.b422 IN/SLC,UV~= 0.0007 lN/StC, VF: 0.6112 IN/SEC 
X= -O.V8b3 IN., y~ 0.0002 lh.,SQ3 u.0~63 JN.••z 
UP: -0.2174 JN/SfC, UUP2 0.0889 IN/SF.C, UFz -0.745A IN/SfC 
VP= {'l.(•37 ... l!I/SEC,DYP"' o.;;,oc, lf.o/SfC, VF= n.C026 Irl/.S.EC 
X= -c.01bl 1~4. v= -o.oooa ,~.,Su= 0 .. 01~2 1~.••2 
UP: -4.759~ lti/SlC:, CUP= 0.7)31 IN/S[C 9 UFz -4.Q640 IN/SEC 
l/P2:. -0.05'91 I:'1/SCC,OVP: 0.0120 IN/SEC, VF= -0.7242 l"I/SEC 
--~A~TICLE IS CAPlUHlD--, ~~ 106 YUNE= 0.3041 TN, OR YON€z 0.4)00 H 
,1,l LEAST 18. :; AKf CAPlU:tEO 
X= 17,0Ztl8 lfl., Yz :",.Jt ll IN.,SO= 17.1.))16 JN.••2 
lH•= o.q)5? IP.../S.£:C. OIIP= o .. OQOO lN/S(C. UF= 0.4718 IN/SEC 
VP: O.OU·)O Jt:/.S.£.C.,UVP: O.C.OJ.) lN/SEC, VF• 0.0001 IN/SEC 
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APPENDIX 4 
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 
Various statistical techniques were used in this study 
to aid in the analysis of data and in the determination of 
relationships between theoretical and experimental results. 
MULVAR, a computer program written by Dr. David Allen of the 
University of Kentucky's Department of Statistics, was 
extensively used in determining the statistical relation-
ships. The program has the capability to perform a least 
squares analysis of data in the production of a linear model. 
Analysis of variance tables, corre1·ation matrices, and cer-
tain plotting procedures available in the program were also 
very helpful. 
Most of the statistical analyses in this study were 
derived from the fitting of linear models so that various 
parameters of interest could be predicted. These parameters 
ranged from percent passing and coefficients of drag, which 
were determined from particle diameter, to percent separa-
tion, which was determined from several factors in the ex-
perimental situation. 
In the analysis of the rei'ationship of data to a param-
eter of interest, a linear model was constructed. The model 
consisted of a group of independent variables used to pre-
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diet dependent variable. When an analysis of variance 
table is used in conjunction with the model, an observation 
on the ability of an independent variable, alone or in con-
junction with other variables, in explaining the dependent 
variable is possible. The analysis of variance tables 
generated by the computer program have columns titled 
"probability." When the value in this column for an inde-
pendent variable is less than 0.05 (corresponding to a<0.05), 
the independent variable can be said to be statistically 
significant in explaining the dependent variable. In other 
words, it means that at least 95 times out of 100 the values 
given would actually be statistically significant. 
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APPENDIX 5 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PULVERIZED COAL 
The various physical properties of the pulverized coal 
particles were determined experimentally in laboratories at 
the University of Kentucky. The particles themselves were 
obtained by pulverizing chunks of coal in a machine designed 
to pulverize coal. All of the tests described in this 
appendix were conducted using particles from the bin which 
supplied particles for the experimental studies. 
Determination of the specific gravity of the particles 
was made using the method described in Engineering Soils and 
their Measurement (56). The laboratory data and calcula-
tions used to find the specific gravity are shown below. 
TABLE 37: DATA AND CALCULATIONS DETERMINING SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY OF PULVERIZED COAL PARTICLES 
Test 1 Test 2 
A. Wt. of empty aluminum pan 15.2 g 16.0 g 
B. Wt. of quart jar and cap filled 
with water 1821. g 1820. g 
c. Wt. of pan and dry sample 214.0 g 173. g 
D. Wt. of dry sample (C-A) 198.8 g 157. g 
E. Wt. of jar and cap and dry 
sample and water 1877. g 1863.5 g 
Maximum specific gravity= -D~+--=~:.._-~E = 1. 392 1.383 
Average specific gravity= 1.39 
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The size distribution of the pulverized coal particles 
was determined using a sieve analysis. Two separate anal-
yses were performed with the results shown below. 
TABLE 38: .DATA FROM SIEVE ANALYSES OF PULVERIZED COAL 
Sieve Weight % % 
Openings Retained ( g) Retained Passing 
Sieve# (mm:) 1 2 1 2 1 2 
30 0.595 37 34 13.3 14.0 86.7 86.0 
50 0.297 96 93 34.5 38.3 52.2 47;7 
80 0.177 47 37 16.9 15.2 35.3 32 • .5 
120 0 .125. 21 19 7.6 7.8 27. 7. 24.7 
200 0.074 24 19 8.6 7.8 19.1 16.9 
Pan 50 39 .19 .• 1 16.9 0.0 o.o 
Total 275 241 100.0 100.0 
These were the data used in determining the equation 
relating the percent passing function to particle diameter. 
Settling velocities and coefficients of drag for the 
pulverized coal particles were determined by timing the 
quiescent settling of single particles through a one foot 
drop through water. The particles were shaken from the mesh 
of five different sieve sizes and assigned a diameter equal 
to the sieve opening. Table 39 on the following page 
presents the settling time.s for the particles. 
By rearranging Newton's law, the data from this table 
can be used to predict coefficients of drag based on a 
particle's settling velocity V and diameter d. Newton's 
c p 
law is stated as follows: 
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TABLE 39 : TIMES OF DROP OF INDIVIDUAL PULVERIZED COAL 
PARTICLES THROUGH A ONE FOOT DISTANCE 
Sieve Sizes 
ll 3 0 ll40 ll50 ll80 #120 
(0.59mm) ( 0. 42mm) (0. 297mm) (0.1777mm) (0.125mm} 
12.1 16.2 32.4 124.8 160.l 
11. 5 18. 7 35.4 151.6 208.9 
11.2 15.7 26.4 107.8 140.9 
14.9 13.7 24.3 131.3 151. 5 
11. 0 21.4 29.8 126.5 140.2 
10.8 13.4 32.2 102.4 115.8 
11. 0 24.3 36.1 141.7 305. 
Time of 8.1 16.1 26.8 81.8 173.8 15.5 16.2 21. 5 62.3 347.9 Drop 12.1 16.4 43.6 66.5 143.9 
(sec) 11.2 27.2 69.3 66.8 12.8 24.3 73.9 94.7 
10.5 42.7 129.6 128.1 
11.0 28.1 102.4 132.2 
11.9 26.8 65.6 113.8 
11.7 45.1 52.3 107.7 
13.1 24.1 51.0 159.7 
11.2 20.1 46.1 164.9 
11.2 30.3 40.3 154.8 
28.6 75.9 174.2 
54.7 
55.4 
49.8 
75.3 
43.7 
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)1/2 ( 5 3) 
This equation, when rearranged to'solve for coefficient of 
drag CD, is as follows: 
4 Ps - P d 
= 3g--p-~ 
c 
(54) 
The gravity g, density of coal ps' and density of water p 
are all known, leaving only CD, dp' Ve unknown. The data in 
the table on the previous page allows prediction of settling 
velocity Ve for 
coefficients of 
certain particle sizes d. Corresponding p 
drag were calculated for all of these points 
and from these values an equation predicting coefficient of 
drag as a function of particle diameter was statistically 
determined. 
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APPENDIX 6 
SETTLING COLUMN TEST FOR FLY ASH 
A settling column test to determine the settling 
characteristics of fly ash was performed for this study. 
The column was 6 feet tall with an outlet port located at 
each one foot interval in height. The test was conducted 
by first obtaining a uniform concentration of particles in 
the column and then letting the particles settle quiescently 
over a long period of time. 
Twenty-five milliliter samples were obtained from the 
six ports at specified time intervals from the beginning of 
the test. The concentrations of the samples were determined. 
Table 40 presents the results of the settling column test. 
The number of the sample tells the time it was taken and its 
depth from the liquid surface. As an example, sample 30M-4 
was taken 30 minutes after initiation of the test at a depth 
of 4 feet. 
The settling curves for the fly ash are shown in 
Figure 28. These curves allow for the calculation of de-
tention time required to remove certain percentages of 
particles in a 6 foot deep tank. Metcalf and Eddy (58) have 
an example of the calculations required on page 290 of their 
text. 
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TABLE 40: RESULTS FROM SETTLING COLUMN TEST 
Size of Final Initial Weight 
Sample Weight Weight Fly Ash Concentration 
Sample (25ml) (mg) (mg) (mg) (ma/1) 
0-1 25 1535.2 1525.0 10.2 408 
0-2 25 1519.8 1510.0 9.8 392 
0-3 25 1533.3 1523.6 9.7 388 
0-4 25 1494.9 1485.2 9.7 388 
0-5 25 1533.1 1521.6 11.5 460 
0-6 25 1476.9 1466.6 10.3 412 
15M-l 25 1526.6 1519.3 7.3 292 
15M-2 25 1528.6 1520.5 8.1 324 
15M-3 25 1534.5 1526.2 8.3 332 
15M-4 25 1528.7 1518.6 10.1 404 
15M-5 25. 1533.4 1524.4 9.0 360. 
15M-6 25 1520.4 1509.8 10.6 424 
30M-l 25 1553.9 1548.1 5.8 232 
30M-2 25 1570.0 1563.9 6.1 244 
30M-3 25 1488.9 1481.8 7.1 284 
30M-4 25 1542.7 1535.3 7.4 296 
30M-5 25 1522.5 1514.2 8.3 332 
30M-6 25 1534.8 1527.8 7.0 280 
45M-l 25 1457.9 1453.1 4.8 192 
45M-2 25 1542.5 1537.2 5.3 212 
45M-3 25 1516.0 1510.0 6.0 240 
45M-4 25 1521.4 1515.1 6.4 256 
45M-5 25 1535.8 1529.2 6.6 264 
45M-6 25 1507.2 1499.3 8.1 324 
lH-1 25 1478.3 1474.8 3.5 140 
lH-2 25 1511.8 1508.3 3.5 140 
lH-3 25 1527.7 1523.0 4.7 188 
lH-4 25 1513.6 1509.2 4.4 176 
lH-5 25 1559.0 1554.0 5.0 200 
lH-6 25 1515.9 1508.9 7.0 280 
2H-l 25 1508.1 1505.7 2.4 96 
2H-2 25 1480.8 1478.0 2. 8 112 
2H-3 25 1529.8 1526.7 3.1 124 
2H-4 25 1566.6 1563.4 3.2 128 
2H-5 25 1511.1 1508.2 2.9 116 
2H-6 25 1539.4 1536.3 3.1 124 
3H-l 25 1515.6 1513.9 1. 7 68 
3H-2 25 1505.9 1504.1 1. 8 72 
3H-3 25 1542.8 1540.7 2.1 84 
3H-4 25 1507.5 1505.8 1. 7 68 
3H-5 25 1477.4 1475.0 2.4 96 
3H-6 25 1522.2 1520.2 2.0 80 
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Figure 28• Settling curves from settling column test 
for fly ash. 
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